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ABSTRACT 

The twin objectives of this dissertation, understanding political behavior as a social 

phenomenon and assessing the relative impacts of action and interaction on behavior, are 

realized through the empirical study of cosponsorship in the United States Congress. 

Cosponsorship. the formal support of a bill, is commonly said to be a rational action by a 

member of Congress designed to further electoral goals. However, it is also possible that 

cosponsorship is the arational result of social interaction. Processes based on the 

principles of action and interaction may occur within the Congress or with reference to 

entities outside the Congress. Combinations of principle and environment provide a 

simple theoretical framework from which a number of hypotheses are generated. 

To test these hypotheses, a random sample of 100 bills from the House of 

Representatives during the 105"^ Congress is generated. Information regarding 

leadership, reciprocity, congressional districts, campaign contributions, media coverage, 

election results, organizational memberships, member demography and bill 

cosponsorship is recorded for each combination of sampled bill, member of the House, 

and week the Congress was in session. Comparisons and relations between members are 

represented in matrix form. A combined network effects - discrete time approximation 

approach converts these matrices into individual-level predictions of a congressperson's 

likelihood of cosponsorship over time. Alternatively. QAP analysis regresses relations 

on relations to make cross-sectional predictions about any two members" cosponsorship 

overlap. Results illuminate the importance of interaction to political behavior. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

What is to he done? 

- Vladimir Lenin 

This is the law that...constantly shouts in its ear: March! March! 

- Karl Marx 

Society does not consist of individuals but expresses the sum of interrelations, the 

relations within which these individuals stand. 

- Karl Marx 

One Question, Two Answers 

What is to be done? This question was asked at the turn of the century by a 

revolutionary with the goal of dramatically leveling the social and political landscape of 

the world. Lenin's answer; the "proletarian vanguard." a governing board of experts, 

would administer the transformation to a socialist society and reinforce revolutionary 

sentiment in the working class (Lenin 1902). Politics, the determination by powerful 

individuals of what is to be done and how it should be done, plays a prominent role even 

in a movement with the stated goal of subverting the concentration of power. As the case 

of the Russian Revolution shows, the decisions of those in political power can have a 

profound impact on the social experience of those under their authority. 
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Karl Marx, the organizer and critic who inspired Lenin's revolution, describes 

two engines of social behavior in his work. In Wage-Labour and Capital. Marx compares 

rational imperatives for action to marching orders shouted in the ears of both capitalists 

and workers (Marx 1935. Ch. 9). Given the intense competition between capitalist 

producers and the desire of individuals to better themselves economically, the most 

rational course of action for a capitalist is to pay ever lower wages. In following this 

course of action, the capitalist's "soul is the soul of capital, which has a vital impetus of 

its own. the impulse toward self-expansion" (Marx 1930: 232). Given the intense 

competition between workers for jobs, the lowering of wages and the desire of 

individuals to better themselves economically, the most rational course of action for a 

worker is to work harder, longer hours in a capitalist enterprise (Marx 1935). However, 

once wages drop so low that they can no longer sustain workers, the most rational course 

of action for workers is to revolt against the capitalist system (Marx 1948; Marx 1930). 

In the world Marx describes here individuals pursue their goals, but are more or 

less encumbered in their abilitv" to do so by the unequal distribution of resources. 

.Assuming that people's desires are known and that they behave in a rationally 

comprehensive manner, individual and collective behavior predictably unfolds over time 

as a consequence of individuals' and collectivities" positions in a system of economic 

inequality (Marx 1963; Marx 1930). According to Marx, political actors are no different 

in this aspect; therefore, political behavior can also be seen as self-interested behavior 

channeled by the uneven distribution of resources (Marx 1969: 59; Marx 1978). This 

assumption in Marx's work reflects a continuation of an earlier tradition of social theory 
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with a rational conception of the individual; this Enlightenment insight was most 

famously applied to economics by Adam Smith (1976) and to politics by Thomas Hobbes 

(1991: 119-121). Together, the seminal works of these three thinkers express a principle 

fundamental to the social sciences: the principle of action. 

Elsewhere, however. Marx proposed an alternative explanation of human 

behavior. The third quote from Grundrisse implies that human nature is inherently 

malleable, not fixedly rational (Marx 1973: 264). Indeed. Marx continues that labels 

such as slave, citizen, capitalist and worker are not characteristics deeply embedded 

within the individual, as his contemporaries suggest, but rather are categories that emerge 

through social interaction (Marx 1973: 264-265). Although it may be in the rational 

interest of workers to unite in revolution they will not until, through increased association 

and communication, they come to a common (and not necessarily rational) understanding 

of that interest and begin to collectively organize (Marx 1948). Ideal courses of class 

action may be determined in the abstract, but their concrete realization spreads along 

social lines. 

Georg Simmel more starkly expressed this point decades later regarding social 

behavior in general; "from the individual arises society, from association arises the 

individual" (Simmel 1908: 325-326)'. Through interaction individuals create social 

reality — the shared understandings of culture and the collective enterprises of 

organizations. Yet through interaction in both formal and informal associations, new 

ideas are absorbed and the very character of the individual is changed. Behavior follows 

' [ use my own translation here rather than Reinhard Bendi.x's standard (1955) in order to preserve the 

original a.xiomatic style of Simmel's statement. 
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accordingh': we act in accordance with our social environment, not in accordance with a 

rational determination of how we should act (Simmel 1971). Marx's and SimmePs 

insights, along with those of Emile Durkheim (1951; 1961). form the base of a second 

foundational concept in sociology: the principle of interaction. 

Implicit in the use of these principles to understand politics is the assumption that 

politics is social (Knoke 1990). Therefore, while this dissertation pursues the 

understanding of politics in particular, it also pursues the understanding of social 

behavior in general, assessing the relative impact of action and interaction upon obser\ ed 

individual behavior. Both particularly political and generally sociological pursuits are 

followed through the study of cosponsorship in the United States Congress. 

Why Congress? 

If this dissertation is intended to assess the impact of action and interaction in a 

political system, why study the United States Congress? The Congress is perhaps the 

most familiar political body in American politics. The impact of legislation upon citizens 

is regularly covered in daily newspapers, and the behavior of the members of Congress is 

a common topic for discussion among measured academics, barking pundits, union 

members in meeting halls, executives in corporate boardrooms and family members 

gathered around the dinner table or television set. The attention paid to this political 

body is understandable; the laws passed by Congress have had a powerful impact on 

almost all aspects of our lives, altering standards of citizenship, rights of individuals, 

definitions of crimes, impositions of punishment, the distribution of wealth and the 
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structure of social stratification (Zelizer 2000). Because of its noticeable substantive 

impact, the Congress is a popular object of study for students of politics. 

Perhaps the most pervasive current e.xplanation of congressional behavior invokes 

the principle of action. Legislators are widely held to act as rational decision-makers 

with a self-ma.\imizing interest in regaining election (Arnold 1990; Davidson and 

Oleszek 1998; Downs 1957; Kingdon 1989). That interest leads legislators to seek the 

favor of groups or individuals that can influence their electoral fate, including district 

constituents, campaign contributors, congressional leaders and congressional peers 

(Bartels 1991; Campbell 1982; Glantzand Begay 1994; Hall and Wayman 1990; 

Neustadtl 1990; Moore et al 1994; Page et al 1984). The unique arrangement of 

resources and goals in the Congress make for a unique set of behaviors within an action 

framework. 

On the other hand, an interactional theory of congressional behavior asserts that 

legislatures are social bodies like any other. Therefore, theories that apply to other social 

bodies should also apply to the Congress. For instance, although the Congress is an 

instrumental group designed specifically to fulfill political goals, it also might contain 

stable structures of interpersonal communication and organizational affiliation. The 

social network branch of sociology has adopted or developed powerful methods to 

describe these kinds of structures (Breiger 1974; Erbring and Young 1979; Friedkin 

1990; Greve et al. 1995; Krackhardt 1987; McPherson 1983) and theoretical propositions 

that ably predict the character of structural effects (Blau 1977; Carley 1991). These 
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propositions are both parsimonious and general, applying to any situation -- including the 

Congress — in which individuals interact with one another. 

Of all possible social bodies to examine, the U.S. Congress is one in which we 

would be especially likely to find support for an action-based theory. Members of 

Congress tend to be highly educated, with an especially high concentration of lawyers 

(171 out of the 434 House members studied here). These individuals have spent 

considerable time being trained and working in educational and legal systems that place a 

premium on skillful rational argument. In addition, given the importance of the laws 

passed by Congress that affect a variety of different groups both positively and 

negatively, one might expect that strong incentives from affected groups will be brought 

to bear upon legislators. Because action-based theories depend on incentives to drive 

behavior, strong patterns of incentives should lead to easily observed patterns of 

behavior. Finally, a number of past studies have concluded that constituent 

characteristics have a significant impact upon legislative decisions (Battels 1991; 

Kingdon 1989; Overby and Cosgrove 1996; Page et al 1984; Welch and Hibbing 1984). 

For these reasons a study of the Congress should make for a sympathetic test of 

the action principle, which has nearly achieved the status of conventional wisdom in 

politics, and a stringent test of the theoretical interloper in politics, the interaction 

principle. If this study finds that interaction matters in a place like the Congress where 

action should have a strong hold, then we might be more inclined to believe that 

interaction matters in other less instrumental social locations as well. If, conversely, this 
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study finds little or no support for the action principle in empirical tests, then some 

suspicion of the action principle's general validity would be warranted. 

Why Cosponsorship? 

If the Congress is an especially appropriate object to study, the next challenge is 

to find a congressional event that permits the clearest possible understanding of political 

behavior while also allowing distinctions between action and interaction to be observed. 

This section examines the nature of cosponsorship and explains why cosponsorship is an 

especially appropriate event for study. 

Cosponsorship is the voluntary addition of a congressperson's name to a bill 

before the Congress. Rule 22 of the Rules of the House of Representatives dictates that 

any legislator may request that their name be added to a bill, starting with the time of a 

bill's initial introduction to the Congress and ending with the time that the bill is passed 

from a committee onto the House floor (Trandahl 1999). The effect of having one's name 

added to a bill is to indicate support for it (Campbell 1982). Cosponsorship is common in 

the Congress. Over half of all bills in the 99"^ Congress had at least one cosponsor 

(Wilson and Young 1997). In the 105''' Congress of 1997-1998. the number of 

cosponsors for any given bill varied from zero to well over two hundred. Cosponsorship 

is also common as an individual practice. Individual congresspeople tended to cosponsor 

over a hundred bills in the 105''^ Congress, with again much variation: Rep. Lloyd 

Doggett of Texas cosponsored only three bills, while Rep. Martin Frost, also of Texas, 

cosponsored 804 bills, or one out of every six bills. 
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A common reference in the political literature regarding cosponsorship is to the 

inauguration dates of cosponsorship as a permitted Congressional practice (Stevens. Bach 

and Rubin 1978: Wilson and Young 1997). For the House, the reported date of 

cosponsorship's beginning is 1967. with a liberalization of rules to allow unlimited 

cosponsorship in 1978 (Congressional Record 1967: 10708-10712; Congressional Record 

1978: 34929-34931). While these dates mark the legalization of cosponsorship of a 

single bill, previous House sessions saw similar tactics that worked their way around 

legal prohibitions. "Multiple introduction." the submission of identical bills with 

different resolution numbers and different principal sponsors, served as the functional 

equivalent of modem-day cosponsorship for some time before legalization 

(Congressional Record 1967: 10712). The willingness of legislators to wholly 

reintroduce legislation in order to register their support for it indicates that cosponsorship. 

or its equivalent, has long played an important role in the legislative process. 

Cosponsorship has a strong reputation on and around Capital Hill for its supposed 

impact on legislative outcomes. Comments made by Rep. William Colmer of Mississippi 

in support of the bill that formalized cosponsorship reflect that reputation: 

The cosponsorship of a bill adds prestige and strength to proposed legislation. 

For there is strength in unity. The proposal is given status by numbers 

(Congressional Record 1967: 10710). 
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Legislators themselves regularly cite cosponsors attached to their bill when 

appealing for action on the measure (Campbell 1982; 415). In a typical appeal. Rep. 

Brian Flaherty of Cormecticut made a mention of cosponsorship regarding his bill H.R. 

4179. which dealt with the "federalization of state drivers" licenses"; 

We need quick enactment of H.R. 4179. sponsored by Mr. [Robert] Barr. who sits 

on this subcommittee, and a bipartisan group of cosponsors. While I realize that 

you are in the waning days of this session, this section of the law is so egregious 

that it merits an e.xpeditious appeal. (Hearing of the House Government Reform 

and Oversight Committee's Subcommittee on National Economic Growth. 

Natural Resources and Regulatory Affairs. 9/17/98). 

Rep. Michael Oxley of Ohio made sure on the same day to mention the support of 59 

cosponsoring members of the House when appealing for the passage of H.R. 3783. which 

would have required screening of adult content on the Internet (Hearing of the House 

Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Telecommunications. Trade and Consumer 

Protection. 9/17/98). Like most bill authors. Rep. Joseph Ketmedy of Massachusetts sent 

out a "Dear Colleague" letter to explicitly solicit the cosponsorship of a bill that would 

shut down the controversial School of the Americas; 

This is a familiar pattern; a story comes out about violence or oppression in Latin 

.America, and the names of the School of the Americas graduates emerges. Once 



again the US is shamed. It is time we dissociate ourselves with the School of the 

.A.mericas once and for all. Join 129 of your colleagues in closing down the 

School by becoming a cosponsor of H.R. 611. To cosponsor. call Robert Gerber 

at 5-5111 (Dear Colleague Letter, Rep. Joseph Kennedy. 1/12/98). 

Like his colleagues mentioned above. Rep. Wally Merger mentioned his collection of 155 

cosponsors for H.R. 2593. the Marriage Penalty Relief Act. Merger further noted the 

numbers of Democratic and Republican cosponsors as an indication of bipartisanship. 

He also mentioned his cosponsorship of Rep. Weller's Marriage Ta.\ Elimination Act 

(H.R. 3734) as a way to "make clear for the record" his support for Weller's alternative 

bill (Hearing of the House Ways and Means Committee. 1/28/98). 

Petitioners for policy relief from outside the Congress also seem to cite 

cosponsorship as a way of bolstering their appeals to lawmakers. Charles Kruse. 

President of the Missouri Farm Bureau, made his feelings about cosponsorship clear 

when asking for the institution of tax-exempt F.AARM accounts through H.R. 3659; 

I ask each and every member of the Small Business Committee to get behind 

F.\.A.RM accounts. They aren't a substitute for the short-term help needed by 

farmers this year, but they are just as important. Please cosponsor H.R. 3659 if 

you haven't already (Hearing of the House Small Business Committee. 9/16/98). 
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At their web site, the Gun Owners of America maintain a section entitled 

"Cosponsor Watch." On these pages, the GOA staff keep a current list of House and 

Senate bills related to the second amendment, with complete rosters of cosponsors 

attached (Gun OwTiers of America 1999). Above the rosters, they describe cosponsorship 

to their members; 

Gaining cosponsors is an important part of the legislative process. Bills with 

cosponsors are more likely to be passed from committee to a floor vote. If your 

Representative has not cosponsored the important legislation below, please call, 

write. fa.\ or e-mail and ask him or her to do so (Gun Owners of America 1999). 

For each bill, the GOA also offers a sample letter that ends with the words "Please 

cosponsor this important legislation." Web sites similarly urging cosponsorship are 

maintained by organizations as varied as .Americans for Democratic .Action, the 

.American Iron and Steel Institute, the Arkansas Hospital Association, the Institute of 

Transportation Engineers, the National Association of Manufacturers, the National 

Community Action Foundation, and Peace Action. 

Cosponsorship is not only important by reputation; the act has also been 

demonstrated to have a consistent legislative impact (Campbell 1982: Moore et al 1997: 

Wilson and Young 1997). The number of cosponsors for bills passing the House is 

greater than the number of cosponsors for bills that were voted down (Wilson and Young 

1997; 32). This should not be taken as an indication that cosponsorship leads directly to 
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bill success. Rather, cosponsorship seems to help grab the attention of fellow legislators 

at a particular stage of the legislative process. The number of cosponsorships of a bill is 

positively and significantly associated with the probability that a bill gains some 

consideration by a committee rather than simply being "killed" (taken out of 

consideration). However, the number of cosponsorships is not significantly associated 

w ith the probability of a bill's passage out of the House when the passage of a bill out of 

committee is controlled for (Wilson and Young 1997: 35-39). 

There are two implications of these findings about cosponsorship. First, such 

findings are not surprising when one recalls that cosponsorships occur during committee 

consideration but are not allowed during consideration by the entire House (Trandahl 

1999). If cosponsorships represent the pattern of growing support during the period of 

committee consideration, they should be more associated with committee decisions than 

full decisions of the House. Second, in conjunction with the finding that cosponsorship 

activity decreases with House seniority (Campbell 1982; Krehbiel 1995). this finding 

suggests that the ultimate importance of cosponsorship may be as an exercise in 

coalition-building to produce change outside the traditional power structure of party and 

committee leadership. By this definition, cosponsorship efforts are analogous to social 

movements, even though these efforts occiu* in the very halls of power from which 

traditional social movements are often excluded. 

As David Mayhew has pointed out. the coalitions represented by cosponsorships 

could conceivably be simple "paper" coalitions, in which the addition of support is a 

costless activity requiring little follow-up (Mayhew 1974). To the conU-ary, however. 
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cosponsorship often seems involve the dedication of time and effort by cosponsors to the 

passage of the bill of focus (Bailey 1950). During one hearing alone, si.x cosponsors of 

the Marriage Tax Elimination Act rose to speak in its favor (Hearing of the House Ways 

and Means Committee, 1/28/98). Although it has been said that talk is cheap, the energy 

spent on the writing and delivery of speeches and on other communications by legislators 

or their staffs is taken from a limited reserve that could be expended elsewhere. That 

multiple sponsorship was a common occurrence (especially in an age before easy 

photocopies, when its practice meant the drafting of an entirely new bill) also suggests 

that cosponsorship has some importance worthy of effort. The sacrifice of this energy for 

the cause of a bill indicates the existence of a meaningful coalition. 

In sum. evidence of cosponsorship" s substantive importance in congressional 

politics takes a number of forms. Before the legalization of cosponsorship. legislators 

devised elaborate and expensive forms of multiple sponsorship that played the role 

cosponsorship plays today. Cosponsorship is an activity that occurs rather often. 

although the frequency of cosponsorship varies widely from bill to bill and legislator to 

legislator. Both members of Congress and those that petition them regularly express their 

belief in the importance of cosponsorship to the legislative process. Finally, the number 

of cosponsorships of a bill has been shown to be positively and significantly related to the 

probability of a bill's passage out of committee. It is fair to conclude that cosponsorship 

is a significant political event. 

Cosponsorship is also a methodologically attractive object of study. Roll call 

votes, the most commonly observed congressional events, represent congressional 
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decisions on a minority of bills - the fate of many bills is decided by voice vote, for 

which no records are kept (Trandahl 1999). Voice votes and roll-call votes also occur at 

one political moment and therefore provide only a cross-sectional view of political 

coalitions. It is possible to uncover patterns in voting, but voting studies carmot explain 

the spread of political support. On the other hand, any bill may be cosponsored. and all 

cosponsorships are recorded in the official Congressional Record (Trandahl 1999). 

In addition, cosponsorships may be added to a bill over long periods of time 

within a Congress. The ability to conduct a longitudinal study is important: for e.xample. 

if cosponsorships and campaign contributions were measured for only one time period, it 

would be impossible to ascertain whether contributions determined cosponsorships in a 

prompting fashion or cosponsorships determined contributions in a reward-like fashion. 

On the other hand, when the ordering of cosponsorship decisions is accounted for. the 

direction of effect can be determined. A problem just like this arises in Caldeira and 

Patterson's study of friendship formation in the Iowa state legislature. An association 

between reported friendship and attitudinal similarity is interpreted as support for a 

psychological "choice homophily" model (Caldeira and Patterson 1987: McPherson and 

Smith-Lovin 1987). arguing that individuals choose friends who. among other things, 

think alike (see Chapter 3 and also Carley 1991). Unfortunately, it has also been 

proposed that as friends communicate (regardless of what made them friends in the first 

place) they will share ideas with one another and therefore begin to think like one another 

(Carley 1991). In a static study like Caldeira and Patterson's, there is no way to 

distinguish between the two possibilities; an a priori assumption must be made (Caldeira 
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and Patterson 1987: 962). By taking time into account, this dissertation hopes to avoid 

such a dilemma". 

Finally, cosponsorship is theoretically useful because it is possible to identify 

many plausible e.xplanations of cosponsorship's spread that rely on either the principle of 

action or the principle of interaction. The next section of this chapter will discuss these 

principles as they relate to Congress and cosponsorship and introduce the means by 

which their relative effect can be assessed using data from the House of Representatives 

in the 105"^ Congress, the term of Congress most recently completed at the time of this 

dissertation's writing. 

Action, Interaction and Congressional Cosponsorship 

Many theories compete with one another in the social sciences. The apparent 

division of the sociological enterprise into many sub-disciplines, each with its own 

theories and few communicating with the other, has been cited as a source of disciplinary 

weakness (Davis 1994; Smith-Lovin 1999; Stinchcombe 1994). Yet despite the many 

theoretical divides separating sociological sub-fields, the majority of work in the 

discipline can be resolved into just two branches, each working from a single concise 

principle that describes the basis for social organization (Coleman 1986: Mayhew 1981). 

The principles of action and interaction both stem from assumptions about the 

psychological state of the individual and the impact of the individual's social 

environment upon him or her. 

" References to "time" here involve comparisons across the days that a particular bill is being considered, 
rather than comparisons between different bills considered at different times. 
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The Principle of Action 

The principle of action forms the foundation for a broad range of social theories 

that rely on rational choice. Action-based theories suppose that individual behavior is the 

result of a process of rational calculation, the purpose of which is to determine the course 

of behaviors that would best or most likely bring the individual's desires to fruition. 

Explicit in this assumption is the additional assumption that individuals have desires and 

the drive to satisfy those desires. .A.ction is the course of behavior that best satisfies an 

individual's desires at the smallest feasible cost (Homans 1961). 

When desires are easily satisfied, action may be as simple as engaging in a 

desired behavior or obtaining a desired object. However, it is much more common for 

obstacles to be placed in the way of a desire's fulfillment. For instance, other individuals 

with the ability to fulfill one's desire may impose costs or require additional actions as a 

condition of assistance (Emerson 1962; Thibaut and Kelley 1959: 104-106). These 

incentives and disincentives create a set of secondary desires (or "interests") in an 

individual, and secondary actions are taken to satisfy them (Elster 1989; Pitkin 1967). 

Put another way. to the extent that others are able to successfully demand actions of an 

individual that he or she would not otherwise normally carry out. others have "power" 

over that individual (Dahl 1957; Emerson 1962; Weber 1947). The social environment 

around an individual therefore consists of the incentives and disincentives that shape an 

individual's behavior (Coleman 1986; Coleman 1990). 
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Given the rational, desire-driven psychological state of the individual and the 

incentive structure that forms an individual's social environment, the principle of action 

naturally follows. The principle may be informally expressed as "you do what is 

necessarv' to get you ahead", and in more precise theoretical terms may be expressed: 

Principle of Action: The greater the incentive of an individual to act in a 

particular manner, the more likely it is that she or he will do so. 

Although there is considerable disagreement among theorists of action about what 

sources of interests are relevant and about the breadth of the term "rationality", the group 

of social theorists who subscribe implicitly or explicitly to the principle of action is quite 

large. Disagreements about the relevant sources of interests in objects of study like the 

Congress lead to differing hypotheses about the sources of common commitment to 

actions like cosponsorship. 

It is commonly assumed that the most relevant desire of members of Congress is 

to secure their reelection (Arnold 1990; Davidson and Oleszek 1998; DOWTIS 1957). If 

this assumption is accurate, then the actions that congresspeople take should be designed, 

directly or indirectly, to increase the likelihood of their reelection. Those individuals or 

groups that can make it more likely for a congressperson to be reelected may impose 

conditions in trade for the favor. In other words, they have power over congresspeople. 

The imponant questions then are these: what individuals or groups can improve a 

representative's reelection chances? What are the individuals and groups that have power 

o\ er representatives? In short, who does a representative really represent? 



Within the Congress, leaders of a congressperson's party, committee chairs, 

members of especially important committees and fellow representatives who are 

interested in trading cosponsorships are in a position to do a congressperson reelection 

favors (Davidson and Oleszek 1998; Fenno 1973: Shepsle and Weingast 1986). They are 

also therefore in a position of power over that congressperson. and it will be in the 

interest of that congressperson to cosponsor the favorite bills of these individuals in order 

to currv- favor. Remembering that cosponsorship is an indicator of support for a bill, any 

congressperson we are focusing on will be likely to cosponsor the bills that the above 

indiv iduals have cosponsored. The party leadership, committee chair leadership, 

committee leadership and reciprocity hypotheses express this empirical prediction. 

Outside the Congress are other individuals and groups that have an impact on a 

congressperson's reelection chances. Two kinds of actors are said to have a powerful 

impact on a representative's prospect for re-election: voters and campaign contributors 

(.Arnold 1990: Neustadtl 1990; Schlesinger 1966). Voters are able to directly impose the 

reward of re-election and the punishment of campaign defeat; a rational legislator who 

wishes to remain in the Congress would be wise to attend to constituents' concerns when 

making political decisions (Arnold 1990; Bartels 1991: Campbell 1982; Downs 1957). A 

more cynical view points out that campaign contributors have a similar ability to affect a 

legislator's re-election chances. For this reason, rational legislators should heed their 

funders' wishes (Glantz and Begay 1994; Hall and Wayman 1990; Moore et al 1994) or. 

to put it more starkly, their "investments" (Ferguson 1995). One way to address 

constituents' or contributors' concerns is to cosponsor a bill that would be to their liking. 
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The constituent representation and contributor representation hypotheses predict 

tiiat congresspeople are more likely to cosponsor bills that reflect constituent and 

contributor profiles, respectively. 

.A.n interesting complication suggests that at different times, pressure from 

individuals and groups outside the Congress is felt more or less acutely. Public attention 

has been said to heighten the effect of constituency on congressional decision-making 

(.\mold 1990; Kingdon 1984; Neustadtl 1990). In particular, media attention to an issue, 

through its effect on public attention, might increase the accountability of legislators to 

constituents and contributors, since they would be more likely to have an opinion on an 

issue and are more likely to be aware of their representative's decisions regarding the 

issue (Jacobson et al 1993; Kingdon 1989; Neustadtl 1990; Neustadtl et al 1992; 91-95; 

Shapiro 1994). The public attention hypothesis predicts that the strength of the effect 

of constituent and contributor profiles on the probability of cosponsorship increases as 

the amount of public attention paid to the issue surrounding the bill increases. 

A related complication of these representation issues is related to an individual's 

electoral vulnerability. A member of Congress who has sailed through their most recent 

election by a wide margin can afford to offend some contributors or constituents and still 

win reelection. To a member who barely survived his or her last election bid. on the 

other hand, the support of every possible constituent and contributor is imperative 

(McRae 1958; Erickson and Wright 1997). The margin of victory hypothesis predicts 

that the strength of the effect of constituent and contributor profiles on the probability of 
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cosponsorship decreases as the focal representative's margin of victory in the last election 

increases. 

Leaders, cosponsorship partners, campaign contributors and constituents may 

expect their congresspeople to support certain bills in order to gain electoral favors. On 

the other hand, they might also expect those they have power over to oppose certain bills. 

Opposition to a bill cannot be directly observed, but an absence of cosponsorship 

indicates at least a lack of support, and members who actively oppose a bill form a subset 

ofthe group of non-supporters. Pressure to oppose a bill may cause one to take an active 

stance against a bill, or may simply prevent one from taking an active stance for a bill. 

Each of the above hypotheses of action therefore has a partner representing 

counter\ ailing forces against cosponsorship. For instance, while the party leadership 

hypothesis would predict that the greater the number of leaders of one's party that have 

cosponsored a bill, the greater the likelihood that one will cosponsor a bill, the 

countervailing part>' leadership hypothesis would predict that the greater the number 

of leaders of one's party that have not cosponsored a bill, the smaller the likelihood that 

one will cosponsor a bill. 

The Principle of Interaction 

Although the insights surrounding the principle of interaction are more than a 

century old. and although the responsiveness of individual behavior to group pressure has 

been a widely accepted finding of social science since the experiments of Gordon Allport 

(1954). Solomon Asch (1956) and Stanley Milgram (1974). the interaction-based (or 
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"structuralist") theory-building enterprise has gained noticeable momentum in the past 

three decades (Blau 1977; Carley 1991; Fararo and Skvoretz 1987; Mayhew and 

Levinger 1976a; Mayhew and Levinger 1976b; Mayhew 1980). Those working in the 

tradition of Simmel (1955 [1908]; 1971 [1908]) argue forcefully that inclinations and 

behaviors are less the resuh of careful, purposive calculation and more the result of 

simple social contact. 

Interaction-based theories make minimal assumptions regarding the psychology 

of the individual; the simple assumption common to interaction-based theories is that 

individuals are capable of receiving, holding and transmitting information or behavioral 

cues. The individual plays a passive role in this process as more of a conduit than a 

player; ideas and behaviors take center stage in interaction studies as they flow from 

individual to individual and group to group. The de-emphasis of the individual as a 

causally independent force is so pervasive in interaction-based theory that the 

appropriateness of even using individual behavior as a dependent variable has come into 

question (Mayhew 1981). 

To the extent that individual behaviors are studied in this tradition, they are 

assumed to reflect the individual's social environment, which in this case consists of 

those she or he has contact with. The principle of interaction that extends from these 

assumptions can be expressed informally as "you are who you know" (Smith-Lovin and 

McPherson 1993). The behavioral analogue of this statement would be "you do what 

those you know are doing." More precisely, the principle can be stated: 
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Principle of Interaction: The more that an individuals social contacts behave 

in a particular manner, the more likely he or she is to do so as well. 

Although there are many social theorists whose work builds on the principle of 

interaction, there are divergent theories regarding sources of the social contacts that 

influence individual behavior. Disagreements about the sources of social contact in places 

like the Congress lead to differing hypotheses about the paths by which behaviors like 

cosponsorship spread. 

Many have noted that social ties tend to be homophilous: that is. they tend to 

occur between individuals who are similar along some characteristic such as age. 

education, income, race, or religion (Blau 1977: Verbrugge 1977; McPherson 1983; 

Marsden 1987. 1988). The homophily principle states that the more demographically 

similar any two individuals are. the more likely it is that the two will form a social tie to 

one another. Some argue that homophily arises from a fundamental psychological bias 

toward sameness in some individual-level characteristic (Carley 1991; Gartrell 1987; 

Thibaut and Kelley 1959; see McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1987 for a review). If so. this 

psychological bias should be brought into the Congress by its members and result in a 

concentration of social ties among demographically similar congresspeople. 

Furthermore, the longer that any two demographically similar individuals remain in the 

Congress together, the more likely it is that they will have chosen to make social contact 

at some point. The choice homophily hypothesis predicts that the more others in the 

Congress cosponsor a bill, the more demographically similar they are to a 
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congressperson. and the more time they have spent in the Congress with that 

congressperson. the more likely that congressperson is to cosponsor the bill him- or 

herself. 

An alternative explanation of tie formation is organizational rather than 

psychological in nature. If participation in organizational activities leads to social contact 

between members, lasting social ties are often formed through common affiliations 

( Breiger 1974; Feld 1981; McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1987). The principle of 

organizational constraint asserts that the more organizational affiliations two 

individuals share, the more likely it is that the two will form a social tie to one another. 

Furthermore, the longer that any two individuals share organizational membership, the 

more likely it is that they will have made social contact at some point. The Congress is 

itself an organization, as are political parties, committees and subcommittees. 

Organizational overlaps of all these types should be associated with tie formation. The 

organizational constraint hypothesis predicts that the more others in the Congress 

cosponsor a bill, the more organizational overlaps they hold with a congressperson. and 

the more time they have spent in those organizations with that congressperson. the more 

likely that congressperson is to cosponsor the bill him- or herself. 

The preceding h\potheses predicting cosponsorship patterns focus on current 

social ties, but social contact preceding one's entrance into the Congress may also be of 

significance. If individuals are conceived of as receivers, holders and transmitters of 

information or behavioral cues, it is legitimate to question how long an individual may 

hold information or behavioral cues before transmitting it again. In other words, if 
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individuals tend to accumulate social contact into individual identity, then patterns of past 

interaction should result in patterns of current behavior. 

The principles used to describe social tie formation above also apply to pre-

congressional ties. If social ties are especially likely to form between demographically-

similar others, and if information and behavioral cues pass from person to person through 

social contact, then separate cultures of accumulated ideas and practices should be 

e.xpected to form in localized areas of demographic "space" (McPherson 1983; Mark 

1998b). In other words, people who are demographically alike should think and act alike, 

in general and in the Congress. In fact, demographic characteristics such as age. race, 

gender and religion organize have been found to be associated with congressional voting 

patterns (Gile and Jones 1995; Tatalovich and Schier 1993; Tremblay 1998; Uhlenberg 

1987). Because the accumulation of ideas and behaviors in this case occurs before 

members enter Congress, no increasing effect with shared congressional tenure should 

occur. The demographic similarity hypothesis predicts that the more others in the 

Congress cosponsor a bill, the more demographically similar they are to a 

congressperson. the more likely that congressperson is to cosponsor the bill him- or 

herself. 

If social ties are especially likely to form between individuals sharing 

organizational affiliations, then distinct cultures should be expected to form in those 

organizations (Carley 1991). If people retain culture over time, then past affiliations with 

Ivy League schools, law and medical training programs, and the military should a leave 

noticeable mark on current behavior. Again, because the accumulation of ideas and 
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behaviors in this case occurs before members enter Congress, no increasing effect with 

shared congressional tenure should occur. The prior organizational overlap hypothesis 

predicts that the more others in the Congress cosponsor a bilU the more overlaps in pre-

congressional organizational affiliations they held with a congressperson. the more likely 

that congressperson is to cosponsor the bill him- or herself. 

Support of a bill may spread along lines of interaction, but it is also possible that 

opposition to a bill spreads along those same lines. As noted above, opposition to a bill 

cannot be directly observed, but an absence of cosponsorship indicates a lack of support, 

and members who actively oppose a bill form a subset of the group of non-supporters. 

Having a number of social contacts who oppose a bill may lead one to take an active 

stance against a bill, or may simply prevent one from taking a stance for a bill. Each of 

the above hypotheses of interaction will have a partner representing countervailing forces 

against cosponsorship. For instance, while demographic similarity hypothesis predicts 

that the more others in the Congress cosponsor a bill, the more demographically similar 

they are to a congressperson. the more likely that congressperson is to cosponsor the bill 

him/herself, the counter\'ailing demographic similarity hypothesis would predict that 

the more others in the Congress fail to cosponsor a bill, the more demographically similar 

they are to a congressperson. the less likely that congressperson is to cosponsor the bill 

him/herself. 
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Principles and Locations: Theoretical Typology 

There is a general pattern to these particular hypotheses, organized around the 

principle said to drive behavior and the location in which that principle expresses itself. 

Table 1.1 summarizes this pattern. Although there are twelve main hypotheses in this 

study, to be tested by many more variables in the chapters to come, this table will 

hopefully serv e as a reminder that they simplify down to a smaller number of main 

contentions. These contentions are that; 

1) rational action based on incentives originating from within the Congress. 

2) rational action based on incentives from outside the Congress. 

3) interaction patterns within die Congress, or 

4) interaction patterns predating congressional membership 

account for patterns in the spread of cosponsorship. These four contentions further 

simplify down to combinations of theoretical principle and relevant environment for that 

principle's expression. 

It may be useful to distinguish this theoretical approach from others addressing 

similar issues of action and interaction. One approach to understanding the social impact 

of action and interaction has been to adopt a syncretic approach, asking in what ways the 

two might work in combination to produce observable behavior (Coleman 1990; 

Emirbayer 1998: Emirbayer and Goodwin 1994: Knoke 1990: Laumannand Knoke 

1987). A different approach calls for the principles to be distilled down to their simplest 

elements and adjudicated against one another (Blau 1977: Mark 1998a: Mayhew 1976). 
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Table 1.1: A Typology of Hypotheses 

Organizins Principle 
Action Interaction 

Inside 
Congress 

Party Leadership 

Committee Chair 
Leadership 

Choice Homophily 

Organizational 
Constraint 

Location of 
Relevant 

Committee Leadership 

Reciprocity 
Others Outside 

Congress 
Constituent 
Representation 

Contributor Pressure 

Public Attention 

Margin of Victory 

Demographic 
Experience 

Organizational 
Experience 
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As the distinct categories of Table 1.1 indicate, this dissertation adopts the second 

approach, pursuing the understanding of political behavior through the different 

depictions and predictions these principles engender. 

Typologies similar to that in Table 1.1 have been explicitly or implicitly made 

before. They include components of the current theoretical scheme, but they either 

distinguish where I have simplified or conflate where I have made distinctions. For 

instance. Knoke's two typological dimensions of influence and domination roughly 

correspond to the distinction made here along one dimension between interaction and 

action; Knoke's creation of combinatory cells suggests that the two can e.xist 

simultaneously and perhaps even condition one another's expression (Knoke 1990: 3-7). 

Howe\ er. by uniting interaction and action under the umbrella of "power" (still in the 

Weberian sense we use here - getting another to do what they wouldn't otherwise do), 

Knoke imparts a purposeful, directed nature to social interaction in his work, making a 

assertion that Table 1.1 eschews. 

.Archer conceives of culture and social structure as intertwined yet each with a 

casual engine of its own. so that culture can constitute social structure as much as social 

structure restricts the paths along which culture can flow (Archer 1988: 282). By 

contrast, the theory presented here is guilty of Archer's charge of "epiphenomenalism:" 

rendering culture as a causally passive object that moves through social networks but 

does not move the networks themselves (Archer 1988: xiii). Similarly. Emirbayer 

distinguishes between "relational" and "self-action" approaches not by the criterion of 

passivity versus purpose fulness, but by the "relational" approach's stipulation that 
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constraining social structure and purposive action mutually constitute one another 

(Emirbayer 1998; Emirbayer and Mische 1998). For Emirbayer what makes a process 

"relational" is the effect on cultural expression or other behavior of one's social and 

ideational environment (Emirbayer 1998: 287). By that criterion, both action and 

interaction as defined here could be conceived of as "relational"", since actions occur in 

reference to a structure of incentives defined by the resources of others. Indeed, as we 

will see in Chapter 4. both action-based and interaction-based hypotheses can be tested 

using relational methods. The core distinction in the approach here (which most closely 

resembles Emirbayer"s "inter-action"") is between the purposiveness of individuals in 

action and the passive, responsive nature of individuals in interaction. 

In general, this study"s interpretation of the principles of action and interaction 

can be distinguished from other work for the spare conceptions of action and interaction 

used here. For instance, action has been used to refer to reward and punishment rules 

beyond the strict logical rules of rationality (Homans 1961). Similarly, interactions in a 

structure of social relations move beyond simple cohesion with the introduction of 

concepts such as structural equivalence, which measure similarity through shared ties 

with those outside the dyad rather than direct social ties between members of a dyad 

(Burt 1987). However, for purposes of this study the conceptions of action and 

interaction are maintained in their most parsimonious states. Simplicity at the base of the 

theories is maintained so that questions about the sources of incentives and social ties, 

and methods used to represent relations, may add layers of comple.xity without rendering 
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this study completely incomprehensible. These questions have already been briefly 

reviewed in this introductory chapter; the methods of analysis are reviewed below. 

Data and Methods 

To complete this dissertation, a simple random sample of 100 bills from the 

House of Representatives during the 105"' Congress (the most recently completed 

Congress) has been generated in order to test the general hypotheses discussed above and 

in Chapters 2 and 3. For the 100 bills from the 105"' Congress, data regarding diverse 

social and political objects has been collected, including individual characteristics and 

behaviors, affiliations, congressional district characteristics and media coverage. Sources 

for this information include reference books, online databases and online datasets that can 

be found by anyone with access to a university library and the Internet. 

With the e.xception of a small number of individual-level control variables to be 

noted in Chapter 4. all of these varieties of information are transformed into matrices of 

relations. By transforming variables into matrices, their relational qualities can be 

explicitly employed. A network effects model matrix-multiplies relations by events to 

condense these matrices back into traditional vector variables that nonetheless retain the 

matrices' relational information (Erbring and Young 1979; Marsdenand Friedkin 1993). 

The network effects model is modified to accommodate an event histor\' analysis of the 

spread of cosponsorship coalitions over time. Within the general method of event history 

analysis, discrete-time approximation is used to create separate observations for each 

combination of bill, week and congressperson capable of cosponsoring (Allison 1982; 
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Allison 1984). Logistic regression is used to model the effect of these relational 

independent variables upon the dependent variable, a dummy variable indicating 

cosponsorship by a congressperson who has not previously done so, of a particular bill, 

during a particular week the Congress is in session. 

QAP (Quadratic Assignment Procedure) regression, a cross-sectional method of 

relational analysis, refers to a different dependent variable: cosponsorship overlap, which 

is a relation between two people rather than a behavior of one. The QAP method 

generates cases directly from the cells of matrices so that relational information need not 

be condensed as in a network effects model (Krackhardt 1987: Krackhardt 1988). QAP 

analysis is cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, so patterns rather than processes are 

uncovered. However, this disadvantage is offset by the aggregation of information about 

many bills into a single case, so that the common behavior of two individuals is more 

subtly represented. A comparison of results from the QAP and network effects models is 

useful not only because the two methods answer somewhat different questions about 

cosponsorship. but also because the use of multiple methods to address the broader 

research agenda lends greater confidence to results when they are similar, and allows 

insight into the importance of the different research questions the methods imply when 

results differ. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has introduced the reader to the theoretical principles, predictions 

and methods of this dissertation. The questions that drive them and the answers they 
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provide are not strictly academic. The results of this dissertation will shed light on two 

subjects with broad relevance; the behavior of individuals in a social setting and the 

workings of the United States Congress. The question of whether robust individuals act 

autonomously, or malleable individuals are shaped by their peers, should be of interest to 

anyone concerned with human nature and social conduct. Understanding the Congress is 

an American pastime: descriptions of the Congress as an exclusive social club, captured 

by its leadership, under the sway of special interests, dominated by ideologues, or 

representative of its citizens are all common. As we will see in chapters 2 and 3. these 

contentions about the Congress correspond to the hypotheses generated here. 

The outcome of this study should prove interesting regardless of the nature of the 

results. Effects based on the principle of interaction would suggest an important addition 

to conventional congressional wisdom. A lack of any interaction-based effects on 

congressional behavior implies the existence of at least one social body that defies this 

general and widely supported principle of social organization. Effects based on the 

principle of action would reaffirm the traditional conception of Congress, while a lack of 

these effects would certainly counter academic precedent. Should a combination of 

action- and interaction-based effects be observed, a return to the complexity noted above 

would be warranted, in which sociologists and political scientists should find interest in 

the circumstances under which the two principles interact. 

With a general topic and approach introduced, the main body of the dissertation 

awaits. Chapter 2 discusses the role of action in politics and the Congress, generating 

specific hypotheses regarding cosponsorship. The form of Chapter 3 is parallel to that of 
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Chapter 2. reviewing the principle of and generating hypotheses relating to interaction. 

Chapter 4 discusses the data and methods of analysis used to test the hypotheses of the 

previous chapters. Chapter 5 presents the results of these analyses, and Chapter 6 

concludes the dissertation with a discussion of the results and their implications. 
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CHAPTER 2 - ACTION, POLITICS AND THE CONGRESS 

Principle of Action: The greater the incentive of an individual to act in a particular 

manner, the more likely it is that she or he will do so. 

Introduction 

Theories based on the principle of action dominate the social sciences. Since the 

appearance of Adam Smith's (1976) invisible hand, the discipline of economics has 

constructed market explanations of behavior that rely on rational calculations by 

individuals with extensive knowledge (Simon 1978; Barron and Hannan 1994). History 

is replete with stories of the "Great Person" who adroitly manipulated the obstacles in 

(usually) his way in such a manner as to change the course of Western civilization 

through an inspirational act of will (Coleman 1986: 1323: Carrithers 1986). 

The accounts of political behavior in the political sociology and political science 

literatures also tend toward a reliance on rational action although, as we will see in 

Chapter 3. this tendency is far from universal. This chapter examines the tradition of 

action as it applies to the study of politics. A general review of the principle of action 

and its assumptions is followed by a review of political action as it applies to the U.S. 

Congress and the act of cosponsorship within it. Claims about the sources of incentives 

and disincentives that promote or discourage cosponsorship lead to contentions about the 

lines along which cosponsorship is likely to spread. The generation of hypotheses 
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regarding political leadership, reciprocity, representation and accountability allows these 

contentions in particular and the principle of action in general to be put to the test. 

The Principle of Action 

Action-based theories are based on the assumption that individuals have a drive to 

satisfy- their desires and the capability to determine the course of behavior that would 

most likely or least expensively satisfy their desires. Action, therefore, is the course of 

behavior that best satisfies an individual's desires at the smallest feasible cost (Homans 

1961). No individual operates in a vacuum; desired ends are often blocked by others who 

impose their own conditions in exchange for assistance in obtaining those ends (Emerson 

1962; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). These others have "power" over an individual to the 

extent that they can successfully change the proximate "interests" of that individual and 

therefore change the individual's course of action (Chong 2000: 12-13; Dahl 1957; 

Emerson 1962; Weber 1947). The task of a social theorist working from the principle of 

action is to identify a social actor's desire, determine what other actors stand in the way 

of that desire's fulfillment, identify their desires, translate those into the proximate 

interests of the original actor, and use those interests to predict the actor's behavior. 

That actors are rational can mean different things to different theorists in the 

action tradition. For some, the strong assumption is made that actors engage in some 

particular calculation using rules of logic (Brams 1985; Chong 2000; Popper 1961: 141; 

Simon 1985). For others, rationality is taken as part of a broader set of reward and 

punishment rules (Homans 1961). Still others make no claim to know what 
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psychological processes govern behavior, but argue that since people act "as if they 

were rational, it is reasonable to construct social theories based on rational actors (Riker 

1990; Simon 1978)\ 

Regardless of the meaning of rationality, the advantage of a rationality 

assumption is the same: if we assume that individuals behave rationally, then an analyst 

should be able to predict individual behavior using logical deduction. As James Coleman 

put it: 

Since social scientists take as their purpose the understanding of social 

organization that is derivative from actions of individuals and since understanding 

an individual's action ordinarily means seeing the reasons behind the action, then 

the theoretical aim of social science must be to conceive of that action in a way 

thai makes it rational from the point of view of the actor. (Coleman 1990: 17-18) 

•An action theorist need only observe relevant material conditions and assume what 

people want in order to deduce what people should do. The challenge for a social theorist 

of action is therefore to specify the relevant conditions in a social setting; alternative 

specifications of conditions lead to alternative hypotheses. The remainder of the chapter 

is dedicated to reviewing alternative specifications of. and generating hypotheses 

regarding, the conditions surrounding political action by members of the U.S. Congress. 

' For an excellent discussion of the rationality assumption as it pertains to politics, see Knoke (1990: 22-
27). 
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Action Within Congress 

In order to predict the actions of congresspeopie. it is first necessary to make an 

assumption regarding the desire of a congressperson. The consensus across generations 

of congressional scholars across generations is that the driving desire of congresspeopie 

is to be reelected (Arnold 1990; Downs 1957: Kingdon 1984; Mayhew 1974). Given the 

time and energy dedicated to reelection efforts by most congresspeopie (Davidson and 

Oleszek 1998: 129-131). this assumption seems plausible. Assuming that congresspeopie 

desire to gain reelection, what other actors can assist congresspeopie in fulfilling that 

desire? In other words, what actors have power over congresspeopie? 

One possibility is that some actors inside the Congress have power over others. 

The picture of Congress in line with this possibility is of an insular body filled with 

intrigue as members manipulate one another for their own noble or nefarious purposes. 

While those on the top benefit from such a system, those on the bottom lose out. For 

instance. Randy Miller of Oregon decided not to run for a House seat at all during the 

2000 election season because he perceived that he would not be on equal footing with 

other Representatives. As he colorfully put it. he didn't want to spend the necessary time 

to build up a power base; 

In a House with 435 members, it was indicated to me that if I really poured on the 

coal and if the Republicans stayed in control, in six or eight years I might become 

chairman of the subcommittee on sewage, or something to that effect. I don't see 

myself being in D.C. at that age (Jacobson 2000). 
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Proponents of this point of view suggest various ways in which power plays itself out 

inside the halls of the Capitol. Different contentions about which players matter, 

reviewed below, lead to different hypotheses about the spread of cosponsorship. 

Leadership 

The word "leader" implies someone whom others follow. Leadership involves an 

asymmetrical relation of influence, in which the leader influences the follower but the 

follower does not influence the leader. In Weberian terms, leaders have power over their 

followers. Who are the leaders in the Congress, and upon what is their leadership and 

power based? 

Political parties are often mentioned as the most important single predictor of 

congressional action. Parties are organizations, and as we will see in Chapter 3. the 

organizational nature of parties has implications related to the principle of interaction. 

But parties are also places of power. In the House of Representatives, structures of party 

leadership begin with a set of "whips" whose job it is to keep communication lines open 

and keep the rank and file in line, continue with members of party fundraising 

committees who oversee the collection and distribution of campaign contributions, near 

the pinnacle of power with steering committees, and reach the top with the Minority 

Leader. Majority Leader and Speaker of the House (Cohen 1995: Davidson and Oleszek 

1998; 154-166). 
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Party leaders in the Congress have access to many proximally desirable goods. 

Top party serve on party fundraising committees; because they control the distribution of 

party campaign dollars, they have the ability to positively or negatively impact the 

reelection chances of congresspeople in their party (Hermson 1986; Jacobson 1985). 

Other members of the fundraising committees should have power over other 

congresspeople for the same reason. Top party leaders, by virtue of sitting atop the whip 

system, may marshal support for certain bills, ignore others and actively oppose yet 

others (Cohen 1995: Loomis 1984: 185-188). Congresspeople gain support in their home 

district by passing beneficial bills; top party leaders can make that task either easier or 

more difficult and therefore hold power over their subordinates. Those in the whip 

system generally reflect higher-party leaders in their behavior due to the nature of their 

job: to the extent that the party rank-and-file follow top party leaders, they will also 

follow the whips (Davidson and Oleszek 1998: 165-166). There are notable exceptions 

to leader-whip unity, and top leaders do not always win. Republican whip Tom DeLay 

refused to "w hip up" his base of loyal young Republicans for a defense appropriations 

bill that was given the nod by top leadership in the 104''' Congress; DeLay was upset that 

anti-abortion provisions had not been included. When he refused to whip, rank-and-file 

GOP support for the bill declined, and the upper echelon of leadership began to propose 

deals to resolve the impasse (Victor 1996). 

Finally, the top leaders of the Republican Party have additional leverage over 

their rank-and-file, since they coordinate the assigrmient of congresspeople to 

committees. Congresspeople gain support in their home district by acting appropriately 
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on bills relevant to their district; this is much easier to do and do effectively if one is on a 

relevant committee (Padgett 1990). For all of these reasons, party leaders are powerful 

and can exact terms upon party members, including bill cosponsorship. The party 

leadership hypothesis expresses this expectation: 

Party Leadership Hypothesis: The greater the number of leaders of one's 

part>' that have cosponsored a bill, the greater the likelihood that one will 

cosponsor a bill. 

Party leaders may expect their followers to support certain bills in order to gain 

electoral favors. On the other hand, party leaders might also expect their followers to 

oppose certain bills. The countervailing party leadership hypothesis accounts for this 

possibility; 

Countervailing Party Leadership Hypothesis: The greater the number of 

leaders of one's party that have not cosponsored a bill, the smaller the 

likelihood that one will cosponsor a bill. 

Party leaders are not the only kinds of legislators who can help or hinder others in 

their reelection efforts. As mentioned above, congresspeople gain electoral support at 

home for passing helpful legislation through the Congress. In order to even reach the 

whole House for consideration, a bill must first pass out of committee (Trandahl 1999). 

Particularly in the wake of the reforms of the 104"^ Congress, committee chairs can make 

it easy or difficult for a bill to make it out of committee and move on to the House floor 
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by scheduling bills for early or late committee consideration and engaging in other 

procedural maneuvers (Davidson and Oleszek 1998: 216-217; Reeves 1993: 123-125. 

214-219: Shepsle and Weingast 1987). 

Support of one's bill by a high-ranking member of Congress can make or break 

the legislation. Andy Plattner tells the story of Rep. John Grotberg, a freshman legislator 

in 1984. After Grotberg spotted a Japanese-made piano in the Capitol building, he 

became determined to outlaw foreign-made instruments at federal ceremonies. Part of 

his successful strategy was to seek the cosponsorships of high-ranking members. 

including committee chairs. Other members followed committee chairs in lending their 

support, and eventually the provision became law (Plattner 1985). 

In sum. because committee chairs can help or hinder legislation, they have power 

over rank-and-file legislators and can exact terms that may include bill cosponsorship. 

Therefore, legislators should follow committee chairs in cosponsoring legislation. The 

committee chair leadership hypothesis expresses this relationship: 

Committee Chair Leadership Hypothesis: The greater the number of 

committee chairs that have cosponsored a bill, the greater the likelihood that 

a eongrcssperson will eosponsor a bill. 

The actions required by a committee chair in exchange for assistance might also include 

opposition to a bill. In this case, legislators should follow committee chairs in not 

cosponsoring legislation. However, the number of committee chairs who have not 

cosponsored a bill perfectly complements the number of committee chairs who have 
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cosponsored a bill; for this reason it is neither possible nor necessary to hypothesize a 

separate effect upon the likelihood of cosponsorship. 

Particular committees in the House of Representatives also have the ability to 

make members" lives easier or more difficult. Members of those committees therefore 

should be in positions of power over members. The Rules Committee can attach 

requirements to bills that make it easier or harder for them to be actively considered on 

the House floor (Congressional Quarterly 1998: 51-56). The Ways and Means 

Committee passes ta.\ measures that are related to the funding of bills, and the 

Appropriations Committee passes funding measures that give initiatives the ability to be 

implemented (Congressional Quarterly 1998: 115-119). In short, successful 

consideration or implementation of a congressperson's bills and other initiatives requires 

the cooperation of these three committees. The Ways and Means committee holds 

special significance for Democrats: the Democratic contingent on this committee makes 

committee assignments for other members of its party (Padgett 1990). .As mentioned 

above, congresspeople can gain electoral advantage if they are members of relevant 

committees. Because members of the three committees can do important favors for other 

congresspeople. they should be able to exact favors in return, which might include 

cosponsorship. The committee leadership hypothesis expresses this argument: 

Committee Leadership Hypothesis: The greater the number of members of 

the Rules, Ways and Means and Appropriations committees that have 

cosponsored a bill, the greater the likelihood that a congressperson will 

cosponsor a bill. 
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The actions required by members of powerful committees in exchange for assistance 

might also include opposition to a bill. In this case, legislators should follow committee 

members in not cosponsoring legislation. However, the number of committee members 

who have not cosponsored a bill perfectly complements the number of committee 

members who have cosponsored a bill; for this reason it is neither possible nor necessary 

to hypothesize a separate effect upon the likelihood of cosponsorship. 

The var\ ing predictions of these three hypotheses are graphically represented in 

Figure 2.1 with the use of a sociogram. In this sociogram. the circles represent individual 

members of Congress, and the arrows connecting them indicate directions of asymmetric 

influence (double-headed arrows indicate that two members influence each other). For 

purposes of illustration, we will refer to an "abridged Congress" of si.x representatives in 

this figure, and in figures and tables throughout the rest of the dissertation. The abridged 

Congress consists of Neil Abercrombie (D-HI). Helen Chenoweth (R-ID). Randy "Duke" 

Cunningham (R-CA). Pat Danner (D-MO), Maxine Waters (D-C.A.) and J.C. Watts (R-

OK). 

Looking at the first of three sociograms. it is apparent that predicted influence by 

party leaders occurs within party, as we describe above. J.C. Watts and Duke 

Cunningham are part of the Republican leadership, while Neil .Abercrombie and Ma.\ine 

Waters are part of the Democratic leadership. Despite their different party memberships. 

Helen Chenoweth and Pat Danner are in equivalent positions; as party followers, they are 

influenced by but do not influence party leaders. Turning to the second sociogram. no 

influence between congresspeople is predicted, since none of these congresspeople is a 
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Figure 2.1: Three Predictions Based on Leadership 

Party Leadership 

Committee Chair Leadership 

Committee Leadership 
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committee chair. The third sociogram shows the pattern of influence predicted by the 

committee leadership hypothesis. Duke Cunningham, a member of the Appropriations 

committee, is hypothesized to influence all other members due to his position. None of 

the other congresspeople here is a member of the three influential committees, and 

therefore none of them are predicted to influence others. 

Reciprocity 

According to the above hypotheses, it is possible for members of Congress to 

affect one another, but in such cases the mutual influence is simply a summation of two 

individual influences. Reciprocal influence, on the other hand, is particularly due to an 

established history of traded favors. Simulation studies in the game theory tradition of 

rational choice conclude that patterns of reciprocity, which involve trading favors and 

punishments, are both successful and stable over the long term (A.xelrod 1984). 

Traditions of reciprocating favors involving "norms of reciprocity" (Gouldner 1960) have 

been observed in a variety of contexts including gift-giving, conversation and referring 

patients to other doctors (Luke and Thomson 1980; Titmuss 1971: Won-Doomink 1985). 

In the Congress, trading favors is generally referred to as "logrolling"; 

reciprocation that occurs over longer periods is referred to as "time-logrolling" (Davidson 

and Oleszek 1998: 272-273). In terms of action, it is in a member of Congress" interest 

to cosponsor legislation if she or he believes that the legislation's sponsor would return 

the favor and provide the first member electoral aid by cosponsoring in turn. Conversely. 
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it is in the interest of someone whose bill has been cosponsored to return the favor. 

Otherwise, members may remember the lack of reciprocity and refrain from supporting 

his or her legislation in the future. When a piece of legislation comes along that is 

supported by many members one "owes" cosponsorships to, one's incentive to cosponsor 

should be high. On the other hand, when a piece of legislation comes along that is 

supported by many members who already "owe" cosponsorships to one. one's incentive 

to cosponsor should be low. 

The prediction based on reciprocity can be stated in two related hypotheses: 

Reciprocity Hypothesis 1: Consider the set of bills sponsored by a focal 

congressperson. The greater the number of cosponsorships of these bills in 

the previous year by cosponsors of the focal bill, the greater the likelihood 

that the focal congressperson will cosponsor the focal bill. 

Reciprocity Hypothesis 2: Consider the set of bills sponsored by cosponsors 

of the focal bill. The greater the number of these bills that a congressperson 

has cosponsored in the previous year, the smaller the likelihood that she or 

he will cosponsor the focal bill. 

Each of the predictions reflected in these two hypotheses holds the other constant. In 

other words, holding the number of actor i's bills that all cosponsoringy actors have 

cosponsored in the past year constant, the number of cosponsorships of all j's bills by i in 

the past year should have a negative effect on cosponsoring the focal bill. 



To complicate matters slightly further, we should consider the countervailing 

obligations to non-cosponsors; if a member of Congress is in the debt of opponents of a 

bill, those opponents may call that member's debt by asking him or her to refrain from 

supporting that bill. Reciprocal relations to noncosponsors are reflected in the following 

hypotheses: 

Countervailing Reciprocity Hypothesis 1: Consider the set of bills sponsored 

by a focal congrcssperson. The greater the number of cosponsorships of 

these bills by noncosponsors of the focal bill in the previous year, the smaller 

the likelihood that the focal congressperson will cosponsor the focal bill. 

Countervailing Reciprocity Hypothesis 2: Consider the set of bills sponsored 

by non-cosponsors of the focal bill. The greater the number of these bills 

that a congressperson has cosponsored in the previous year, the greater the 

likelihood that she or he will cosponsor the focal bill. 

Action Outside Congress 

In contrast to the notions of the previous section are ideas that Congress is 

somehow controlled by forces outside itself. Depending upon one's political orientation 

and degree of cynicism about what those forces are. such control could be interpreted as 

either good or bad. George Will considers members of Congress who refer to one 

another rather than their districts to be "careerists" whose terms of office need to be 

limited before the end of their natural lifetime; in his opinion, term limits will increase 
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the representation by members of Congress of everyday citizens (Will 1992). 89-year-

old Doris "Granny D" Haddock, who walked across the nation in 1999 in a call for 

campaign finance reform, spoke these words about "special interests" just before being 

arrested for reading the Bill of Rights aloud in the halls of the Capitol Building: 

Ladies and Gentlemen, the term "no taxation without representation" has in our 

history been used by Americans to rebel against the idea of unfair taxation. 

Today. 1 should like to speak about the other side of that equation. In that we pay 

taxes, how about some representation? If our elected leaders take money from 

special interests, the access that is sold is in fact stolen from us —from "we the 

people." (Haddock 1999) 

What individuals or groups outside the Congress might have power over its members? 

Who does the Congress really represent? Different answers to these questions are 

considered below and used to generate hypotheses for analysis. 

Representation 

The individuals with the perhaps the most direct control over legislators" 

reelection fate are those who vote either for or against the legislator. Barring electoral 

fraud and races without opposition, it is impossible for legislators to be reelected without 

the support of their constituents. Not surprisingly, then, one of the most popular action-

based explanations of congressional behavior is that members of Congress act according 
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to the desires of their constituents (Arnold 1990; Downs 1957: Herrera et al 1992; 

Stimson et al). 

.According to the principle of action, constituents" desires are in turn determined 

by their position in society. For instance, gender denotes one important social position. 

Because men and women have differential access to resources (Rosenfeld and Kalleberg 

1990). have different access to kin and work networks (McPherson and Smith-Lovin 

1986). and are employed in different kinds of jobs (England and Dunn 1988). their 

rationalh' determined interests should differ. Feminist theorists point out that although 

there are a number of distinctions that divide women (Sapiro 1981; Sapiro 1983; Nelson 

1984). they have at least some shared experiences of domination that imply a shared set 

of interests in overcoming that domination (Carroll 1994; Kelley et al 1991; Jones 1993; 

Jones 1988; Jonasdottir 1988 Sapiro 1983; Sapiro 1981; Diamond and Hartsock 1981). 

As in the case of gender, most demographic characteristics social scientists bother 

to measure should have different implications for different values, precisely because we 

measure those characteristics thai are "interesting" - that is. lead to different life 

situations and different interests. Districts do not have a gender or an income or a race, 

but they do have differing numbers of individuals with various values of those 

characteristics. Therefore, different districts have different interests associated with them 

and should demand different kinds of policies. A congressperson who wishes to keep his 

or her job would be well-advised to keep those differences in mind. 

To the extent that two districts are more similar along any important 

characteristic, they should make more similar demands upon their representatives. If 
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representatives are truly representative of their districts, similar district characteristics 

should lead to similarity in cosponsorship patterns. The more representatives who are in 

similar circumstances to one cosponsor a bill, the more likely that the bill is in one's 

district's interest, and therefore the more likely one is to cosponsor that bill. The 

constituent representation hypothesis uses this insight to predict: 

Constituent Representation Hypothesis: The greater the number of 

cosponsors of a bill who have district characteristics more similar to one, the 

more likely one is to cosponsor a bill. 

Conversely, the more that representatives who are similar to one do noi cosponsor a bill, 

the more likely it is that the bill works against (or at least does not work for) one's 

district's interests, and therefore the less likely one is to cosponsor it: 

Countcr>'ailing Constituent Representation Hypothesis: The greater the 

number of noncosponsors of a bill who have district characteristics more 

similar to one, the less likely one is to cosponsor a bill. 

These hypotheses highlight the indirect nature of the argument. According to the 

principle of action, it is pressure from constituents that leads members of Congress to act 

the way they do. This dissertation, however, does not include direct information detailing 

instances of constituents pressuring, rewarding or punishing their representatives. We do 

have information about what kinds of people are in each district, however. To the extent 

that two districts are similar, their two representatives will appear to influence one 
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another to cosponsor or not cosponsor a bill. As long as the spurious nature of this 

predicted association is acknowledged, there is no reason that it cannot be used as a proxy 

for the true causal mechanism. 

•A. positive reason to think about representation in this way is that it allows for 

predictions about bills without the need for detailed legal research into the effects of 

those bills. There is also no need for academics to try to puzzle their way to the 

rationally optimal position of constituents given their circumstances. All that is required 

is the confidence that laws affect district residents and the assumption that district 

residents act in a rational manner to optimize results. If these claims are true, then the 

patterns described above will ring true regardless of the particular circumstances and 

interests surrounding each particular bill. In other words, the advantage of this way of 

thinking about representation of districts is that it provides a general theoretical rule 

rather than a particular descriptive prediction. 

Not all scholars of the Congress believe that congresspeople represent their voting 

constituents. Some contend that campaign contributors have a greater impact on 

reelection chances, and therefore have a greater power to manipulate the actions of 

congresspeople. In short, it is possible that congresspeople represent campaign 

contributors rather than voters (Ferguson 1995; Glantz and Begay 1994: Hall and 

Wayman 1990; Moore et al 1994; Neustadtl 1990). However, the empirical findings 

regarding the impact of campaign contributions on voting patterns in the Congress is not 

clear; along with the positive results cited above, there are negative (Wright 1989; Wright 

1996: 136-157) or positive but only marginally significant (Fleisher 1993) results as well. 
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The interests of these campaign contributors, both individual and organizational, 

could be determined in the same manner that one determines the interests of voters: by 

looking at their charactenstics. One might determine, for instance, what percent of a 

congressperson's campaign contributions came from oil companies, compare that to the 

percent oil contributions to other candidates, then use the extent of similarity to predict 

similar cosponsorship. However, there are many thousands of campaign contributors 

during ever>' election cycle, and it would be quite difficult to make accurate 

determinations of each contributor's many different characteristics. Fortunately, there is 

another way to determine the similarity of contributors to two individuals; it is simply to 

measure the number of specific contributors held in common. With similarity measured 

this way. the contributor representation hypothesis reads: 

Contributor Representation Hypothesis: The greater the number of 

cosponsors of a bill that have more campaign contributors in common with 

one, the more likely one is to cosponsor that bill. 

Of course, individuals and groups that oppose a bill may also contribute to a campaign. 

In this case, the countervailing contributor representation hypothesis reads: 

Countervailing Contributor Representation Hypothesis: The greater the 

number of noncosponsors of a bill that have more campaign contributions in 

common with one, the less likely one is to cosponsor that bill. 
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As in the case of district representation, the argument here is also indirect. Campaign 

contributor overlaps should not be read as evidence of any direct tie between members of 

Congress, but rather are evidence of mutual ties to influential third parties. The 

advantage of this way of thinking about campaign contributions also parallels the 

advantage of thinking about district similarities: there is no need to know what each of 

the many, many campaign contributors should desire. Rather, one only need assume that 

campaign contributors have interests that they rationally attempt to ma.ximize. The 

general rule of contributor representation should then apply regardless of the specific goal 

of any particular contributor. 

Representation and Accountability 

Finally, some have noted that pressures to represent clients outside the Congress, 

whether they be district constituents or campaign contributors, vary according to 

awareness of a policy issue and vulnerability of a candidate to electoral defeat. Public 

attention has been said to heighten the effect of constituency on congressional decision

making (Arnold 1990; Caldeira and Patterson 1987; Neustadtl 1990). It would be less 

likely, the argument goes, for voters or even campaign contributors to hold 

representatives accountable for their cosponsorship of a bill when the issue surrounding 

the bill is either generally obscure or not salient at a given point in time. In particular, 

media attention to an issue might increase the accountability of legislators through its 

effect on public attention. Constituents and contributors, the argument goes, would be 

more likely to have an opinion on an issue with strong media attention and would be 

more likely to be aware of their representative's decisions regarding the issue (Jacobson 
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et al 1993; Neustadtl 1990; Neustadtl etal 1992: 91-95; Shapiro 1994). The public 

attention hypothesis expresses this prediction: 

Public Attention Hypothesis: As media coverage of issues related to a bill 

increases, the magnitude of effects of district similarity and contributor 

overlap on the likelihood of cosponsoring a bill increases. 

Another instance in which members of Congress may be less accountable is when 

they perceive a high probability of winning reelection. A member of Congress who has 

sailed through their most recent election by a wide margin is popular, and might be able 

to offend a significant number of contributors or constituents and still win reelection. To 

a member who barely survived his or her last election bid. on the other hand, the support 

of ever\- possible constituent and contributor is imperative (Caldeira and Patterson 1987; 

Fleisher 1993; Mayhew 1974; McRae 1958; Ericksonand Wright 1997; Zupan 1990); 

members who are this vulnerable should listen very carefully to the wishes of potential 

benefactors. The margin of victory hypothesis expresses this prediction: 

Margin of Victory Hypothesis: The greater the margin of a congressperson's 

victory in the previous election cycle, the smaller the magnitude of effects of 

district similarity and contributor overlap on the likelihood of cosponsoring 

a bill. 

John Kingdon notably detracts from this point of view. Kingdon suggests that a large 

vote margin indicates a member of Congress doing such a good job in representing 
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constituents that she or he is voted back into office in large numbers (Kingdon 1989; 62). 

If Kingdon were correct, then we would expect to see an effect opposite to that predicted 

above. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has discussed the principle of action and its implications for 

congressional cosponsorship. The principle of action simply assumes that individuals 

have desires that they pursue in a rational manner. Because other individuals often stand 

between a person and his or her desire, maneuvering and manipulating for advantage 

de\ elops. Once it is assumed that members of Congress are driven by a desire to gain 

reelection, the main question becomes which other actors or groups of actors can help 

members get reelected, and at what price. Different claims about the relevant structure of 

incentives and disincentives for action lead to different hypotheses about the 

determinants of patterns of cosponsorship - hypotheses based upon party leaders, 

committee-related leaders, reciprocation of cosponsorship. representation, and the 

mediation of representation by attention and vulnerability. These hypotheses have the 

advantage of generality, and can be applied to a wide variety of bills without the need for 

detailed historical information. 

The means by which these hypotheses are to be tested are discussed in Chapter 4. 

and the results of the hypothesis tests are presented in Chapter 5. However, it is first 

necessary to discuss the alternative to the principle of action: interaction. Chapter 3 

reintroduces the principle of interaction. As in the case of action, differing notions about 
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the sources of interaction lead to differing predictions about the patterns of interaction 

that should drive congressional behavior. After identifying and reviewing these different 

notions, different hypotheses representing those accounts will be generated in 

anticipation of their comparison in the analyses of Chapters 4 and 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 - [NTERACTION. POLITICS AND THE CONGRESS 

Principle of Interaction: The more that an individual's social contacts behave in 

a particular manner, the more likely he or she is to do so as well. 

Introduction 

Theories based on action currently dominate the social sciences, but the principle 

of interaction is increasingly prominent in the discipline of sociology. At the end of the 

19"^ Century and beginning of the 20"^ Century. Marx's distinction between a class-in-

itself and a class-for-itself. Durkheim's reliance on social solidarity to explain suicide, 

and Simmel's duality of individuals and social forms laid the theoretical foundation for 

an interaction-based approach (Marx and Engels 1969; Durkheim 1951; Simmel 1955; 

Simmel 1971). In the middle of the 20"^ Century, the experiments of Gordon Allport. 

Solomon .^sch. Stanley Milgram and Philip Zimbardo popularly demonstrated for 

another generation the conformity of individual behavior to social expectations (Allport 

1954; Asch 1956; Milgram 1974; Zimbardo 1992). The last quarter of the 20"^ Century 

saw a blossoming of theories (Blau 1977; Carley 1991; Fararo and Skvoretz 1987; 

Mayhew and Levinger 1976a; Mayhew and Levinger 1976b; Mayhew 1980; McPherson 

1983) and methods embodying theories (Breiger 1974; Carley and Palmquist 1992; 

fCrackhardt 1987; Marsden 1981; Marsden and Friedkin 1990; McPherson 1982) with the 

advent of the social network tradition. 
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This chapter examines the principle of interaction as it applies to the study of 

politics. A brief review of the principle of interaction, its assumptions and its critics is 

followed by a review of interaction in politics as it applies to congressional 

cosponsorship. Choice and constraint explanations of social network formation lead to 

contentions about the existence and character of channels of communication along which 

cosponsorship is likely to spread. The generation of hypotheses regarding social network 

formation inside and outside the Congress allows these contentions to be put to the test. 

The Principle of Interaction 

Theories based on the principle of interaction have a tendency toward the simple 

and observable. At minimum, the individual components of networks of interaction are 

assumed to be capable of receiving, holding and transmitting materials or forces of some 

sort. Social ties are often visualized as channels, through which ideas (Carley 1991). 

tastes (Mark 1998b). letters (Milgram 1967). diseases (Bell et al 1999) or any other social 

content can flow. .Another image for the social tie is a rope in a tug of war; ties exert 

force on a focal individual's ("ego") contacts, "pulling" those contacts ("alters") into 

organizations (McPherson et al 1992). activism (McAdam 1986) or other collective 

behaviors (Gould 1991; Gould 1993) that ego participates in; at the same time, ego is 

pulled into the exploits and associations of alters. 

Like theorists of action, sociologists working from the principle of interaction as 

described here (most often referred to as "structuralists") employ logical deduction to 

predict the behavior of individuals. Differing from action theory, however, the deductive 
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systems of interaction theories are meant to describe the structure of interactions 

surrounding the individual, and not the calculations of the individual. In other words, it is 

the social system, and not human psychology, that is logically organized and that 

constitutes the causal mechanism for the diffusion of social behavior. Interaction 

theorists thereby have been able to develop a highly specifiable theory without needing to 

make strong assumptions about the intracranial states of individuals (Mayhew 1981). For 

interactionists. the theoretical challenge is to specify the mechanism by which social ties 

form, identify the resulting distribution of social ties and use information about that 

distribution to predict the behavior of an individual or a system. 

The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to reviewing two competing accounts 

of social tie formation, identifying the distributions of ties that result from those accounts, 

and using information about those distributions to develop hypotheses regarding behavior 

by members of the U.S. Congress. We begin by reviewing and ree.xamining the 

misunderstood role of ideology in research on the Congress. The characterization of 

behavioral consistency as grounded in ideological choice masks the potentially relational 

sources of stable coalitions. 

Interaction and Congressional Cosponsorship 

Ideology. Politics and Cosponsorship 

A popular e.xplanation for political behavior in political sociology and political 

science in the past twenty years has been ideology. Political actors, the argument goes, 

are driven in their political activity not by rational calculation of means toward ends, but 
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by coherent and robust belief systems that organize their view of the world and point 

toward the implementation of particular kinds of policies (Kessler and Krehbiel 1996). 

Politics, in this view, is not so much the struggle for power as much as it is the "puzzling" 

over possible solutions to problems (Heclo 1974). Most strongly identified with the 

institutionalist turn, arguments based on the content of ideas have been used to e.xplain 

broad distinctions between nations (Dobbin 1994). consistencies in policy domains 

within governments (Hall 1993: Kingdon 1989). and graduated change between 

governmental and non-governmental domains (Eckstein 1966: Appendi.x B). 

The ideologies of individual members of Congress have been supposed to 

determine patterns of congressional behavior (Krehbiel 1995: Lindsay 1991: Pellegrini 

and Grant 1999: Regens 1989). If ideology is a belief system that shapes policy 

orientation, the ideology hypothesis makes belief-based prediction; 

Ideology Hypothesis: The more that a bill reflects a congressperson's belief 

system, the more likely that congressperson is to cosponsor a bill. 

A problem with testing the ideology' hypothesis has been the operationalization of 

ideology in the congressional context. While institutionalist studies of state policy 

attempt to document cultural schemas through the content of historical documents (Berk 

1994: Dobbin 1994). ideological stances are not documented in studies ofcosponsorship 

and roll-call voting. Rather, in congressional studies the general practice is to impute 

ideology from "vote scores" compiled by various interest groups (Jackson and King 

1989). For instance, the group Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) creates a report 
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card score in which legislators receive a 100% score for a year if they voted completely 

the way ADA would have liked them to. and a 0% score if they voted in a completely 

opposite manner to ADA's wishes. The American Conservative Union (ACU) does the 

same, creating a rating comparable methodologically if not substantively to the ADA's 

rating. As a matter of fact, these ratings are placed side-by-side in a yearly report so that 

the voting habits of congresspeople may be compared (Congressional Quarterly 1997-

1998). 

Unfortunately, the voting scores are just that: scores of votes, not ideological 

expressions per se. On the individual level, the finding that the voting habit of legislators 

during the previous year predicts the voting habit of legislators next year is simply a 

finding that legislators are consistent from congressional session to congressional session. 

If cosponsorship is the dependent variable, then the finding is simply that legislators 

cosponsor the way they vote. These are interesting findings, but they by no means 

demonstrate the central role of ideology; although it is asserted that ideology is behind 

observed consistency, important alternative explanations exist and are not explored 

(Jackson and King 1989: 1162). For instance, consistent clusters of voters might have 

common district characteristics, or share campaign contributors, or talk to one another on 

a regular basis during subcommittee meetings. 

There is a circular character to the ideology hypothesis of cosponsorship. Two 

political scientists describing the principle of individual experience put it rather well: 

"liberals should cosponsor liberal bills, conservatives should cosponsor conservative 

bills, and moderates should cosponsor moderate bills" (Kessler and Krehbiel 1996: 555). 
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While this may be trivially true, the important question remaining to be answered is what 

makes a liberal liberal, a moderate moderate, and a conservative conservative. Without 

an answer, the congressional researcher is left with no better an explanation than "people 

act the way they do because that's the way they are." a claim that is only trivially true 

(Mayhew 1981). 

In sum. simply calling behavioral consistency "ideology" doesn't make it so. 

Rather, it makes a strong assumption about the source of behavioral consistency and 

obscures the possibility of other e.vplanations. Addressing the "false ideology" problem 

first requires a rewording of the ideology hypothesis into more accurate terms. In terms 

related to the individual congressperson. the more aptly named Habit Hypothesis would 

read, "the more that a congressperson has cosponsored a particular type of bill in the past, 

the more likely she or he is to do so in the future." To express the hypothesis in terms of 

the relation between two congresspeople. we would write: 

Habit Hypothesis 1; Consider the set of bills sponsored by cosponsors of a 

focal bill. The greater the number of these bills that a congressperson has 

cosponsored in the previous year, the greater the likelihood that the focal 

congressperson will cosponsor the focal bill. 

Habit Hypothesis 2: Consider the set of bills sponsored by a focal 

congressperson. The greater the number of cosponsorships of these bills in 
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the previous year by cosponsors of the focal bill, the greater the likelihood 

that the focal congressperson will cosponsor the focal bill 

These two related hypotheses suggest simply that individuals who have supported bills 

together in the past will tend to do so in the present. On the other hand, if one has 

supported many bills in the past with those who are non-cosponsors of a particular bill, 

one would be less likely to cosponsor that bill. Expressed in hypothesis form; 

Countervailing Habit Hypothesis 1: Consider the set of bills sponsored by 

noncosponsors of a focal bill. The greater the number of these bills that a 

congressperson has cosponsored in the previous year, the lesser the 

likelihood that the focal congressperson will cosponsor the focal bill. 

Countervailing Habit Hypothesis 2: Consider the set of bills sponsored by a 

focal congressperson. The greater the number of noncosponsorships of these 

bills in the previous year by cosponsors of the focal bill, the lesser the 

likelihood that the focal congressperson will cosponsor the focal bill. 

Notice that, referring back to Chapter 2. the habit hypotheses refer to the same variables 

that the reciprocity hypotheses make use of. However, as Table 3.1 shows, the effects of 
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Table 3.1: Directions of Effect: 

Comparing Predictions of the Reciprocity and Habit Hypotheses 

Variable Reciprocity Habit 

# of Cosponsors" Bills 
one has Cosponsored 

- + 

ft of NonCosponsors" 
Bills one has 
Cosponsored 

-1-
-

# of Cosponsorships (by 
Cosponsors of Focal Bill) 

of one's Bills 

+ 

n of Cosponsorships (by 
Non-Cosponsors of Focal 

Bill) of one's Bills 
- -
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these variables on the likelihood of cosponsorship differ between the two sets of 

hypotheses. 

In sum. habit hypotheses make distinct predictions, but do not provide insight into 

underlying processes. A challenge in this dissertation will be to lessen the explanatory 

power of the habit hypotheses by introducing a series of theoretically informed 

hypotheses that explain the tendency toward consistency. Hypotheses based on the 

principle of interaction are especially suited to the explanation of ideology and habit 

because social ties have been said to both carry ideas (ideology) and pull people into 

activities (habit). The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to generating hypotheses 

about cosponsorship based on interaction. 

Interaction Within Congress 

The perception that interaction patterns inside the Congress shape policy output is 

reflected in public discussion and agitation regarding the Congress. The common 

reference to the worlds "inside the beltway" and "outside the beltway" suggests a strong 

boundary between two separate social realities. When William Warfield of the Vietnam 

Veterans of .America testified before the House Veterans' Affairs Committee regarding 

political commitment to Veterans' Administration hospitals, he admonished legislators to 

"listen to the real people back home and discount most of the inside the beltway spin that 

is constantly fed to you here" (Hearing of the House Veterans' Committee. 7/23/98). The 

notion that members of Congress quickly lose touch with their home districts and 

increasingly attend only to each other led to an active term limits movement in the 1990s. 
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Arizona congressman Matt Salmon, who limited himself to three terms in office, put it 

this way: 

I can't count the numbers of times people have said. well. Matt. 1 know you look 

at so-and-so as king of a squishy congressman, somebody that vacillates on the 

issues, but boy you should have known him back when he first got here. Boy. he 

was the Rock of Gibraltar.... [Members of Congress] really have an intense sense 

of patriotism, of love for their country.... But something happens along the way. 

You kind of get in the position of having to go along to get along - you do (U.S. 

Term Limits 1999). 

Cleta Deatherage .Mitchell, director of the Americans Back in Charge Foundation, 

testified before the House Judiciary Committee of the lOS"' Congress: 

I began to realize that the trend in the late 20"^ Century was for members of 

Congress to get elected and move to Washington ~ and over time become the 

emissary from the nation's capital to the voters, instead of the other way 

around.... By the end of the 1980s. members of our Congressional delegation in 

Oklahoma - and elsewhere - were like the non-custodial parent in a divorced 

familv: thev visited us on weekends and holidavs. thev sent money, but thev 

didn't live with us.. .and over time, they didn't know us very well. I was one of 

millions of Americans who became increasingly distressed by the arrogance in 
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Washington and a seemingly impenetrable national government. I joined the 

effort for term limits to try and make changes in that system - not because the 

people in it were bad. They're not. It is the system that needs to be fi.xed 

(Hearing of the House Judiciary Committee. 1/22/97). 

The common theme to these two accounts is the increasing absorption of congresspeople 

into their own social scene and the decreasing familiarity of the same congresspeople 

with their own districts. If these accounts accurately describe the Congress, then patterns 

of social contact within the Congress should be of greater importance to the building of 

political coalitions than contacts to parties outside the Congress. The main question then 

becomes: what are the sources of social tie formation in the Congress? To answer that 

question, we look to social network theory for claims about the sources of social tie 

formation in general. 

Choice Homophily 

One of the few general findings in sociology is that ties tend toward homophily. 

The homophily principle states that the more demographically similar any two 

individuals are. the more likely it is that the two will form a social tie to one another 

(Blau 1977; Verbrugge 1977; McPherson 1983: Marsden 1987. 1988). There are two 

explanations of homophily that suggest different patterns in congressional social ties. 

The account of choice homophily argues that homophily arises from a fundamental 

psychological bias toward sameness in some individual-level characteristic (McPherson 
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and Smith-Lovin 1987). One legislative study even found evidence of this attraction at 

the physiognomic level: Soviet political speakers were more likely to support the 

communist Secretary-General when their facial structure more closely resembled his 

(Heschl 1993). 

From what source might this psychological bias arise? Social evaluation theorists 

argue that interaction with demographically similar others best satisfies a need for social 

comparison (Gartrell 1987). Carley's constructural theory of cognition and interaction 

suggests that people interact with similar others because those interactions are more 

comfortable: each knows what to expect from the other (Carley 1991: 334). Exchange 

theorists, who straddle the boundary between action- and interaction-based theory. 

suggest that interaction with similar others reduces uncertainty and thereby reduces the 

cost of interaction (Thibaut and Kelly 1959). 

The psychological account of homophily suggests that ties in any social body, 

including the Congress, should be localized according to demographic characteristics 

such as age. sex. education, occupation, religion, race and ethnicity. As individuals enter 

the Congress they do not leave their biases at the door, but rather import them and 

through them structure social relations in the Congress (Caldeira and Patterson 1987). If 

the principle of interaction is correct, then cosponsorship should spread through social 

ties to demographically similar others, since members of Congress will be 

disproportionately tied to similar others: 
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Choice Homophily Hypothesis: The greater the number of cosponsors of a 

bill who are more demographically similar to a congressperson, the greater 

the likelihood that the congressperson will cosponsor the bill. 

If opposition to a bill spreads through social ties as well, then the countervailing version 

of this hypothesis predicts an opposite effect on cosponsorship: 

Countervailing Choice Homophily Hypothesis: The greater the number of 

noncosponsors of a bill who are more demographically similar to a 

congressperson, the smaller the likelihood that the congressperson will 

cosponsor the bill. 

As we will see below, according to the homophily principle demographic categories 

describe the interactional history of individuals before they entered the Congress as well 

as current social ties. To further distinguish between the two. the homophily principle is 

used again to generate more detailed predictions about tie formation between two 

members of Congress. If homophily bias in tie formation leads to a higher instantaneous 

probability that a social tie between two similar individuals will form, then over time the 

probability that a social tie between the two will have formed increases. Tie existence is 

a simple indicator of tie strength (Granovetter 1973); we might also consider that the 

homophily bias leads to a higher instantaneous probability of tie strengthening. More 

concretely speaking, if two similar individuals have been in the Congress together for 
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some time, by virtue of their likely contact they may have had some time to interact and 

exchange ideas. The choice homophily by time hypotheses therefore predicts that 

Choice Homophily by Time Hypothesis: The greater the shared tenure in the 

Congress with cosponsors of a bill who are more demographically similar to 

a congressperson, the greater the likelihood that the congressperson will 

cosponsor the bill. 

The countervailing version of this hypothesis suggests that: 

Countervailing Choice Homophily by Time Hypothesis: The greater the 

shared tenure in the Congress with noncosponsors of a bill who are more 

demographically similar to a congressperson, the smaller the likelihood that 

the congressperson will cosponsor the bill. 

Organizational Constraint 

An alternative explanation of homophily argues that the tendency for individuals 

to associate with those like themselves is not psychologically based. Advocates of the 

constraint theory of homophily argue that homophily in personal ties is due to 

homogeneity in the makeup of organizations in our society. Because social ties form 

through common organizational affiliation and organizations are homogeneous, social 

lies to similar others are dominant (McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1987). 

The claim that social ties are formed through common organizational affiliation 

drives this second explanation of homophily. Simmel (1955) originally stated this claim 
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in his Web of Group Affiliations, and Breiger (1974) formalized the claim in the method 

of transforming affiliation matrices into association matrices. Feld's (1981) notion of 

foci takes an expansive view of the organizational genesis of social ties, arguing that any 

joint activity or shared physical location would have a similar tie-generating effect. The 

organizational constraint hypothesis expresses the sense that in their capacity as an arena 

for social tie formation and maintenance, organizations are also conduits for the diffusion 

of cosponsorship: 

Organizational Constraint Hypothesis: The greater the number of shared 

organizational affiliations one has with cosponsors of a bill, the more likely 

one is to cosponsor a bill. 

•Assuming that opposition can also diffuse along organizational lines: 

Countervailing Organizational Constraint Hypothesis: The greater the 

number of shared organizational affiliations one has with noncosponsors of a 

bill, the less likely one is to cosponsor a bill. 

Time may play an additional role in the process of tie formation in organizations. If 

during any particular moment of shared organizational activity two individuals have a 

given probability of tie formation or tie strengthening, then the longer two individuals 

have shared an organizational affiliation, the greater the probability that a tie has formed 

and the longer those two have had to communicate and otherwise interact. Therefore, 

time spent in organizations together should have an effect on cosponsorship: 
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Organizational Constraint by Time Hypothesis: The greater the number of 

shared organizational afTiliations one has with cosponsors of a bill, the longer 

those shared affiliations have lasted, the more likely one is to cosponsor a bill. 

Again assuming that opposition can also diffuse along organizational lines; 

Countervailing Organizational Constraint by Time Hypothesis: The greater 

the number of shared organizational affiliations one has with noncosponsors 

of a bill, the longer those shared affiliations have lasted, the less likely one is 

to cosponsor a bill. 

In what sort of congressional organizations might the constraint hypotheses play 

themselves out? Political parties, besides being the location of leaders as discussed in 

Chapter 2. are also organizations. Membership in parties is clearly delineated, and the 

whip system of leadership involves not only the enforcement of marching orders, but also 

the discussion of strategy, the solicitation of opinions and the communication of 

disagreement (Davidson and Oleszek 1998: 165-166). The large number of official 

(campaign committees, steering committees, leadership caucuses, cohort groups) and 

unofficial (House Wednesday Group, Democratic Study Group) party suborganizations 

provide ample opportunity for party members to meet, discuss, debate and plan 

(Congressional Quarterly 1997). 

Congressional subcommittees should be an especially fertile ground for tie 

formation. Subcommittees are where most of the work of considering and rewriting 
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legislation gets done (Hall and Evans 1990; Fenno 1973: 95-98; Shepsle and Weingast 

1987). Since the Republican Revolution of 1994, the practice of proxy voting in 

committees and subcommittees has been barmed (Camey 1995); this means that members 

must attend and pay heed to one another during the decision-making process. 

Subcommittees are of considerably smaller size than either the "committee of the whole" 

(that is. the entire House) or these main legislative committees; a more intimate 

environment may lead to more intimate ties. The notion that political committees and 

subcommittees are nurseries for association is bolstered by the finding that friendships 

are more likely between state legislators who share committee assignments (Caldeira and 

Patterson 1987). 

There is no reason to halt this line of argument at the level of the formal 

committee or subcommittee. As the term "committee of the whole" suggests, the House 

of Representatives itself can be conceived of as an organization that facilitates tie 

formation. As members of the organization called Congress, legislators are brought from 

all comers of the country to a small set of buildings expressly so they can interact. The 

Congress is sufficiently small that random encounters between members should be 

relatively frequent. Including variables representing the Congress as an organization 

creates a baseline model in which every member's cosponsorship or noncosponsorship of 

a bill has an effect on the prospect for every other member's cosponsorship prospects. 

Returning to Feld's expansive notion of organization, the logic of the 

organizational argument is that situations bringing individuals into close proximity 

increase the opportunities for interaction. In other words, proximity is the mother of 
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interaction. Zipf s "principle of least effort" states that when individuals have a need, 

they will travel the smallest distance necessary to fulfill that need; if one considers 

interaction to be a need, social ties will tend to span short distances (1949). Even if 

individuals interact randomly with those they encounter in physical space, the probability 

of a "random walk" resulting in an encounter with someone at a great physical distance is 

smaller than the probability of a random walk resulting in an encounter with someone 

nearby. 

E.xtending this principle, one might e.xpect that members of Congress who are in 

physical proximity to one another would have a greater chance of forming a social bond 

(Caldeira and Patterson 1987). In the early Congress, political coalitions of legislators 

emerged from shared living quarters in boarding houses (Young 1966). Although 

legislators do not share residences today, they do share working space. Members have 

office space in one of three buildings: Cannon. Longworth and Raybum. Depending 

upon the amount of time members actually spend in their offices, we might expect that 

individuals are more likely to interact with those in their own office buildings than with 

those in other office buildings: the office serves as a de facto organization to which 

people belong. Therefore, variables measuring office overlap as well as common party, 

subcommittee and House membership will be used to test the organizational constraint 

hypotheses. 
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Interaction Outside Congress 

The fourth major account of the behavior of members of Congress suggests that 

the individual identity of a member of Congress, rather than any current social contact or 

pressure from individuals or groups, determines his or her behavior. If. as social 

psychologists suggest, individuals accumulate their social interactions into identities 

(Str\ ker 1994). then patterns in the social interactions of different sorts of congresspeople 

will result in different resulting identities. Although some members of Congress would 

claim they no longer have lives of their own (Davidson and Oleszek 1998: 131). 

congresspeople at least had lives of their own before they entered the Congress. Pre-

congressional social experiences, complete with pre-congressional social interactions, 

should result in the identities that members of Congress bring and that shapes 

congressional decision-making. This last portion of the chapter identities two different 

sources of pre-congressional social identity formation and generates relevant hypotheses 

from them. 

Demographic Similarity 

According to the principle of homophily. individuals tend to interact with those 

like themselves. If individuals transmit ideas via social ties and social ties are localized 

along various demographic characteristics, then those ideas will also tend to be localized 

along various demographic characteristics (Mark 1998b). Living as a person with 

particular demographic characteristics implies being exposed to a unique set of ideas. To 
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the extent that these ideas are integrated into a "mental map" (Cariey 1991), and to the 

extent that individuals act according to their ideas, living as a person with particular 

demographic characteristics implies living within the boundaries of a demographic 

identity and behaving in a manner characteristic of a region in demographic space. If the 

effects of this experience on an individual's identity are persistent, then individuals" past 

immersion in demographically-homogeneous networks should have long-term behavioral 

consequences. 

According to the homophily principle and its implications, the sort of life lived by 

future members of Congress would have been organized by demographically specific 

cultures. Congresspeople of different demographic characteristics will exhibit different 

identities, after joining the Congress, through different behaviors. Individuals who are 

demographically similar need not interact socially in the present in order to exhibit 

behavioral similarity, since common interactions in the past accomplished the task. The 

demographic similarity hypothesis corresponds to this account of interaction and identity: 

Demographic Similarity Hypothesis: The greater the number of cosponsors 

of a bill who are more demographically similar to a congressperson, the 

greater the likelihood that the congressperson will cosponsor the bill. 

.A matching hypothesis describes the effect of similarity to noncosponsors: 

Countervailing Demographic Similarity Hypothesis: The greater the number 

of noncosponsors of a bill who are more demographically similar to a 
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congressperson, the smaller the likelihood that the congressperson will 

cosponsor the bill. 

The effect on any bill should be that women cosponsor with other women. Latinos 

cosponsor with other Latinos, and so on. A large literature on women in legislative 

politics concludes that women and men legislators in engage in distinctively different 

behavior (Kathlene 1995; Leader 1977; Saint-Germain 1989; Thomas 1991; Thomas 

1994). Latinos in Congress have been found to engage in similar political behaviors, and 

Blacks in Congress have been found to vote in similar fashions (Gile and Jones 1995; 

Hero and Tolbert 1995; Welch and Ribbing 1984). These results suggest that this study 

should find support for the demographic similarity hypotheses. 

Prior Organizational Overlap 

If social ties are especially likely to form between individuals sharing 

organizational affiliations as hypothesized above, distinct cultures should be expected to 

form in those organizations (Carley 1991). If people are able to accumulate cultural 

elements into identities over time, then prior organizational affiliations should leave their 

mark on the ideas of past members. As individuals move into new situations, their old 

ways of thinking should inform their behavior. 

The idea that organizations outside the political realm can have an important 

impact upon political decisions has been strongly advocated in the work of G. William 

Domhoff. Domhoff s study of the Bohemian Grove outside San Francisco documented 
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extensive communication between political and economic leaders regarding key policy 

issues of the day (1974). Domhoff also traces the cultural cohesion of the power elite to a 

set of socializing institutions, including prep schools and Ivy League universities; the 

cultural cohesion of the elite is said to translate into cooperative political action 

(Domhoff 1998). 

Organizations of less elite origin than Harvard or the Bohemian Grove should also 

ha\ e an important effect on the individual. The military, for instance, is renowned for its 

strategy of "tearing down" recruits and resocializing them. Members of the military 

spend a great deal of time with one another; the emergence of a military culture should 

not be surprising. Students working through law school and medical school are exposed 

for years to the standards and expectations of their profession through study, classroom 

interaction and interpersonal discussion with other students. The appearance of unique 

cultures of medicine and law should also not be a surprise. .-Mter the intense social 

experiences of professional education or military training, one might expect differences 

in ideas and behavior to persist after an individual left these organizations and entered the 

Congress. More generally, when members of Congress shared more memberships prior 

to their election, we might predict that their current political behavior would also be 

highly similar: 

Prior Organizational Overlap Hypothesis: The greater the number of 

organizational affiliations prior to one's congressional career that one shares 

with cosponsors of a bill, the more likely one is to cosponsor a bill. 



Assuming that opposition can also diffuse along organizational lines: 

Countervailing Prior Organizational Overlap Hypothesis: The greater the 

number of organizational affiliations prior to one's congressional career that 

one shares with cosponsors of a bill, the more likely one is to cosponsor a bill. 

[Vlisceilancous Predictions 

Other predictions have been made regarding cosponsorship that do not fit neatly 

into the four combinations of principle and location described in Table 1.1. In his study 

of the propensity to cosponsor. James Campbell made some particular predictions that are 

worth taking note of. One of these was that the number of bills an individual had 

sponsored during a given Congress would be related to the number of cosponsorships. 

with the number of bills sponsored acting as a proxy for a representative's general level 

of activity. A second prediction was that members of Congress become less likely to 

cosponsor as their years of congressional tenure increase and more subtle means of 

supporting a bill become available, and a third was that Democrats should be more likely 

to cosponsor. since they were, as proponents of "Big Government", more likely to find 

active proposals to their liking (Campbell 1982). 

Other questions regard the timing of cosponsorship. Do most cosponsorships 

happen shortly after a bill's introduction, or do cosponsorships slowly build? Is 

cosponsorship in general more likely to occur early in a Congress or closer to election 

time? No predictions are made about the direction of effects, or about whether there are 

any effects. Rather, these two forms of time dependence will be accounted for with 
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variables in discrete-time approximation, a method to be discussed in Chapter 4 (Allison 

1984). 

Finally, simple congressional procedure may account for some patterns in 

cosponsorship. Because bills go to certain committees and subcommittees for 

consideration, it would not be surprising to find that members of those groups had more 

contact with a bill. If contact with a bill is associated with support for it, then members 

of those committees and subcommittees should be more likely to support their "home 

bill." Such a trend might result in an observed relationship between subcommittee 

overlap with cosponsors and cosponsorship. leading to an apparent confirmation of the 

organizational constraint hypothesis in a circumstance where the hypothesized 

relationship does not actually exist. Controlling for bill consideration by committees and 

subcommittees solves this potential problem. This prediction, along with the other 

miscellaneous predictions mentioned above, will be accounted for by including variables 

for analysis. 

Visualization 

Expressing predictions in relational form can lead to forbiddingly complicated 

expressions that require careful linguistic decoding. Visualization of these same 

hypothesized relations provides a more simple way of expressing predictions. Figure 3.1 

graphically represents four predictions of relations using sociograms. which as discussed 

in Chapter 2 represent the relations (lines) between individuals (nodes). 
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Figure 3.1: Four Predictions of Relations 

Sex Similarity Sex Similarity * Duration 

Racial/Ethnic Similarity 
Racial/Ethnic Similarity 

* Duration 
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In the sex similarity sociogram for our abridged congress, all women (Helen Chenoweth, 

Pat Danner and Maxine Waters) are tied only to each other and all men (Neil 

Abercrombie. "Duke" Cunningham and J.C. Watts) are tied only to each other. The sex 

similarity*duration sociogram contains ties in the same pattern, since sex similarity is the 

toggle for a tie's existence. However, the strength of tie (represented by the number next 

to each line) is determined by the length of time (in years) that same-sex pairs have 

shared in the Congress. This tie strength prediction comes from the theoretical assertion, 

discussed above, that homophily provides an instantaneous probability of tie formation 

but also of tie strengthening. Maxine Waters and Helen Chenoweth are predicted to have 

a tie. but with a relatively weak tie strength of 2 representing tv;o years together in the 

Congress (although Maxine Waters entered Congress after the 1990 election cycle. Helen 

Chenoweth did not enter Congress until 1995). 

The racial/ethnic similarity sociogram predicts a different pattern of association, 

but uses the same logic as the sex similarity sociogram to generate its predictions. 

Maxine Waters and J.C. Watts are both Black and are therefore tied to each other and 

only to each other, while all other members of this abridged congress are white and so are 

tied exclusively to each other. The meaning of tie strength in the racial/ethnic similarity 

* duration sociogram is the same in form as in the sex similarity * duration sociogram. 

The strongest tie in this sociogram is between Neil Abercrombie and "Duke" 

Cunningham, both white, who have shared six years of congressional co-tenure: the tie 

strength between them in this sociogram is therefore six. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has reviewed and generated predictions about congressional behavior 

from the principle of interaction. A dominant explanation of congressional behavior is 

referred to as "ideology", but operationally is equivalent to habit, or simple behavioral 

consistency. A contention of this chapter is that observed behavioral consistency may be 

due to the persistent effect of social ties. Social ties are said to generate as a result of 

psychological bias or organizational affiliation. If social ties work in the political realm 

as they have been shown to outside of politics, then imputed ties in the 105'*^ Congress 

may facilitate the diffusion of cosponsorship. It is also possible that a history of social 

ties prior to the 105"^ Congress may have a cumulative effect upon individual personality 

and therefore upon current patterns of cosponsorship. After a discussion of these 

hypotheses, miscellaneous predictions not associated with either action or interaction 

were briefly discussed and some predictions based on interaction were translated into 

hypothetical sociograms using information from a selected subset of the 105"' Congress. 

With Chapters 2 and 3 behind us. all hypotheses to be tested in analysis have been 

presented and discussed. The next chapter will discuss data collection, data structure and 

the two complementary methods of relational analysis by which hypotheses of action and 

interaction will be tested: a combined network effects / discrete time approximation 

analysis and QAP analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA AND METHODS 

Introduction 

To complete this dissertation, data regarding diverse social and political objects, 

including individual characteristics and behaviors, affiliations, congressional district 

characteristics and media coverage, have been collected. With the exception of a small 

number of individual-level control variables, all of these varieties of information are 

transformed into matrices of relations. A network effects model, modified to 

accommodate discrete-time appro.ximation. matrix-multiplies relations by events to 

condense these matrices back into traditional vector variables that nonetheless retain the 

matrices' relational information. Although this method requires considerable 

computational resources, it has the ability to capture processes of political influence over 

time. QAP regression is carried out as a secondary method of analysis for purposes of 

comparison and confirmation. The QAP method generates cases directly from the cells 

of matrices and offers a relatively simple means of analyzing the impact of relations upon 

one another cross-sectionally. Together, the two methods offer complementary views on 

the phenomenon of cosponsorship. 

Data Collection and Organization 

The scope of this study is restricted to the 105"' Congress of 1997-1998. and to 

the 434 members of the House of Representatives who served from the begirming of that 
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Congress"*. Data collected for this dissertation were readily accessed from widely 

available sources. These sources included reference books, previously assembled 

datasets and online databases. Anyone with access to a university library and the Internet 

should be able to gather the information necessary to replicate this research. The 

collected data falls into five categories: characteristics of individual congresspeople. 

affiliations of individual congresspeople. behaviors of individual congresspeople. 

congressional district characteristics and media coverage. Once the data was collected, it 

needed to be converted into the proper format for analysis. Different methods of 

organization were used for different varieties of data. 

Characteristics of Individual Congresspeople 

A variety of information on the individual characteristics of congresspeople was 

collected from the profiles in the Congressional Staff Directorv (Congressional Quarterly 

1997). This information included congresspersons' age. se.x. religion, birthplace, party 

leadership position, committee chairships. office assignment and years of tenure\ 

Legislators' percent margins of victory in the previous election cycle were obtained from 

Who's Who in Congress (Congressional Quarterly 1997). 

' The capacity of the House of Representatives is 435: however. Rep. Bill Richardson of New Mexico 
resigned his office within a few days of the re-inauguration of Bill Clinton in order to join the President's 
cabinet. He is not included as a case in the analysis because he had neither the time nor the incentive to 

cosponsor legislation. 
' Religious categories were Catholic/Orthodox Christian, Christian Scientist. Protestant Christian, Jewish, 
and Latter-Day Saints (Mormon). Birthplace was measured by state. Party leaders included the Speaker of 
the House, majority and minority leaders, whips, deputy whips, chair and vice chair of the House 

Democratic Caucus, and chair and vice chair of the House Republican Conference. 
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Racial and ethnic background, which is an important aspect of an individual's 

social identity, is nevertheless difficult to identify in research. Members do not report 

their racial or ethnic identity in either the official Congressional Directorv or the 

Congressional Staff Directory (Congressional Quarterly 1997). Multiple sources of data 

were employed to increase accuracy. The Congressional Quarterly Almanac 

(Congressional Quarterly 1997) includes counts of Hispanic and Black members; the web 

sites of the Congressional Black Caucus (Mitchell 1998) and the Congressional Hispanic 

Caucus (Roybal-.Allard 2000) maintain rosters of their membership''. Membership 

information for the Congressional Asian Pacific American Caucus was obtained from the 

Congressional Staff Directorv. A national newspaper search using Le.xis-Nexis (Reed 

Elsevier 2000) was employed to find any references to a legislator as Black. Hispanic or 

.\sian .American'. 

For each of these characteristics, a 434x434 persons-by-persons matrix was 

constructed. As Figure 4.1 demonstrates using selected members of the 105"^ Congress, 

each cell of the matrix compares the characteristics of two individuals. In the case of 

nominal, non-ordered characteristics such as sex. a same-different comparison is made; a 

" The Congressional Black Caucus also maintains a list of Black members of Congress who are not caucus 
members. During the 105"" Congress only one Black member of Congress. Republican J.C. Watts of 

Oklahoma, svas not a member of the caucus. 
Ke\Avords used in the Lexis-Nexis search included "Black." "African American." "Asian." "Hispanic." 

"Latino." "Chicano." "Mexican." "Cuban." "Puerto Rican." and "Latin." It has been observed that there are 
important differences between Hispanic groups of different origins (Nelson and Tienda 1985; Portes and 
Truelove 1987; Tienda and Wilson 1992; Velez 1989). While it would be ideal to differentiate between 

these groups. I have not done so for three reasons. First, 1 was unable to obtain reliable information on the 
specific ethnic backgrounds of all members. Second, with only 17 Hispanic members in the 105'*' 
Congress, the sizes of such ethnic subgroups would be quite small. Third, the very formation and 
maintenance of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus indicates important commonalities between Hispanic 
members of Congress either in members' subjective perceptions or in areas of actual substantive policy 

concern. 
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Figure 4.1: Using a Dataset of Individual Characteristics 
to Generate Matrices of Relations 

Congressperson Sex Year of 
Birth 

District 
% Urban 

District 
% White 

District Per 
Capita 
Income 

Abercrombie, Neil Male 1938 99 8 29.1 17508 

Chenoweth, Helen Female 1938 54 2 94.9 11530 

Cunningham, Duke Male 1941 967 84.8 20586 

Danner, Pat Female 1934 62.5 96.5 12641 

Waters. Maxme Female 1938 100 21 4 9761 

Watts. IC. Male jl957 74.2 84.4 11554 

SexSimabrity 
Matrix 

Aber., 
Neil 

Chen., 
Helen 

Cunn.. 
Duke 

Dann.. 
Pat 

Waters, 
Maxine 

Watts, 
J.C. 

Aber., Neil 0 I 0 0 1 

Chen., Helen 0 0 I 1 0 

Cuim., Duke 1 \J ' 0 0 1 

Darm., Pat ' i f ' 
0 1 0 

Waters, 
Marine 

0 1 k 1 0 1 0 

Watts, J.C. 1 0 1 0 0 

Age Similarity 
Matrix 

Aber, 
Neil 

Chen., 
Helen 

Cunn., 
Duke 

Dann., 
Pat 

Waters, 
Maidne 

Watts, 
J.C. 

Aber, 
Neil 

I 0.333 0.250 1 0.053 

Chen., 
Helen 

1 0.333 0.250 1 0.053 

Cunn., 
Duke 

0.333 0.333 0.143 0.333 0.063 

Dana, 
Pat 

0.250 0.250 0.143 0.250 0.043 

Waters, 
Maxine 

1 I 0.333 0.250 0.053 

Watts, 
J.C. 

0.053 0.053 0.063 0.043 0.053 
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cell holds a value of 1 if two congresspeople occupy the same category of a 

characteristic, and holds a value of 0 if the two occupy different categories. For example, 

the cell in the Sex Similarity Matrix that compares Maxine Waters and Neil Abercrombie 

has a value of zero, since Rep. Waters is female and Rep. Abercrombie is male. For 

characteristics that take multiple interval- or ratio-level values, the value of a cell is the 

inverse of the absolute difference between congresspeople. For e.xample. the value of the 

cell comparing Pat Danner and Maxine Waters in an Age Similarity Matrix would be 

0.250. since the inverse of the absolute difference between Rep. Danner's birth year of 

1934 and Rep. Waters" birth year of 1938 is 1/(11934-1983|) = 1/4. or 0.250''. Taking the 

inverse of differences ensures that an increasing value represents an increasingly strong 

tie. 

AJfilicitions of Individual Congresspeople 

Information regarding three sorts of congresspeople's current affiliations was 

collected. Political party and subcommittee affiliations were found in Who's Who in the 

Congress (Congressional Quarterly 1997) and the Congressional Staff Directory 

(Congressional Quarterly 1969-1998). Information on subcommittee membership was 

collected back to the 91^' Congress of 1969-70. Although members of the 105"' Congress 

had served as far back as 1948 (Sidney Yates of Chicago), the 9r' Congress had the first 

instance of shared subcommittee membership by any fiiture members of the 105^ 

Congress. 

'To avoid division by zero, cells comparing the ages of individuals bom in the same year are assigned a 
value of 1. which is the value of cells that compare the ages of individuals bom one year apart. 
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In the cases of party and subcommittee, affiliation refers simply to membership. 

In the case of political action committees (or "PACs"). on the other hand, congresspeople 

become affiliated through the receipt of campaign contributions. An electronic list of 

249,400 campaign contributions from 4.597 PACs for the three-year period of 1996-1998 

was obtained over the Internet from the Federal Election Commission (Federal Election 

Committee 2000)*^. 

In addition to congresspeople's current affiliations, some information on 

organizational affiliations prior to congressional membership was collected from the 

Congressional Staff Directory (Congressional Quarterly 1997). These past affiliations 

included time spent in the military, in law school, in medical school or in an "Ivy 

League" school (Brown. Columbia. Comell. Dartmouth. Harvard. Pennsylvania. 

Princeton or Yale). 

Similarity in subcommittee and P.AC affiliations was measured by constructing an 

overlap matrix, which counts affiliations held in common (Breiger 1974). Matrices 

containing information about past affiliations are binary versions of the overlap matrix in 

w hich a value of one indicates common affiliation of some sort and a value of zero 

indicates a lack of affiliation of that sort. 

' Not all campaign contributions can be measured. "Soft" contributions to political parties are unregulated, 
and while they must be reported it is impossible to determine which legislators received this indirect variety 
of funding from which sources. Individual contributions are itemized, but given the huge number of 

individual contributors, the computing resources required to construct an overlap matrix (see below) are not 

available. Therefore, both varieties of contributions are not included in the data. PAC contributions, on the 
other hand, are reported by date and are attributable to specific sources. There is no reason to suspect that 
the pattern of soft and individual contributions to legislators does not match the panem of P.A.C 
contributions to legislatures. Because the pattern of contributions rather than specific contribution amounts 

is important here, PAC information alone should suffice. 
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Behaviors of Individual Congresspeople 

The behavior of central interest in this dissertation is cosponsorship of a bill. One 

hundred bills were randomly sampled from a population of 4.874 bills submitted in the 

House during the 105"' Congress. Bill titles, bill texts, names of principal sponsors. 

names of cosponsors and dates of introduction and cosponsorship were obtained for each 

bill in the sample from the Librar>' of Congress via the Internet (Library of Congress 

2000). The names and dates of cosponsorship from this sample of bills were used to 

construct dependent variables containing information about the occurrence and timing of 

particular events of cosponsorship. Names of principal sponsors, names of cosponsors 

and dates of cosponsorship were separately collected from the Library of Congress for 

the entire set of bills from 1996-1998 (minus the hundred bills already sampled). This 

information was used in the construction of independent variables that represent the 

extent of reciprocation in previous cosponsorships. 

For purposes of this study, the lOS"' Congress was divided up into 64 weeks that 

the Congress was in session; these are the times that cosponsorships can be officially 

added to a bill (Trandahl 1999). For each combination of congressperson and bill, there 

are therefore at most 64 opportunities for cosponsorship. 

Congressional District Characteristics 

Information regarding congressional districts comes from two sources. 

Demographic descriptions of the populations of each congressional district were obtained 

from the U.S. Census Bureau in its decennial count in both text and CD-ROM formats 
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(U.S. Census Bureau 1990). Collected from the Census were the percent female, percent 

married, percent veterans or currently in military service, percent 18 years of age or 

younger, percent 65 years of age or older, percent white, percent Hispanic, percent with a 

college degree, percent employed, percent service workers, percent agricultural workers 

and per capita income of each district. 

To compare district qualities for any two members of Congress, similarity 

matrices were constructed in which the value of a cell would be equal to one divided by 

the absolute difference in district values between the two focal congresspeople. As 

districts become more alike, the difference term in the denominator shrinks and the 

similarity value increases. Referring to Figure 4.2. the value of the cell comparing 

Ma.\ine Waters and J.C. Watts in a District % White Similarity Matrix is 1.59. since the 

inverse of the absolute difference between Rep. Waters" 21.4% white district and Rep. 

Walls' 84.4% white district is 1 /(1.214-.8441). or 1/(0.63). or 1.59. The value of the cell 

comparing Neil Abercrombie and J.C. Watts in a District Per Capita Income Similarity 

Matrix is 0.00017. since the inverse of the absolute difference between the two districts' 

per capita income is 1/(117508-11554|), or 1/5954. or 0.00017. 

The measurement of district similarity has its complications, but these can be 

resolved. Allowing the cells of the matrix to represent district differences rather than 

district similarities is not feasible when using the network effects method because district 

similarities are summed. The difference values in the cells of the matrix would be 

hypothesized to make it less likely for the focal members of Congress to follow one 

another in cosponsorship. Yet the greater the number of cosponsors. however different 
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Figure 4.2: Using a Dataset of District Characteristics 
to Generate Matrices of Relations 

Congressperson Sex 
Year of 

Birth 
District 

% Urban 
District 

% White 

District Per 
Capita 
Income 

Abercrombie, Neil Male 1938 99.8 29 1 17508 

Chenoweth, Helen Female 1938 54.2 94.9 11530 

Cunningham, Duke Male 1941 96.7 84.8 20586 

Danner, Pat Female 1934 62.5 96.5 12641 

Waters, Maxme Female 1938 100 214 9761 

Watts. J.C Male 1957 742 84.4 11554 

District 
Similarity 
Matrix 
(P.C. Income) 

Aber., 
Neil 

Chen., 
Helen 

Cunn., 
Duke 

Dann., 
Pat 

Waters, 
Maxine 

Watts, 

1 
• X-.. 

Aber, Neil 0.00017 0.00032 0.00020 0.00013 0.09017 
Chen, Helen 0.00017 0.00011 0.00090 0.00057 0.04167 
Cunn., Duke 0.00032 0.00011 0.00013 0.00009 o.ooon 
Dann, Pat 0,00020 0.00090 0.00013 0.00035 0.00092 
Waters, 
Maxine 

0.00013 0.00057 0.00009 0.00035 0.00056 

Watts, J C. 0.00017 0.04167 0.00011 0.00092 0.00056 

Distnct 
Siniilanty 
Matrix 

>Wute) 

Aber.. 
Neil 

Chen., 
Helen 

Cuim.. 
Duke 

Dann.. 
Pat 

Waters, 
Maxine 

Watts, 
J.C. 

Aber., Neil 1.52 1.80 1.48 12.99 1.81 

Chen.. Helen 1.52 9.90 62.50 1.36 952 

Curui.. Duke 1.80 9.90 8.55 1.58 250 

Darm.. Pat 1.48 62.50 8.55 1.33 8.26f 

Waters, 
Maxine 

12.99 1.36 1.58 1.33 

Watts, J.C. 1.81 9.52 250 8.26 1.59 
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they may be. the more likely it is for the focal members to cosponsor together. These 

effects have the potential to cancel each other out with district difference matrices and 

falsely lead to the appearance of no effect. Occasionally in the data, the percent 

difference in two congresspersons" district characteristics is zero. To avoid division by 

zero, cells with zero differences were set equal to the maximum value otherwise 

occurring in the matrix. Finally, when differences between districts become especially 

small, the inverse of that difference can be especially large. Because similarity values are 

summed, one especially large value associated with a particular congressperson has the 

potential to overwhelm other values in determining the summed similarity. To account 

for this possibility, the logarithms of similarity scores were also included"^. 

The list of characteristics used for the comparison of congressional districts is 

incomplete; there are many aspects of a district that may be both relevant to bills being 

considered before Congress and not measured by the Census. To facilitate a fuller 

comparison of districts, the geographic adjacency of districts to one another was 

determined using maps in the Congressional Staff Directory (Congressional Quarterly 

1997). Districts with a small distance between them are more likely to share geographic 

features, industries, cultures, and other characteristics; distant districts are less likely to 

share features and so are more likely to differ from one another. Therefore, to capture 

any important district similarities not measured by the terms above, the geodesic distance 

(or smallest possible number of district lines to be crossed) between every pair of districts 

Neither the inclusion of logged terms along with simple similarity scores, nor the substitution of logged 
terms for simple scores, changed the direction or significance of district representation effects. Results for 
logged terms are shown in logistic regression results. For purposes of simplicity in interpretation, results 

for simple terms are shown in QAP results. 
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was calculated (Bavelas 1948; Freeman 1978; Wasserman and Faust 1994: 159-163)". 

For instance. Randy "Duke" Cunningham's ST' California district would have a geodesic 

distance of 6 from Maxine Waters' 35"^ California district, since the 48"*. 47"^. 45"'. 38"'. 

33''^ and 35"' district lines would have to be crossed to travel from one district to the 

other. 

Media Coverage 

For each of the hundred bills sampled for this study, four keywords or key phrases 

were extracted from the bill summary and text. These keywords and key phrases were 

used to generate a list of articles distributed by three wire services (The Associated Press. 

United Press International and Gannett) from 1996-1998. The results of the search. 

carried out using the Lexis-Nexis service (Reed Elsevier 2000). were individually 

checked for relevance to the bill topic and for redundancy (for example, multiple versions 

of a single wire report)'". The count of articles concerning a bill's topic during the 

previous month was measured for each of the 64 weeks the 105''' Congress was in 

session. 

" A more straightfonvard method might be to find the geographic center of each district and determine the 
Euclidean distance between each pair of districts. However. 1 was unable to find a source that included this 
information. An appro.ximate determination of geographic centers would prove difficult for the 
considerable number of districts with a highly irregular "Gerrymander" shape. The geodesic method 
provides a topological path distance that appro-ximates Euclidean distance (Lewin 1938; quoted in Bavelas 

1948). Alaska was considered to be adjacent to the I""* and 6"* districts of Northwest Washington State. 
Hawaii's nvo districts vvere only considered adjacent to one another. 

.A similar search was carried out using each bill's number (for example, "H.R. 4175") and title (for 
example. "Substance Abuse Prevention Amendment"). However, bills were specifically mentioned by the 
wire services quite rarely, and especially rarely before the date of a bill's passage or rejection. Media 
coverage by bill topic occurred more often and to a more widely vary ing extent. 
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Methods of Analysis 

XetM ork Effects Model 

A central task for the relational analysis of social structure has been the 

development of a practical method that embodies the core assumptions of structuralist 

theor\'. The effort to develop such a method involves the solution of a number of related 

problems. The structure of traditional data sets and the core sociological methods of 

analysis require both independent and dependent variables to be expressed as 

characteristics of some individual unit, whether that unit is a person, an organization or a 

nation. Structuralists have at times held individual-level data and methods responsible 

for the predominance of individual-level explanations in the social sciences (McPherson 

1982: Marsden and Laumann 1984). Furthermore, these dominant methods assume that 

indi\ idual values of dependent variables are independent of one another. Yet one of the 

assertions at the core of the sociological enterprise is that individual values are. in fact, 

dependent upon one another (Erbring and Young 1979; Friedkin 1990). 

Over the past two decades, a method addressing this problem has emerged. The 

network effects autocorrelation model incorporates an additional term to go along with 

traditional independent variables: a matrix W of relations between all individuals in the 

studied population matrix-multiplied by a vector y consisting of values of the dependent 

variable for all cases besides the focal case (the trivial effect of>', upon itself is excluded 

by insuring that the ilh term in the autocorrelation vector y is zero) (Burt 1982: Erbring 

and Young 1979). Through matrix multiplication each vector >•, is transposed -

effectively flipped on its side. Then matching cells are multiplied by one another and. 
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finally, the resulting contents of each row are summed. The result is a vector, an 

autocorrelation variable now structurally identical to traditional variables. The value of 

this variable represents the accumulated magnitude of the dependent variable among 

one's network contacts. A positive and statistically significant effect of the 

autocorrelation variable in a regression model indicates that one is positively influenced 

by one's peers. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the network effects method. In this hypothetical example, 

we imagine four representatives, and we further imagine that we can directly observe 

whether they interact or not. Relations between the four representatives can be visualized 

either through a sociogram or a matrix. In the matrix of relations IV. individuals" 

relationships to themselves are removed so that the effect of an individual upon him or 

herself does not obscure the influence of others (for the purpose of matrix multiplication, 

the diagonal of the matrix will consist of zeros). The dependent variable v (in this 

hx pothetical example, having received a contribution from a particular PAC. l=yes. 

0=no) is taken like any traditional dependent variable from an individual-level data set. 

In matrix multiplication, the vector of values of the dependent variable is transposed 

(rows turned into columns, and columns turned into rows) so that its values match to the 

values in each row of the matrix of relations fF. The matching values are multiplied, and 

then added across each row. Values in the matrix of relations act as toggle switches, 

determining whether contributions from a PAC to various individuals count toward the 

effect upon the focal individual's receipt of a PAC contribution. In the case of predicting 

whether .A.lice receives a PAC contribution, the fact that she herself receives a 
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Soctogj-am 

of Pelations 

Figure 4.3: The Network Effects Model 

Matiix of Pelatio?JS ( W )  

Alice Bart Carol David 
Alice - 1 0 0 
Bart 1 - 1 0 
Carol 0 1 - 1 
David 0 0 1 -

I k'pcnilcnf 
V a n a b l e  f r )  Individual-Level Data 

PAC 
IJ 
IJ 
IJ 

Name PAC Age Income Female 
Alice 1 20 10000 1 
Bart 1 40 25000 0 
Carol 1 60 40000 1 
David 0 80 20000 0 

W 

0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 

V 

n 
iJ 

IL 

0*lj+ l^lj+0*lj+0*0j= 

l*lj+ 0*1J+ l*lj+0*0i= 
0*lj+ l=^lj+ 0*1]+ l*Oj= 

0*lj+ 0*1J+ l*lj+ 0*0j= 

Fifial  Data / 
Name PAC Age Ltcome Female # Knon n 

Recipients 
Alice 1 20 10000 1 1 
Bart 1 40 25000 0 2 
Carol 1 60 40000 1 1 
David 0 80 20000 0 1 
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PAC contribution is discounted because the effect of an event on itself is trivial. 

Furthermore. Carol's receipt of a PAC contribution is discounted because she has no tie 

to Alice. David does not receive a PAC contribution andhas no tie to Alice, so he is 

discounted for both reasons. Bart, on the other hand, receives a PAC contribution and is 

tied to .Alice. Because both of these conditions are satisfied. Bart makes the sole 

contribution to the final vector, which can be substantively described as the number of 

receivers of PAC contributions that the focal individual knows. 

The network effects model is flexible enough to suit a number of different 

methodological goals. Multiple matrices can be used simultaneously to represent the 

effects of different types of relations. To carry out a longitudinal analysis, one simply 

enters information regarding events prior at t-l in the Wy term to explain the likelihood of 

events occurring at time / (see below for an elaborated explanation in the "Discrete Time 

.Approximation" section of this chapter)'^ Both network ties in the W matrix and 

outcomes in its accompanying y matrix can be nominal or ordinal. In the case of this 

study, where the dependent variable is a dummy variable (the occurrence of 

cosponsorship). the independent variable that results from the matrix multiplication f'Vy 

represents the summed tie strength to all those who have cosponsored. In order to 

generate variables representing the summed tie strength to those who have not 

cosponsored. the values in vector must simply be switched so that non-cosponsorship 

' • The heterogeneous diffusion model developed and employed by Strang, Tuma and associates is 
specifically designed to accommodate multiple matrices in the conte.xt of event history analysis (Greve et al 
1995; Strang and Soule 1998). Based on the insight of the network effects model, the heterogeneous 
diffusion model is an e.xcellent choice given a relatively small system size. Unfortunately, for large 
systems (like that in this dissertation) the model requires too much computer memory to run an analysis. 
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merits a one and cosponsorship merits a zero. In either case, the summed tie strength 

represents the social force applied on a member of Congress. 

While matrix terms permit an accurate assessment of the impact of social 

relations, they also involve the processing of much more information than the traditional 

analysis of individual characteristics. With a social system of 434 congresspeople. 100 

bills and 87 relational variables, a traditional cross-sectional regression analysis 

manipulates 3.7 million pieces of information. Given the same system and the same 

number of variables, but a 434 .x 434 matri.x of relations for each variable, bill and 

congressperson. 1.6 billion pieces of information would have to be manipulated. To run 

an event history network effects model on this data, more than 104 billion pieces of 

information would have to be handled during a single analysis. The memory demands in 

such analyses are too great even for most high-end computers of the year 2000. 

To solve this problem, any matrix operations were carried out prior to the final 

analysis. For each of the hundred sampled bills, for each of the sixty-four weeks the 

105"^ Congress was in session and for each of 87 different network effects, matrix 

multiplication was carried out separately. The resulting summed tie strength value for 

each case was then imported into a final data set for logistic regression analyses. The 

final data set contained 63787 cases, with 695 events of cosponsorship. The structure of 

this final data set is described in the section below. 
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Discrete Time Approximation 

The central task of this dissertation is to uncover patterns in the diffusion of 

cosponsorship over time. To carry out this longitudinal task, event history analysis will 

be employed. Of the different varieties of event history analysis, discrete time 

approximation is most appropriate given the nature of the studied phenomenon. 

Although the decision to cosponsor may occur on a continuous-time basis, the act of 

cosponsorship is measured only weekly; the discrete time method e.xplicitly recognizes 

and accommodates this aspect of the data (Yamaguchi 1991; 16). Because the resolution 

of time is the week, there are many opportunities for apparently simultaneous decisions to 

cosponsor. In a continuous-time method of event history analysis, the handling of "tied" 

data is difficult; when using discrete time approximation, it is possible to allow 

simultaneous events to influence one another (Allison 1982; 70-71; Yamaguchi 1991; 16-

17). Discrete time appro.ximation is also useful when one has no a priori notions 

regarding time dependence; the method allows for parameters to describe and control for 

whatever sort of time dependence occurs (Allison 1982; 75; Allison 1984; 19-20; Singer 

and Willett 1993). 

The discrete time appro.ximation procedure requires a unique organization of the 

data in which a separate case is created for each relevant combination of congressperson. 

bill and week the Congress is in session (the case is therefore referred to as a 

"congressperson-bill-week"). The set of relevant combinations is described by the "risk 

set" and is determined by the rules of congressional cosponsorship (Allison 1984; 16; 

Blossfeld et al 1989; 28.43). The risk set, those congresspeople who may cosponsor a 
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bill, is made up of those who have not previously cosponsored a bill. If the bill has not 

yet been introduced, the risk set is empty. Likewise, if the bill has been introduced on the 

floor of the House or the 105'*^ Congress has come to an end. the risk set is also empty. A 

member of Congress becomes part of the risk set the week on which a bill is introduced 

and continues to be in the risk set until one of three events occurs. These events, listed in 

order of priority, are: the congressperson cosponsors. the bill is introduced on the floor of 

the House, or the congressional session comes to an end''^. These boundaries define the 

time during which cosponsorship by a congressperson is possible (Trandahl 1999). Only 

the congressperson-bill-week combinations within these boundaries are included in the 

data set. 

The dependent variable in this study's discrete time approximation is the 

occurrence of an event (cosponsorship) by the focal congressperson of the focal bill 

during the focal week. If a cosponsorship occurs in that time and context, the dependent 

variable is equal to one; otherwise, the dependent variable is equal to zero. The y vector 

to multiply relational matrices by is related to the cosponsorship event in a slightly 

different yet important manner. For this vector, if cosponsorship has occurred before or 

during a particular week, the value of the vector is set equal to one'^ The implication is 

that cosponsorship is not simply a fleeting event but a lasting change in state, a joining of 

The week during which a congressperson cosponsors a bill is of course included in the data, since 
othenvise no events would be included for analysis. 

I assume that cosponsorships occurring during the same week could influence one another, since a large 

number of cosponsorships of a bill occurred during the same week. In addition, "tied" cosponsorships were 
not truly simultaneous, but occurring over the course of a week; in that context, apparently simultaneous 
cosponsorships certainly might influence one another. When simultaneous cosponsorships were 
disallowed, the substantive results remained similar to those reported in the ne.xt chapter. As mentioned 
above, values of this vector are simply switched in order to assess ties to noncosponsors. so that 

noncosponsorship to date merits a value of one. 
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the ranks of a bill's supporters, the effects of which endure beyond the date that one's 

name is added to the bill. 

With the exceptions of PAC overlap and cosponsorship comparison matrices, the 

relational matrices that help make up the model's independent variables are time-

invariant. However, the vector these matrices are multiplied by does change over time as 

some individuals change state from noncosponsors to cosponsors of a bill. Therefore, the 

summed tie strength (or "social force") variables that result are time-vary ing. 

After relational matrices have been constructed and the network effects and 

discrete time appro.ximation methods employed, the resulting data set is analyzed using 

logistic regression. Logistic regression is appropriate since predictions regarding the 

dependent variable are aptly limited to the range between zero and one. and since it offers 

the recommended maximum likelihood approach to estimation (Allison 1984:17; Erbring 

and Young 1979: 414-415). 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the combination of network effects and discrete-time 

methods using a selected subset of the 105"' Congress. By the 48"^ week the 105"^ 

Congress was in session (May 18-24. 1998). Helen Chenoweth. Duke Cunningham and 

J.C. Watts had cosponsored H.R. 7, a bill which would deny citizenship to children of 

illegal immigrants, even if they were bom in the United States. These individuals will be 

counted in the construction of variables regarding ties to cosponsors because they (and 

only they) have been assigned a "cosponsor" value of I. Neil Abercrombie. Maxine 

Waters and Pat Danner had not cosponsored the bill by May 24. 1998; they form the risk 

set from which cases are to be generated. These individuals will be counted in the 
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Figure 4.4: Using Matiices of Relations 
to Generate Fi*edictors of bidividual Behavior 

Congresspeison 
CospoiisorofH.R.7 as 

of Week48 (5/18M -
5/24^98)? (l=ycs) 

Non-Cosponsor of HJl. 7 as 

ofWeek48 (5A8M -
5/24/98)? (l=yes) 

Abercrombie, Neil 0 I 

Chenoweth, Helen 1 0 

Cunnin^iam, Duke 
' ̂  

D aimer, Pat • X 
Waters, Marine ° m 
Walts, J.C. > J 1 

Co 1 1 0 0 

(1 0 0 I 1 0) 

PAC Overlap 
Matxl\, 
Week 48 
(5/18^97 -
5/24^98) 

Aber, 
Neil 

Chen., 
Helen 

Cum., 
Duke 

Dam., 
Pat 

Waters, 
Ma>dne 

Watts, 
J.C. 

Row 
Total 

Aber., Neil 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^oM5or S.

0 47 20 155 88 83 393 Aber., Neil 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^oM5or S.

(0*0 H h 47*1 H r 20*1 H h 155*0 H h 88*0 H h 83*1 = 1S0:> 

Aber., Neil 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^oM5or S.
1 

Aber., Neil 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^oM5or S. O
 

h 47*0 H h 20*0 H h 155*1 H h 88*1 H h 83*0 = 243  ̂
Chen., Helen 47 0 21 44 1 39 152 

Cunn., Duke 20 21 0 6 4 34 85 

Darm., Pat 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^onsors: 

155 44 6 0 24 22 151 Darm., Pat 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^onsors: 

(155*0 H h 44*1 H h 6*1 H h 0*0 H h 24*0 H h 22*1 = 72) 

Darm., Pat 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^onsors: 
1 

Darm., Pat 

Cosponsors: 

Non-Co^onsors: (155*1 H h 44*0 H h 6*0 J h 0*1 -h 24*1 H h 22*0 = 179  ̂
Waters, 
Maxine 

Cosponsors: 

NoH-Co^onsors: 

88 1 4 24 0 61 178 Waters, 
Maxine 

Cosponsors: 

NoH-Co^onsors: 

(88*0 -1- 1*1 -h 4*1 -1- 24*0 -»- 0*0 -h 61*1 = 66) 

Waters, 
Maxine 

Cosponsors: 

NoH-Co^onsors: 
1 

Waters, 
Maxine 

Cosponsors: 

NoH-Co^onsors: (88*1 -b 1*0 -1- 4*0 - 24*1 -»- 0*1 -1- 61*0 = 112) 
Walts, J.C. 83 39 34 22 61 0 239 
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construction of variables regarding ties to non-cosponsors because they (and only they) 

have been assigned a "non-cosponsor" value of I. 

When the matrix of PAC overlaps is matrix-multiplied by vectors of 

cosponsorship and non-cosponsorship. the result is a vector of summed PAC overlaps 

with cosponsors and non-cosponsors, respectively. Because Helen Chenoweth, Duke 

Cunningham and J.C. Watts had cosponsored H.R. 7 before this week, they are no longer 

at risk for cosponsorship and therefore do not generate cases. The row sums of the cell 

products of matrix multiplication represent the forces acting upon the risk set. For each 

case in Figure 4.4. the summed PAC overlap with cosponsors for the prior year is smaller 

than the summed PAC overlap with non-cosponsors. If we agree with the notion that 

P.AC contributions influence the behavior of representatives (and assume for the moment 

that only P.-XC contributions matter), then we should expect none of the three focal 

individuals to cosponsor this bill (as a matter of fact, the three never did). Of the three. 

.Vlaxine Waters should be most likely to cosponsor. since the difference in PAC overlaps 

between cosponsors and non-cosponsors is the smallest in her case. However, even Rep. 

Waters would have to receive many PAC contributions that Reps. Chenoweth. 

Cunningham and Watts also receive in order for the balance to tip in favor of 

cosponsorship. 

Tables 4.1. 4.2. and 4.3 indicate the predicted direction of effect for the various 

types of variables to be included in the network effects - discrete time approximation 

method. Substantively comprehensive descriptions of variables resulting from 

multiplication and summation across matrix rows are offered whenever possible. In 
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general, ties, similarities or obligations to cosponsors are predicted to increase the 

likelihood of cosponsorship. while ties, similarities or obligations to noncosponsors are 

predicted to decrease the likelihood of cosponsorship. The predicted effects of 

interaction terms that modify these main effects, and of miscellaneous control variable, 

are also included in these tables. 

Oiiculratic Assignment Procedure (OAP) 

The network effects - discrete time approach described above answers the 

question, "what is the likelihood of a given congressperson cosponsoring a given bill 

during a given week?" Most of the potential answers presented by variables in this 

method refer to sets of members of Congress sorted by cosponsorship status and the 

presence or strength of an imputed interest or tie. Although this question approximates 

the broader research question asking what forces account for the spread of cosponsorship. 

there are reasons that it is prudent to use other methods that ask slightly different 

questions in their analyses. 

In general, the use of multiple methods of analysis is valuable because it allows a 

researcher to examine, and hopefully discount, the possibility that interesting results are 

an artifact of the method that produced them (Green and Caraceili 1997). Finding similar 

results using a different method of analysis does not rule out methodological problems, 

but it is a useful indicator of robustness. As a gauge of the robustness of the network 

effects event histor>' model, an additional analysis of the data will be carried out using 
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Table 4.1: Predicted Directions of Effect (if any) for 

Network Effects - Discrete Time Approximation Analysis, 

Inside Congress 

Organizing Principle 
Action Interaction 
Party Organizational Leadership Organizational Constraint 
~ Cosponsoring Leaders (+) ~ Cosponsors (+) 
- Noncosponsoring Leaders (-) sf Non-Cosponsors (-) 

Summed Co-Tenure with 
Reciprocity Habit"^ Cosponsors 
» ofCosponsors' Bills one has Summed Co-Tenure with Non-

Cosponsored (-i-/-) Cosponsors (-) 
= of Noncosponsors' Bills one Total Current Organizational 

has Cosponsored (-/+) Overlaps with Cosponsors (^) 
of Cosponsorships (by Total Current Organisational 
Cosponsors of Focal Bill) of Overlaps with Non-
one's Bills (-^/+) Cosponsors (-) 

4 of Cosponsorships (by Non- Total Organizational Overlaps 
Cosponsors of Focal Bill) of with Cosponsors for all years 
one's Bills (- -) of Co-Tenure (-) 

Total Organizational Overlaps 
with Non-Cosponsors for all 
years of Co-Tenure (-) 

Geographic Constraint 
» Cosponsors in Same Office 

Building (-i-) 
Non-Cosponsors in Same 
Office Building (-) 

Choice Homophily 

Summed Co-Tenure in Congress 
with Same-Category 
Cosponsors (+) 

Summed Co-Tenure in Congress 
with Same-Category Non-
Cosponsors (-) 

Summed Co-Tenure and 
Similarity with Cosponsors (-) 

Summed Co-Tenure and 
Similarity with Non-
Cosponsors (-) 

"• The first prediction of the two in this section refers to the habit hypothesis; the second of the two refers to 
the reciprocity hypothesis. 
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Table 4.2: Predicted Directions of Effect (if any) for 

Network Effects - Discrete Time Approximation Analysis, 

Outside Congress 

Organizing Principle 
Action Interaction 
District Characteristics 

Summed District Similarity to 
Cosponsors (+) 

Summed District Similarity to 
Non-Cosponsors (-) 

Geographic Proximity' 

Summed District Closeness to 
Cosponsors (~) 

Summed District Closeness to 
Non-Cosponsors (-) 

Summed District Closeness to 
Cosponsors' Bom in District 
(not sig.. -) 

Summed District Closeness to 
Non-Cosponsors * Bom in 
District (not sig./-) 

Campaign Contributions: 

Summed PAC Overlap with 
Cosponsors (-) 

Summed PAC Overlap with Non-
Cosponsors (-) 

General Interaction Terms 

Media Coverage (increased effect) 
" o Margin of Victory in Last 

election (decreased effect) 

Prior Organizational Overlap 

si Cosponsors who were 

affiliated with an organization 

type that one also attended (•^-) 
^ Non-Cosponsors who were 

affiliated with an organization 

type that one also attended (-) 

Demographic Similarity 

~ Cosponsors of Same 
Demographic Category (~) 

= Non-Cosponsors of Same 
Demographic Category (-) 

Summed Demographic 
Similarity to Cosponsors (-) 

Summed Demographic 
Similarity to Non-Cosponsors 
(-) 

' The first prediction of the two refers to the geographic proximity hypothesis; the second of the two refers 
to ihe demographic similarity hypothesis. Because geographic pro.ximity leads to interaction and 
interaction leads to shared culture (Carley 1991; Zipf 1949), a geographic pro.ximity effect could be 
interpreted as supporting the demographic similarity hypothesis. To adjudicate between these Uvo 
possibilities, the interaction terms shown above were included. If representation is behind a geographic 
effect, the interaction terms should not be significant. If. on the other hand, culture is behind the effect, 
then the interaction terms should be negative, since those bom out of a district's state would have 
presumably spent less time immersed in a district's culture than those bom in-state. 
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Table 4.3: Predicted Directions of Effect (if any) for 

Network Effects - Discrete Time Approximation Analysis, 

Control Variables 

ff Weeks Bill has been Considered 

ff Weeks lOS"* Congress lias been in Session 

^ Weeks lOS* Congress has been in Session Squared 

~ Bills Sponsored by Congressperson (^) 

Year of Birth 

Year Elected (-) 

Year Elected Squared 

Democrat (+) 

~ PACs Received Contributions from 

Bom Out of State 

= Bill Topics Mentioned in Wire Reports (^) 

% Margin of Victory in Previous Election (-) 

Member of Committee Considering Bill 

Member of Subcommittee Considerins Bill 
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QAP (or Quadratic Assignment Procedure) regression. Comparing static QAP analysis to 

dynamic event history analysis allows us to compare the results of longitudinal and cross-

sectional analyses, to compare processes to patterns. In addition, the supplementation of 

a complicated method with a simple one can offer more easily interpretable results; the 

core of QAP analysis is simple OLS regression. 

What is QAP analysis? While network effects models convert relational 

information into individual-level predictions, the QAP approach maintains a relational 

data structure. With QAP. this dissertation can answer the more overtly relational 

question, "How much do two congresspeople cosponsor together?" using information 

about the specific relations (or interest similarities, in the case of action hypotheses) of 

ever\' possible pair of members of Congress. The dependent variable is a static quantity 

that measures the number of times during the entire period of study that two members of 

Congress both cosponsored a bill. 

How does QAP analysis work? The first step of a QAP regression is the 

generation of OLS regression coefficients for the effect of a series of independent 

variables upon a dependent variable. This OLS regression has a unique data structure, in 

which each matrix of relations represents a variable, and in which analogous cells across 

the set of all matrices together constitute a case (Krackhardt 1987). In a QAP regression, 

therefore, every variable must be represented by a matri.x. and there are as many cases as 

there are appropriate cells. As in the network effects model, diagonal cells are not used 

to generate cases because of the interest in relational rather than individual effects. The 

434x434 relational matrices in this study generate 187.922 cases for regression. 
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Figure 4.5 illustrates the data transformation required for QAP regression. The 

set of matrices are similar, but not identical, in nature to the matrices employed in a 

network effects model. For instance, a cosponsorship overlap matrix replaces the 

cosponsorship and noncosponsorship vectors for individual bills that were required by the 

network effects discrete time model. Cosponsorship overlap, the dependent variable, is 

equal to the number of bills commonly sponsored by two members of the 105'*^ Congress, 

out of set of 100 sampled bills. In this example. Neil Abercrombie's relations to Duke 

Cunningham. Pat Danner and Maxine Waters in terms of cosponsorship overlap, 

racial/ethnic similarity and sex similarity are used to generate three cases, one for each 

relation, with three variables representing the three matrices. With similar 

transformations occurring for all nondiagonal cells, a complete dataset of all possible 

relations is assembled. 

Once a dataset is assembled and an OLS regression is carried out. the resulting 

coefficients indicate the direction of effect of independent variables upon the dependent 

variable. However, calculating the standard error of these coefficients has been shown to 

lead to biased results when autocorrelation exists - which occurs, for instance, when 

interpersonal relations determine individual behavior (Krackhardt 1988). Since this 

method is employed to test hypotheses that suggest interpersonal relations matter, a 

different significance test is needed. The second step of QAP regression, therefore, is to 

repeatedly permute rows and columns matrix that represents the dependent variable and 

re-compute OLS regression coefficients. For this study. 2000 random permutations were 

carried out for each QAP regression. The significance indicators accompanying 
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Figiu-e 4.5: Generating Cases for QAP Regi'ession 
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coefficients in the results tables report the proportion of results from randomly altered 

matrices with OLS coefficients as high as those from the unaltered dependent variable 

matrix (Krackhardt 1987). 

Table 4.4 indicates the predicted direction of effect for the various QAP analyses 

to be run. The conciseness of the QAP predictions, compared to the complexity of the 

network effects predictions, testifies to the useful simplicity of the approach. For 

instance, the two variables in the network effects model representing ties to cosponsors 

and countervailing ties to noncosponsors are replaced in the QAP model with a single 

variable representing similarity in cosponsorship patterns. QAP's simplicity also belies a 

lack of flexibility: because only relational variables can be included in a QAP analysis, 

the controls that were possible in the network effects model cannot be included here. 

Ultimately, the differences between these two methods are useful: the results can be 

compared both to assess the methodological importance of longitudinal versus cross-

sectional analysis, and to confirm where appropriate larger patterns in the outcomes of 

the analyses. 

Conclusion 

In sum. data regarding diverse social and political objects, including the 

characteristics of individual congresspeople. affiliations of individual congresspeople. 

behaviors of individual congresspeople. congressional district characteristics and media 

coverage, were collected. With the exception of a small number of individual-level 

control v ariables, all different varieties of information were transformed into matrices of 
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Table 4.4 - Variable Types and Predicted Direction of Effect 

for QAP Regression 

Organizing Principle 

Location 
of 

Relevant 
Others 

Action Interaction 

Location 
of 

Relevant 
Others 

Inside 
Congress 

Party / Organizational 
Leadership 
Member of Dyad is Leader of 

other Member (+) 

Reciprocity 
« Dyad Member's Bills that 

Other Dyad Member has 
Cosponsored (-) 

Organizational Constraint 
Current Organizational Overlap 
(") 

Total Organizational Overlap for 
all Years of Co-Tenure (-r) 

Choice Homophily 
Co-Tenure in Congress, if Same 

Demographic Category (-) 

Co-Tenure in Congress • 
Demographic Similarity (*) 

Location 
of 

Relevant 
Others 

Outside 
Congress 

District Characteristics 
Similarity in District 

Characteristic (-*-) 

Geographic Proximity 
District Closeness (+) 

Campaign Contributions 
PAC Overlap (-) 

Prior Organizational 
Overlap 
Common Prior Organizational 

Experience {+) 

Demographic Similarity 
Same Demographic Category {-) 

Demographic Similarity (-^) 
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relations. 

A network effects model modified to accommodate discrete-time approximation 

uses matrix multiplication of relations by events to transform matrices back into 

individual-level variables that nonetheless embody relational information. Although this 

method requires considerable computational resources, it has the ability to capture 

processes of political influence over time. QAP regression generates cases directly from 

the cells of matrices and offers a relatively simple means of analyzing the impact of 

relations upon one another cross-sectionally. The two methods offer slightly different 

views on the phenomenon of cosponsorship. a fact that allows for both a comparison of 

the methods and a confirmation of the larger pattems in outcomes. 

With the review of theories, generation of hypotheses and discussion of methods 

complete, we next proceed to a presentation of research findings. Chapter 5 presents the 

results of the analyses described here and discusses the implications of those results for 

social theories of political behavior. 
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CHAPTER 5 - RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the analyses discussed in Chapter 4 that in turn 

reflect the hypotheses developed in Chapters 2 and 3. We begin by briefly describing the 

format of results and interpretation of tables. Next, the results of the network 

effects/discrete time approximation and QAP analyses, employing logistic and QAP 

regression respectively, are reviewed and discussed. The chapter ends with a summary of 

significant effects upon congressional cosponsorship. 

Format of Results 

Logislic Regression 

Because there are so many variables included in logistic regression analysis of the 

network effects - discrete time approximation models, tables reporting results are quite 

large. The tables summarizing regression results are therefore moved for clarity's sake to 

•Appendix B. Tables B.l through B.6 report results of logistic regressions testing 

hypotheses from Chapters 2 and 3'^. "Controlling within Mechanism" columns refer to 

models including only those variables tied to a specific hypothesis. These hypotheses are 

organized under italic headings. "Controlling within Theor>'" columns refer to models 

testing sets of hypotheses associated with a combination of theoretical principle and 

location of the principle's expression. Results for each of these sets of hypotheses is 

Regressions were carried out using the SAS System's PROC LOGISTIC command. The "descending" 
option was selected for all logistic regressions to ensure that the signs of coefficients reflected the direction 

of effect. 
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reported in a separate table, identified by subtitle. "Controlling for all Variables" 

columns refer to a single model including all variables listed in Tables B.l through B.5. 

Where "Stepwise" columns are present they indicate results from models generated in a 

forward stepwise regression procedure; this occurs as a means of selecting a smaller set 

of variables to reduce problems of colinearity and increase the opportunity for significant 

relationships to make themselves apparent. Stepwise procedures are carried out for 

variables in the "Action Outside Congress" set and for the entire set of variables'''. If 

interaction terms were found to be significant in the stepwise selection procedure, the 

main variables they are interpreted in terms of are also included for analysis. Where 

variables appear in a column more than once (ex. "Number of Contributing PACs" in 

Table B.2). such repetition is a matter of presentation and does not reflect the inclusion of 

the same variable more than once in a model. 

Results for all models include control variables describing two forms of time 

dependence: weeks the 105'*' Congress has been in session and weeks the focal bill has 

been considered. Estimates for these controls are noted for "within theory" and "all 

variables" models, but are not reported for "within mechanism" models for the sake of 

brevity. Finally, for brevity's sake standard errors have been omitted. In the place of 

standard errors, p-values are reported with the following legend: 

* p<.05. ** p<.01. *** p<.00l. 

The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) method of model selection is a popular choice given a study 
with a large number of variables: it is preferred over traditional stepwise methods because it tends to select 
fewer variables for inclusion in a final model (Raferty 1995). However, models have already been selected 
here on theoretical grounds, and stepwise selection is used to remove insignificant variables and maximize 
the opportunity for significant variables to appear. In such a circumstance, parsimony in selection is a 
hindrance. However, as we will see the BIC method for assessment of model fit proves quite useful here. 
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OAP Regression 

As with the results from logistic regressions. QAP regression results also 

are reported in very large tables that are therefore moved to Appendix B. Tables B.7 

through B.IO report QAP results. Model results are ordered under headings parallel to 

those for logistic regression. Options for stepwise regression are not available in the 

UCINET package used for QAP regression; therefore, variables with statistically 

significant results in either of the last two columns ("Controlling Within Theory". 

"Controlling for All Variables") are included. As with logistic regressions, if interaction 

terms were found to be significant in this model selection procedure, the main variables 

they are interpreted in terms of are also included for analysis. Because standard errors 

associated with OLS regression tend to be biased in the QAP procedure (Krackhardt 

1988). they are not reported. Rather, p-values are reported with the following legend: 

* p<.05. ** p<01. ***p<001. 

Model Fit 

Estimates of model fit can be found in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. which display estimates 

of model tit for logistic and QAP regressions, respectively. Model fit for logistic 

regressions consists of both -2 log likelihood (with likelihood ratio test, or LRT. 

significance statistics) and BIC, which is essentially a transformation of the LRT statistic 

that uses the number of events in the dataset (695) rather than the number of cases 
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(63787) as a standard for model fit (Raferty 1995; 135-137). Model fit for QAP 

regressions is measured using R" and BIC as standards. 

Results 

Action Within Congress 

Of the three sets of hypotheses regarding action occurring inside the Congress, all 

are consistently rejected in both logistic and QAP regressions. For both methods, the 

effect of number of cosponsors among one's party leaders is significant and in the 

predicted direction when controlling for other variables within this set. but is statistically 

insignificant and in the opposite direction from that predicted when controlling for all 

variables. 

Results of variables testing the committee leadership hypotheses are perplexing. 

In logistic regression results, two variables are statistically significant and in the 

predicted direction, and two other variables are statistically significant yet with a 

direction of effect opposite that predicted. In QAP regression results, two variables are 

statistically insignificant while two others are significant in the negative direction. Here 

logistic regression and Q.AP regression do not generally correspond, an occurrence we 

will notice is unusual. 

It is unclear what substantive explanation might make sense of these results. 

Contradictory results from different methods for the effect of the Appropriations variable 

are simply befuddling. The stubbornly negative and significant effect of the committee 

chair variable may indicate some kind of threshold effect: once chairs sign on to 
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legislation, perhaps the cat is in the bag and there is no more reason to cosponsor what 

will become a successful bill. These are. at any rate, post-hoc (and particularistic rather 

than general) speculations. The general trend is that even though all variables are 

robustly statistically significant and maintain the direction of their effects, the pattern of 

effects is not the pattern predicted by the committee leadership hypothesis. Although 

other hypotheses to be tested in future studies may explain the interesting pattern of 

effects, the committee leadership hypothesis as proposed here must be rejected. 

Results of logistic regressions clearly call for a rejection of the reciprocity 

hypothesis. Three of four variables in Table B.l are statistically insignificant, and the 

single significant variable supports the habit rather than the reciprocity hypothesis. 

Given the paucity of statistically significant results here, however, the habit hypothesis 

seems to receive very week support here too. Both the habit and reciprocity hypotheses 

receive a boost from the QAP results in Table B.7. where the single variable is significant 

and in the predicted direction. The positive and significant result is compatible with 

accounts of either habit or reciprocity. This result might indicate that when the two 

hypotheses coincide in their predictions, effects are apparent, while countervailing effects 

cancel each other out. Such a tale, however, is belied by the pattern of nonsignificance in 

Table B.l. Referring back to Tables 3.1 and 4.1. the two variables that should be most 

significant in such a case are consistently insignificant. Put simply, forces of neither 

habit nor reciprocity seem to affect cosponsorship as hypothesized above. 
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Action Outside Congress 

If the above results are discouraging to action-based theorists, the results of tests 

regarding action outside the Congress should be downright depressing. In logistic 

regression tests of district similarity, geographic proximity and PAC contributions, 

statistically significant effects are few and far between. Of the significant results, as 

many coefficients show a direction of effect opposite that predicted as those showing an 

effect in the predicted direction. Interaction terms for media and margin of victory fare 

no better. 

Results from QAP regressions are more encouraging, but only slightly so. Two 

out of fourteen district characteristics are significant and in the predicted direction; if 

there is a district representation effect here, it seems to be very weak. PAC contributions 

are again insignificant in their effect once other variables are controlled for. District 

closeness to cosponsors is consistently, significantly and positively related to 

cosponsorship in QAP results. This result would be more encouraging if it were 

bolstered by a similar effect in logistic regression results, but in those results the single 

significant variable turns out to have the opposite effect from that predicted. In general, 

results do not support the contention that sources outside Congress affect Congressional 

behavior through interest-based mechanisms. 

In order to ensure that the inclusion of too many variables did not lead to high 

multicollinearity and thereby an overestimation of the variance of estimates, two 

strategies were followed. The first strategy was to construct a regression containing a 

select group of significant variables, using strategies discussed above. As is evident in 
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the results for both logistic and QAP regression, drastically cutting the number of 

variables in these models did not lead to significant results. The second strategy was to 

identify variables that were highly collinear with other variables. In the case of logistic 

regression results, percent married, percent employed, percent with a college degree and 

percent 65 years of age or older were found to be highly collinear with other variables. 

These variables, their interaction terms and their countervailing counterparts were 

removed from the regression equation. Doing so did not lead to the appearance of any 

newly significant variables. 

Inieraclion Inside Congress 

The results of hypotheses tests related to interaction inside the Congress contain a 

systematic mi.xture of predicted and unpredicted results. The clearest implication of the 

results showTi in Tables B.3 and B.9 is that a theory of choice homophily is not supported 

here; only two out of eight co-tenure variables, for religion and sex. were found to have a 

statistically significant impact upon the likelihood of cosponsorship in logistic regression 

results. Q.AP results found no effect of similar religion or sex. and only found one 

statistically significant demographic relationship, that of racial similarity to 

cosponsorship. Unfortunately, the estimated effect would be incredibly small; 

individuals of the same race or ethnicity would be have one millionth more 

cosponsorships shared in the 105"' Congress. 

Considering the remaining variables, those that represent current organizational 

co-membership fare better, but do so selectively. Geographic constraint variables (being 
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in the same office building) fail to explain cosponsorship in either logistic or QAP 

regressions. Political party comembership (controlling for party leadership effects) with 

cosponsors significantly and positively predicted cosponsorship in QAP regression, but 

not in logistic regression. 

Also fairing poorly are organizational co-tenure terms. With the e.xception of 

subcommittee overlaps, no co-organizational-tenure terms are significant and in the 

predicted direction. In logistic regression, only one of two subcommittee co-tenure terms 

is positive, although both are in the predicted direction. In QAP regression, the 

subcommittee co-tenure term is significant but predicts in the wrong direction. 

The two organizational contexts that do predict cosponsorship well are the greater 

organization of the House itself and the subcommittee organizations inside the walls of 

the House. Looking at Tables B.3 and B.9. it is clear that the more cosponsors there are 

in the House in general (to a certain point: the effect is curvilinear), and the more 

subcommittee overlaps one currently has with cosponsors. the more likely one will be to 

cosponsor. Bolstering these findings is the statistically significant finding that the more 

subcommittee overlaps one has with non-cosponsors. the less likely one will be to 

cosponsor. These effects hold constant the positive and significant effect that being on 

the subcommittee considering a bill has on cosponsoring. In sum. the organizational 

constraint hypothesis receives moderate support from the empirical findings of the 

network effects model in general and good support for the importance of current 

membership in the committee of the whole and the subcommittees where legislation is 

worked and reworked. 
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Interaction Outside Congress 

Wrapping up with the final combination of principle and place, the variables 

representing effects of interactional history outside the Congress simply run out of gas. 

Whether we look at variables representing the prior organizational membership 

hypotheses or the demographic similarity hypotheses, only three out of twenty four 

variables in both logistic and QAP analysis are both statistically significant and in the 

predicted direction. It seems that the clear conclusion to take from Tables B.4 and B.IO 

is that both sets of hypotheses should be rejected. 

Controls and the Preferred Models 

Looking at table B.5. some substantively interesting conclusions may be drawn. 

First of all. the longer a bill has been considered, the more likely it is to be cosponsored. 

Second, cosponsorship tended to take place disproportionately toward the beginning of 

the 105'*' Congress; this is not surprising since a large number of bills were introduced at 

the beginning of the Congress. These two results should combine to produce a 

cur\ ilinear time dependence for most bills. Third, the predictions made by Campbell 

(1982) that general activity, represented by number of bills sponsored, and age of a 

congressperson are related to the likelihood of cosponsorship are not supported. 

Similarly, being a democrat does not make it significantly more likely for one to 

cosponsor a bill. The more junior the member of Congress, however, the more likely she 

or he is to cosponsor. 
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Finally. Tables B.6 and B.I 1 note the results of a final logistic regression 

containing all the statistically significant variables from the above analyses. Although 

the values of variables shift somewhat, the broad pattern of significant and nonsignificant 

\ ariables is the same as in the full model and leads to the same broad conclusions as 

those made above. 

Model Fit 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 display estimates of model fit for both the logistic and QAP 

regressions that were run to test the theoretical perspectives noted above. They should 

remind the reader that although many models have assessed the effect of many more 

models here, four simple categories fully describe the theoretical basis of this study. The 

traditional tests of fit for logistic regression (-2 Log Likelihood and the Likelihood Ratio 

Test, or LRT. statistic) and OLS regression (R-squared) are included here. However, 

reanalysis of studies using these test statistics have shown that they can inaccurately 

select the most appropriate model from alternatives (Grusky and Hauser 1984; Raferty 

1995). In addition, these test statistics cannot easily be used to compare "non-nested" 

models, an appellation that certainly describes the models organized by the typology of 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The Bayesian Information Criterion (or BIC") test for a model's fit is 

argued to more accurately gauge a model's fit under a variety of circumstances, and is 

also designed to allow the comparison of non-nested models (Raferty 1995). 

What are the claims about fit made by the various tests for the two sets of results 

from different methods? The LRT statistic in Table 5.1. which has a chi-sq distribution 
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Table 5.1: Model Fit Estimates for Logistic Regressions 

Organizing Principle 

Location of 
Relevant 
Others 

Action Interaction 

Location of 
Relevant 
Others 

Inside 
Congress 

-2 Log L: 6668.976 
LRT: 995.1170*** 
BIG*:-958.171 

-2 Log L: 6499.17 
LRT: 1155.7514*** 
BIG':-1061.99 Location of 

Relevant 
Others Outside 

Congress 
-2 Log L: 6500.009 
LRT: 1154.5606*** 
BIC: -873.266 

-2 Log L: 6756.787 
LRT: 907.5686*** 
BIG":-853.571 

All Variables 
-2 Log L: 6176.345 
LRT; 1478.3143*** 
BIG": -1040.74 

Note: * p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.00l 

Table 5.2: Model Fit Estimates for QAP Regressions 

Organizing Principle 

Location of 
Relevant 
Others 

Action Interaction 
Location of 

Relevant 
Others 

Inside 
Congress 

R': 0.011 
BIG': 20.547 

R': 0.028 
BIG": 10.472 

Location of 
Relevant 
Others Outside 

Congress 
R': 0.008 
BIG': 40.686 

R-: 0.015 
BIG": 39.351 

All Variables 
R': 0.034 
BIG': 106.892 
N:187922 
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is significant for each of the four main models, and for a model including all variables, 

indicating that each cell has variables of some real significance to the understanding of 

congressional cosponsorship. Conversely, Table 5.2 shows anemic results in its R-

squared statistic, indicating that the study's models explain at most 2.8% of the variance 

in cosponsorship overlap by themselves. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to use these statistics to answer the question, 

"w hich theoretical contention best e.xplains cosponsorship patterns?" In fact, the fit 

statistics summarized this far cannot actually demonstrate that the theory behind each 

model matters, regardless of the stars present in Table 5.1. The lack of finality here is 

due to the fact that highly significant variables describing time dependence were included 

in e\ er\' model test; it could be that time-related variables make each contention seem 

plausible. In order to test models against one another and get a sense of the power of 

each of them, it will be necessary to refer to the BIC statistic. In comparing any pair of 

BIC statistics (from the same data set. using the same method), one simply looks for the 

more negative number to find the model with the greatest explanatory power. A 

difference of greater than 10 between two models' BIC statistics indicates a "very 

strong" difference (Raferty 1995: 139). 

BIC" comparisons of the different models leads to the same general pattern 

regardless of method: interaction inside the Congress best explains patterns of 

cosponsorship. followed in the pack by action inside the Congress, with interaction and 

action outside the Congress trailing behind. BIC tests not only for the fit of a model but 

also tests the appropriateness of the niunber of variables in a model given its explanatory 
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power (Raferty 1995). The fact that BIC for interaction inside Congress is greater than 

BIG" for all variables taken together indicates that adding variables from the other three 

quadrants to a model may not be worth the explanatory trouble. 

Finally, the positive BIC" values in Table 2 indicates that in a cross-sectional 

QAP analysis this dissertation's theoretical framework does not do a good job of 

explaining a large part of the variation in cosponsorship overlap in a parsimonious 

manner (Raferty 1995). On the other hand, the large negative values of Table 5.1 

indicate that in a longitudinal framework, this study's variables do a good, succinct job of 

explaining the processes underlying cosponsorship's spread. 

Discussion 

[nierpretaiions 

In most studies, positive results are seen as most important, since they indicate 

support for a new theoretical take on some subject. The positive research support for the 

contention that the organizational environments supplied by the full House and by 

subcommittees form conduits for cosponsorship is important. More striking, however, 

are the consistent negative results for so many seemingly established variables. The 

principle of action, taken as conventional wisdom in conventional studies, fared poorly 

here: party leaders, committee chairs, members of influential committees, district 

constituents and campaign contributions all seem to fail to prod members of Congress 

into joining cosponsorship coalitions as action-based theories predict. Even the effect of 

logrolling upon cosponsorship is dubious, being supported only cross-sectionally, and 
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there ambiguously so. The popular theory of "ideology", shown in Chapter 3 to be 

grounded in behavioral habit, is also discounted: neither habit nor reciprocity have 

explanatory power when interaction-grounded variables arc controlled for. 

Interaction-based explanations do not escape unscathed, either. The notion that 

over time individuals accumulate interactions into identities, which then inform behavior, 

is not well-supported here: neither commonality according to socially-constructed 

demographic categories of race/ethnicity, sex. age. and religion, nor time spent in 

common in educational or military institutions with distinctive cultures, nor time in the 

past spent together in congressional organizations has any significant effect upon 

cosponsorship. The behavior of congresspeople seems to be malleable, not fixed — 

shaped in current organizational affiliations rather than by past experience. 

This study has confirmed in varying degrees of strength three organizational 

en\ ironments as cradles of cosponsorship coalitions: political parties, the House of 

Representatives as a whole, and subcommittees. Suppon for the contention that 

cosponsorship happens in political parties is most tenuous of the three, since the party 

variable was significant only as a cross-sectional pattern rather than as a longitudinal 

antecedent. Predictions based on cue-taking in a hypothetical House with no internal 

social structure were only taken into account in network effects analyses for 

methodological reasons, but in those analyses the predictions were accurate. Shared 

subcommittee membership with cosponsors and noncosponsors. included in both 

varieties of analysis, were the only variables that were consistently significant and in the 

predicted direction. 
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A simple and sensible objection can be made to the conclusion that organizational 

affiliations structure cosponsorship coalitions. Members of Congress request to be 

assigned to certain committees and subcommittees, and those requests are often approved 

(Padgett 1990). It might conceivably be that an observed subcommittee effect is really an 

effect based on members' shared district characteristics, in which members join a 

committee in order to represent the interests of their district. It might also be that the 

observ ed subcommittee effect is really based on members' shared personal interests 

associated with their individual identities. Finally, it might be that simply by being 

exposed to bills on certain subcommittees that consider them, members might be tempted 

to leave. The empirical findings of this study rule out these possibilities, first of all by 

controlling for demographic identity and district characteristics. The identity and district 

characteristics included here are related to race, class, gender, age and religion, which are 

the central categories in literatures on identities and interests. Second, if subcommittee 

membership were a better measure of shared identity and district interests than the other 

measures and obscured their effect, one should see some demographic identity and 

district characteristic effects before conurolling for subcommittee overlap. No such 

effects are apparent in the results. Third, variables representing the assignment of bills to 

committees were controlled for. with no accompanying decrease in explanatory power. 

With district, individual and procedural characteristics accounted for. it is fair to assume 

that the subcommittee effect is indeed organizational. 
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Conclusion 

Although there are some differences between the results of QAP and network 

effects analyses, in the general trend of findings they are unanimous: the best predictor of 

congressional cosponsorship is organizational overlap, whether the organization is a 

congressional subcommittee or the "committee of the whole." Action-based hypotheses 

regarding party leadership, committee leadership, constituent representation and 

contributor representation fail to explain the spread of cosponsorship. and action-based 

reciprocity explanations are questionable in their explanatory power. "Ideological" 

theories, actually based on the force of habit, seem initially to explain cosponsorship. but 

the force of habit becomes insignificant as consistent patterns based on social ties are 

included in analysis. Not all social ties matter; demographic choice homophily and prior 

organizational affiliations have an insignificant effect upon cosponsorship. Current 

social ties, engendered by common organizational affiliations, form the paths along 

which cosponsorship spreads. 

At this point in the dissertation, theoretical principles have been identified, 

hypotheses have been generated, methods have been adopted and adapted to address 

those hypotheses using available data, analyses have been run. and conclusions about the 

validity of hypotheses have been made. In Chapter 6, this dissertation concludes with a 

general discussion of the broader political and social ramifications of these research 

findings, an identification of lingering questions and quandaries, and a suggestion of 

future research strategies to address them. 
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CHAPTER 6; CONCLUSION 

Summary and Limitations 

This dissertation was inspired by two very broad theoretical questions: "What 

forces drive political behavior?" and "What forces drive social organization?" The 

research carried out for this dissertation asked one particular question: "What are the 

factors leading to the spread of cosponsorship in the United States Congress?" In order 

to answer these questions, hypotheses based on the principles of action and interaction 

were developed, data reflecting those hypotheses were collected, and two relational 

methods of analysis were employed to test those hypotheses using the collected data. 

This dissertation provides the same answer to all three questions: currently shared 

organizational affiliations provide the environment in which cosponsorship coalitions 

grow. 

Just as striking as the positive research results are the negative results. Within the 

hypotheses generated by the principle of action, neither party leadership, nor committee 

leadership, nor norms of reciprocity, nor constituent pressure, nor contributor pressure 

explained patterns of cosponsorship. Because these hypotheses represent the main body 

of theory in the congressional literature, the lack of support for them here is surprising 

and important. Within the hypotheses generated by the principle of interaction, neither 

imputed past interactions outside the Congress nor imputed past interactions inside the 

Congress explained the spread of cosponsorship. Still, models based on interaction were 

better able to explain cosponsorship than models based on action, and models based on 
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reference groups inside the Congress were better able to explain cosponsorship than 

models based on reference groups outside the Congress. 

Neither this dissertation's theory, nor its methods, nor its data, nor its findings are 

by any means exhaustive. Rather, they are limited by a series of choices made in order to 

render a huge set of tasks somewhat manageable. In the construction of theory. I have 

purposefully adopted minimal, austere conceptions of both rational action and social 

interaction, setting aside for the time being the intricate theoretical complexity and 

detailed historical observation of related work. Although this dissertation's methods 

require a large amount of computer time, the core techniques they employ are simple 

enough to be explained in a few pages. This is both a desired and necessary aspect of the 

dissertation. My hope is that I have illustrated a means by which readily available yet 

traditional political data can be adapted for sociological study by someone other than a 

methodological specialist. However, the sheer volume of that data required a streamlined 

approach. Because of theoretical and methodological limits drawn around this 

dissertation, its findings are certainly limited to a relatively small set of questions. 

Implications 

However limited the findings themselves may be. they still have broad-reaching 

implications. These results are interesting from a substantive point of view for the 

e\ eryday accounts of Congress that they reject and for the everyday account of Congress 

that is supported. Members of Congress, at least when it comes to cosponsorship, do not 

seem to be in the thrall of party and committee leaders or to be corrupted by favor 
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trading. Neither does the behavior of congresspeople in this respect seem to be bought by 

campaign contributions. While the optimistic pluralist should heed the above news with 

good cheer, the pluralist account of Congress is also contradicted: in the act of 

cosponsorship. representatives do not show any signs of representing the citizens in their 

districts. The story about Congress that describes its members as split by gender, racial 

or otherwise demographically organized ideological factions likewise receives no support 

here. Given the support for the organizational constraint hypothesis and the lack of 

support for other hypotheses, the most plausible popular account is that the Congress is 

an insular social club, unencumbered by past, party, constituents or contributors, in which 

members pay attention only to each other in their political activities. 

The implications for social theory are also important. The Congress has been 

considered the province of action in decades of research; the behavior of congressmen 

has been said to be driven by the rational pursuit of interests. The application of the 

principle of interaction to the Congress therefore makes for a conservative test. If 

hypotheses based on the principle of interaction can be shown to have explanatory power 

in this place where action is said to rule, then we might expect the same hypotheses to be 

supported in other circumstances where interaction is less of a foreign concept. In other 

words, this study lends support to the flirther development of interaction-based theory in 

sociology. 

.A.lso within the realm of social theory, arguments have persisted for decades 

about whether the source of social organization is fundamentally psychological or 

relational (Homans 1964; Mayhew 1981; McPhersonand Smith-Lovin 1987). Even in 
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theories working from a principle of interaction with a minimal conception of the human 

psyche, the debate between constraint and choice is evident. Hypotheses of choice 

homophily suggest that social structures arise as a result of the psychological choice to 

interact with similar others. Hypotheses of organizational constraint contend that choice 

has nothing to do with the matter; rather, individuals simply interact with those they 

come in contact vvith. The results of this dissertation clearly privilege constraint over 

choice; even in a policy-oriented environment where the fates of many policies are 

decided every day. behavior seems to be primarily determined by the structure of one's 

environment rather than the state of one's psyche. 

Interaction and Time: Channels and Ties 

The principle of interaction gains more support in this study than the principle of 

action, but not all hypotheses based on interaction are supported. What might explain the 

distinction in effect between past social contact and current social contact? It could be 

that theorists like Kathleen Carley are simply incorrect in their claim that individuals hold 

ideas in their heads for lengthy periods of time (Carley 1991). However, that would not 

only contradict research that makes use of this insight; it would also contradict the 

common-sense notion that individuals have long-term memories that work, if 

imperfectly. 

.A. more reasonable explanation of the results is that cosponsoring may not have to 

do with ideas at all. Recall from Chapter 3 the two images in social networks, one of a 

channel through which ideas and other social objects flow (Carley 1991; Mark 1998b; 
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Milgram 1967). the other literally of a tie which pulls people into joint activities, 

affiliations or coalitions (Gould 1993; McPherson et al 1992). If cosponsorship occurs 

because ideas about a bill spread to an individual and lead to the active decision to 

cosponsor. and if we keep many if all ideas in our brains for some time, then yesterday's 

ideas should matter just as today's do, and therefore yesterday's social contacts should 

matter just as today's contacts do. Yet this study has found that, at least in the political 

arena, only current patterns of social contact matter. 

What if, on the other hand, members of Congress find themselves pulled into 

cosponsoring first and rationalizing about it later? A complaint against the legalization of 

cosponsorship in the U.S. Senate makes just this contention: 

There are half a dozen letters on my desk every morning: "Please call my 

office if you wish to cosponsor bill XYZ." 

That takes time. We have to assign stenographic help to do it, and when 

that does not do the job, if there is adequate interest, we must send one of our 

clerks who has floor privileges over here, and let him go about buttonholing 

Senators with the plea. "Couldn't you possibly go up to the desk and add your 

name to our bill?" 

Probably you do not know what is in it. to begin with, but as a personal 

favor, you go up and add your name. That is an unfair practice, to say the least. 

Moreover, it is taking unfair advantage of a Senator to buttonhole him and say, "I 

have a bill up there; I wish, as a favor, you would go up and lend your name to 

that bill." 
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The bill may be 50 pages long, and I will not know what is in it from the 

enacting clause to the last period. But 1 do not wish to affront a Senator, and if he 

gives me a sufficient sales talk. 1 am likely to say. "All right, go ahead and add 

my name." 

Then, when we finally get around to it. I discover at long last what I 

actually put my name to. Perhaps I will not like it. But how do you get out from 

under it? Because my name is there, notwithstanding. 1 could at some point take 

it off. but one does not wish to affront a fellow Senator by doing that. 

(Congressional Record 1967. 3725). 

If cosponsorship behavior follows the principle, "do first, ask questions later." and social 

interactions involve behavioral rather than cultural diffusion, then past social ties 

shouldn't matter since they no longer exist, and therefore no longer have the power to 

pull an individual into an activity, affiliation or coalition. Only current social ties should 

have the ability to influence behavior. This is precisely the pattern found in this study. 

In the spirit of the phrase "do first, ask questions later." research was done first 

and this post-hoc explanation came after. Still, because this explanation fits the data, it 

may be fruitful to examine the distinction between networks as channels of cultural 

diffusion and networks as behavioral ties in the future. 
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Directions for Further Research 

What other directions for further research are implied by this study's findings? 

As often happens in research, the resolution of one mystery leads to the origin of another. 

Hypothesis after hypothesis grounded in the literature on legislative studies has fallen by 

the wayside in the explanation of cosponsorship. leaving the importance of organizational 

constraint as a lone beacon in a sea of unexplained variation. For this reason, the 

importance of the organizations within the Congress studied here calls for some 

elaboration. Other organizations within the Congress abound. Joint committees, task 

forces and conference committees connect the House of Representatives to the Senate; 

including these organizations in analysis may demonstrate a mitigation of House 

cohesion and provide additional heft to organizational explanations of cosponsorship. 

Other organizations that may be breeding grounds for social ties lie within the 

Mouse itself. Congressional caucuses are informal organizations that are said to serve a 

number of legislative functions including the generation and distribution of information 

(Hammond 1998; Stevens. Mulhollan and Rundquist 1981) and the framing of problems 

(Hammond 1997). Although these activities may be designed to further particular 

legislative ends, an important and perhaps unintended result is an increase in 

congressional cohesion through a new set of informal, voluntary associations that 

supplement the formal, compulsory associations of the committee system. Unfortunately, 

information regarding caucus membership is difficult to collect, since the major 

published sources of data on the Congress provide only partial lists of members and there 

are no longer any officially required reporting mechanisms that would generate 
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membership lists (Congressional Quarterly 1997). However, if membership information 

were to be fully collected, caucus overlap variables could provide considerable added 

detail regarding the organizational environment of the Congress and its effect on 

congressional behavior. 

This study has no direct information on the social ties connecting members of 

Congress. Rather, different theories of social tie formation are employed to predict the 

distribution of ties in the Congress; these predicted distributions of ties are then used to 

predict behavior. Ties are the unmeasured intermediate. If it were possible to observe 

interaction in the Congress, ties could be explicitly included in models. One set of 

models might take the predicted distributions of ties suggested by various hypotheses and 

compare them to the observed patterns of interaction using QAP analysis. Another set of 

models might employ observed ties to construct independent variables, with 

cosponsorship as a dependent variable. Such an analysis would make the two conceptual 

steps of this dissertation explicit and verity the arguments made here. Interaction in the 

Congress might be observed by researchers from the gallery above the floor of the House, 

or from the audience during committee meetings. 

All of these remarks suggest ways to change existing independent variables or 

introduce new ones. Introducing a new but related dependent variable would allow the 

generality of these findings to be assessed. QAP analyses with roll call vote overlap as 

the dependent variable should turn up the same results as QAP analyses of cosponsorship. 

Other dependent variables might eschew the individual as the conceptual unit. Bills might 
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be cases, with number of cosponsors during any given week a function of the network 

centrality of those who had cosponsored by the previous week. 

A final direction for future research is replication. If the effects shown here are 

not due to some specific characteristic of the Congress, then the behavior of individuals 

in other political bodies should be structured along the same lines. If the effects shown 

here are not due to the political nature of the Congress, then coalitions in all sorts of 

social bodies should spread along the lines identified here. If this proves not to be the 

case, then an elaboration of some further principles distinguishing effects by some aspect 

of the social environment may be called for. 

In sum. the consistently negative findings and strong organizational findings, 

because they are counterintuitive from the vantage point of the congressional literature. 

call out for replication and extension. The generality of the principles and hypotheses 

used here should allow similar studies to be carried out for different social and political 

objects, with different independent and dependent variables that shed further light on the 

social nature of political behavior. Future research projects should be able to either 

extend and clarify this study's strong findings of organizational constraint, or contradict 

this study's conclusions and thereby generate new theoretical and research questions. In 

short, this dissertation represents the beginning of a promising line of research, one that I 

am eager to carry forward. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF SAMPLED BILLS. WITH TITLES 

H.R. 7: 
A bill to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to deny citizenship at birth to children bom in the 
United States of parents who are not citizens or permanent resident aliens. 

H.R.70 
.>\ bill to amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to prohibit multicandidate political committee 
contributions and e.xpenditures in elections for Federal office. 

H.R. 80 
A bill to require the return of excess amounts from the representational allowances of Members of the 

House of Representatives to the Treasury for deficit reduction. 

H.R. 89 
.•\ bill to require preemployment drug testing with respect to applicants for Federal employment. 

H.R. 136 
A bill to amend the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978 to designate the Marjory Stoneman Douglas 
Wilderness and to amend the Everglades National Park Protection and Expansion Act of 1989 to designate 

the Ernest F. Coe Visitor Center. 

H.R. 186 
.A bill to provide for the mandatory registration of handguns. 

H.R.297 
•A bill to amend the Public Health Service Act to provide for programs of research on prostate cancer. 

H.R. 352 
A bill to provide for return of excess amounts from official allowances of Members of the House of 

Representatives to the Treasury for deficit reduction. 

H.R. 395 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to simpltfj" the assessment and collection of the excise 

tax arrows. 

H.R. 460 
A bill to amend the Housing Act of 1949 to provide for private servicing of rural housing loans made under 
section 502 of such Act. 

H.R.528 
A bill to authorize further appropriations for clean up and repair of damages to facilities of Yosemite 
National Park caused by heavy rains and flooding in December 1996 and January 1997. 

H.R.574 
•A bill to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to provide for less restrictive standards for 

naturalization as a citizen of the United States for certain categories of persons. 
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H.R. 599 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to reduce tax benefits for foreign 
corporations, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 611 
A bill to close the United States Army School of the Americas. 

H.R. 646 
A bill to improve price discovery in milk and dairy markets by reducing the effects of the National Cheese 
Exchange on the basic formula price established under milk marketing orders, and for other purposes. 

H.R.655 
.A bill to give all American electricity consumers the right to choose among competitive providers of 
electricity, in order to secure lower electricity rates, higher quality services, and a more robust United 

States economy, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 794 
.A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to 

provide for public financing of House of Representatives general election campaigns, and for other 

purposes. 

H.R. 795 
.A bill to amend the Electronic Fund Transfer Act to prohibit the imposition of certain additional fees on 
consumers in connection with any electronic fund transfer which is initiated by the consumer from an 
electronic terminal operated by a person other than the financial institution holding the consumer's account 

and which utilizes a national or regional communication network. 

H.R. 823 
A bill to amerd the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to reinstate the Airport and Airway Trust Fund excise 
taxes and to suspend the 4.3-cent general revenue portion of such ta.\es during the reinstatement period. 

H.R.840 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to disregard certain amounts of capital expenditures in 
applying S 10.000.000 limit on such issues, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 883 
•A bill to amend the Truth in Lending Act to simplitV' credit card payments to governments. 

H.R.902 
A bill to repeal the Federal estate and gift taxes and the tax on generation-skipping transfers. 

H.R. 1041 
A bill to amend the Solid Waste Disposal Act to provide grants to States to stabilize and remove large tire 
piles that are near drinking water sources are near drinking water sources and sensitive populations. 

H.R. 1048 
•A bill to make technical amendments relating to the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 

Reconciliation Act of 1996. 

H.R. 1068 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the limitations on the number of taxpayers 

who ma\' have medical savings accounts. 
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H.R.1166 
A bill to amend certain provisions of title 5, United States Code, in order to ensure equality between 
Federal firefighters and other employees in the civil service and other public sector firefighters, and for 
other purposes. 

H.R. 1216 
A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to prevent splitting of local communities into multiple 
telephone area codes. 

H.R. 1257 
•A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to establish, and provide a checkoff for. a Biomedical 
Research Fund, and for other purposes. 

H.R.1349 
A bill to regulate handgun ammunition, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 1359 
.\ bill to amend the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 to establish a means to support programs 
for electric energy conservation and energy efficiency, renewable energy, and universal and affordable 

service for electric consumers. 

H.R.1399 
A bill to amend title 38. United States Code, to provide a presumption of service connection for injuries 
classified as cold weather injuries which occur in veterans who while engaged in military operations had 

sustained exposure to cold weather. 

H.R.1461 
A bill to facilitate recovery from the recent flooding of the Red River and its tributaries by providing 

greater flexibilitv' for depository institutions and their regulators, and for other purposes. 

H.R.1523 
A bill to amend the Small Business Act to e.xempt subcontracts for dredging activities from local buy 
requirements under the business development program authorized by section 8(a) of that Act. 

H.R. 1766 
A bill to amend title 10, United States Code, to establish a demonstration project to evaluate the feasibility 
of using the Federal Employees Health Benefits program to ensure the availability of adequate health care 

for Medicare-eligible beneficiaries under the military health care system. 

H.R.1806 
A bill to provide for the consolidation of the Office of Fossil Energy and the Office of Renewable Energy 

and Energy Efficiency of the Department of Energy. 

H.R. 1818 
A bill to amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 to authorize appropriations 
for fiscal years 1998. 1999. 2000. and 2001. and for other purposes. 

H.R. 1819 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide for the establishment of lifetime learning 
accounts for the purpose of accumulating funds to pay the qualified expenses related to higher education 

and job training of the taxpayer and the taxpayer's family. 
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H.R.1866 
A bill to continue favorable treatment for need-based educational aid under the antitrust laws. 

H.R. 1911 
A bill to amend the Clean Air Act to impose certain requirements on areas upwind of ozone nonattainment 
areas, and for other purposes. 

H.R.1914 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals to designate that up to 10 percent 
of their income ta.\ liability be used to reduce the national debt, and to require spending reductions equal to 

the amounts so designated. 

H.R. 1921 
A bill to suspend until January 1, 2001, the duty on a chemical. 

H.R. 1935 
A bill to suspend until January 1, 2001. the duty on a chemical. 

H.R. 1941 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide that reimbursements for costs of using 
passenger automobiles for charitable and other organizations are e.xcluded from gross income. 

H.R.2021 
A bill to provide for competition between forms of motor vehicle insurance, to permit an owner of a motor 
vehicle to choose the most appropriate form of insurance for that person, to guarantee affordable premiums, 
to provide for more adequate and timely compensation for accident victims, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 2023 
.A bill to amend the Equal Pay Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, and the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
to provide more effective remedies to victims of discrimination in the payment of wages on the basis of 

sex, and for other purposes. 

H.R.2029 
A bill to prohibit the Corporation for National and Community Service from receiving information from the 
Selective Service System or otherwise using the Selective Service System to notify young people of service 

opportunities with the Corporation or recruit national service panicipants. 

H.R.2042 
.\ bill to suspend temporarily the duty on the production of anti-cancer drugs. 

H.R.2148 
A bill to suspend temporarily the duty on certain other single viscose rayon yam. 

H.R.2188 
bill to ensure that commercial activities of the People's Liberation Army of China or any Communist 

Chinese military company are not e.xtended normal tariff treatment by the United States or treated as 
normal commercial intercourse with the United States. 

H.R.2231 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a sound budgetary mechanism for financing 
health and death benefits of retired coal miners while ensuring the long-term fiscal health and solvency of 

such benefits, and for other purposes. 
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H.R. 2314 
A bill to restore Federal Indian services to members of the Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma residing in 
Maverick County. Texas, to clarify United States citizenship status of such members, to provide trust land 
for the benefit of the Tribe, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 2323 
.A bill to allow depository institutions to offer negotiable order of withdrawal accounts to all businesses, to 
repeal the prohibition on the payment of interest on demand deposits, to require the Board of Governors of 
the Federal Reserve System to pay interest on certain reserves, and for other purposes. 

H.R.2325 
A bill to suspend the duty on the synthetic organic coloring matter C.I. Pigment Yellow 110 until January 

I .2000.  

H.R.2347 
.A bill to ensure the accuracy of information regarding the eligibility of applicants for benefits under 

Federal benefit programs. 

H.R.2530 
.A bill to prohibit the Student Loan Marketing Association from conditioning the waiver of redemption 
premiums, othenvise chargeable in connection with the refinancing of securities acquired by the 
.Association while it was a government-sponsored enterprise, on the use of its own investment banking 

subsidiary. 

H.R.2565 
.A bill to require the establishment of a research and grant program for the eradication or control of 

Pfiesteria piscicida and other aquatic to.xins. 

H.R.2583 
A bill to amend the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to the marking of finished golf clubs and golf club 

components. 

H.R.2650 
A bill to repeal the Line Item Veto Act of 1996. 

H.R.2661 
A bill to establish peer review for the review of standards promulgated under the Occupational Safety and 

Health Act of 1970. 

H.R. 2760 
•A bill to amend the Sikes Act to establish a mechanism by which outdoor recreation programs on military 

installations will be accessible to disabled veterans, military dependents with disabilities, and other persons 

with disabilities. 

H.R. 2765 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to specify certain circumstances that give rise to 
affiliation or control of a nonprofit organization by a for-profit organization for purposes of denying 

eligibility for the low-income housing tax credit. 

H.R. 2851 
A bill to prohibit application of a payment limit to a drug or biological under part B of the Medicare 
Program based on a less costly alternative for courses of treatment begun before the change in payment. 
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H.R.2878 
A bill to amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a loan program and a 
bond guarantee program to assist local educational agencies in the construction, reconstruction, and 
renovation of public elementary and secondary schools. 

H.R.2886 
A bill to provide for a demonstration project in the Stanislaus National Forest, California, under which a 
private contractor will perform multiple resource management activities for that unit of the National Forest 
System. 

H.R.2910 
A bill to reduce the risk of mercury pollution through use reduction, increased recycling, and reduction of 
emissions into the environment, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 2941 
A bill 10 permit States to condition use of State funds for purchase of prescription drugs for minors under 

certain Federal State matching programs upon parental consent. 

H.R. 3004 
,A bill to amend part E of title IV of the Social Security Act to require States to administer qualifying 
examinations to all State employees with new authority to make decisions regarding child welfare services, 
to expedite the permanent placement of foster children, to facilitate the placement of foster children in 
permanent kinship care arrangements, and to require State agencies, in considering applications to adopt 
certain foster children, to give preference to applications of a foster parent or caretaker relative of the child. 

H.R. 3015 
.A bill to provide additional appropriations for certain nutrition programs. 

H.R.3045 
A bill to empower States with authority for most taxing and spending for highway programs and mass 

transit programs, and for other purposes. 

H.R.3058 
.A bill to require the Secretary of Education to conduct a study and submit a report to the Congress on 

methods for identifying and treating children with dyslexia in kindergarten through 3d grade. 

H.R.3148 
.A bill to establish food safety research, education, and e.xtension as a priority of the Department of 
•Agriculture, to require the use of a designated team within the Department of Agriculture to enable the 
Department and other Federal agencies to rapidly respond to food safety emergencies, and to improve food 
safety through the development and commercialization of food safety technology. 

H.R.3150 
A bill to amend title 11 of the United States Code, and for other purposes. 

(Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1998) 

H.R. 3155 
.A bill to amend title 18, United States Code, to impose stiffer penalties on persons convicted of lesser drug 

offenses. 

H.R.3164 
.A bill to describe the hydrographic services functions of the Administrator of the National Oceanic and 

.Atmospheric Administration, and for other purposes. 
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H.R.3321 
A bill to amend the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act, and for other purposes. 

H.R. 3404 
A bill to require additional public education, outreach, and participation with respect to the disposal of 
napalm and certain other materials owned or controlled by the Department of Defense, and for other 
purposes. 

H.R.3471 
A bill to amend titles XI and XVlll of the Social Security Act to combat waste, fraud, and abuse in the 
Medicare Program. 

H.R.3533 
A bill to terminate the e.xception provided for certain real estate investment trusts from the rules relating to 
stapled entities. 

H.R.3574 
A bill to permit increased local management and control of Fullbright Park, a city park in the City of Union 
Gap. Washington, that vvas purchased in part with monies from the land and water conservation ftind. 

H.R. 3737 
.*\ bill to amend the Water Resources Development Act of 19% to deauthorize the remainder of the project 
at East Boothbay Harbor. Maine. 

H.R.3754 
.-\ bill to amend title 49. United States Code, to grant the State of New York authority to allow tandem 
trailers to use Interstate Route 787 between the New York State Thruway and Church Street in Albany. 

New York. 

H.R.3759 
A bill to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions of higher education to widely 
distribute information describing their procedures for receiving and responding to complaints concerning 

harassment. 

H.R. 3779 
.A bill to amend title XIX of the Social Security Act to provide medical assistance for breast and cervical 
cancer related treatment services to certain women screened and found to have breast or cervical cancer 

under a Federally funded screening program. 

H.R.3814 
A bill to amend title XVlll of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage under the Medicare Program 

of insulin pumps as items of durable medical equipment. 

H.R.3861 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide, for purposes of computing the exclusion of 
gain on sale of a principal residence, that a member of the Armed Forces of the United States shall be 
treated as using property as a principal residence while away from home on e.xtended active duty. 
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H.R.3918 
A bill to prohibit the transfer of lethal military equipment, helicopters, replacement structural components 
and ammunition for that equipment and helicopters, and other related assistance to the Government of 
Indonesia unless the President certifies that the Government of Indonesia has been elected in free and fair 
elections, does not repress civilian political expression, and has made substantial improvement in human 
rights conditions in Indonesia, East Timor, and Irian Jaya (West Papua). 

H.R.3987 
A bill to protect and conserve deer and elk and to provide for consistent and equitable hunting laws in the 
State of Washington. 

H.R.4091 
A bill to dissolve the Minerals Management Service of the Department of the Interior. 

H.R. 4139 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to exclude from gross income amounts received under 

State programs providing compensation for birth-related injuries. 

H.R.4186 
.A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide fle.xibility in contracting for claims 

processing under the Medicare program. 

H.R.4219 
A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to make certain changes related to payments for 

graduate medical education under the Medicare Program. 

H.R.4226 
.A bill to establish a matching grant program to help State and local jurisdictions purchase bullet resistant 

equipment for use by law enforcement departments. 

H.R.4247 
.\ bill to allow a credit against income ta.\ for contributions used for the construction and renovation of 

public schools in certain high school districts. 

H.R. 4385 
A bill to designate the national cemetery in Saratoga. New York, as the "Gerald B. H. Solomon Saratoga 

National Cemetery". 

H.R.4444 
A bill to prevent children from injuring themselves and others with firearms. 

H.R. 4591 
A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for home health case manager services 

under the Medicare Program. 

H.R. 4607 
•A bill to extend trade authorities procedures with respect to reciprocal trade agreements, and for other 

purposes. 

H.R. 4609 
A bill to amend title 38. United States Code, to require the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to notify local law 

enforcement agencies of allegations of a missing patient or of certain misconduct and to enable such 

agencies to investigate such allegations. 
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H.R. 4782 
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make the dependent care tax credit refundable and to 
increase the amount of allowable dependent care expenses, and for other purposes. 

H.R.4874 
A bill to prohibit the provision of defense services and training under the Arms Export Control Act or any 
other Act to foreign countries that are prohibited from receiving international military education and 
training or any other military assistance or arms transfers. 
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APPENDIX B: COMPLETE RESULTS OF LOGISTIC AND QAP REGRESSIONS 

Table B.l; Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action within Congress 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Party- Leadership 

~ Leaders of one's own Party 
who have Cosponsored 

0.1116 0.2346* -0.0845 

= Leaders of one's own Party 

who have nor Cosponsored 
0.0839 0.2679»* 0.0524 

Committee Leadership 

~ Committee Chairs who 
have Cosponsored 

-0.1559*"'* -0.1396'" -0.1982*** 

= on Rules who have 

Cosponsored 
0.1670»* 0.1644** 0.2755*** 

~ on Ways and Means who 
have Cosponsored 

-0.2020»*« -0.1975*** -0.1434*** 

^ on Appropriations who 
have Cosponsored 

0.1225»*» 0.1373*** 0.2297*** 

Reciprocity Habit 

~ Cosponsors' Bills that one 
has Cosponsored in Previous 
Year 

-0.00484 -0.00318 0.00189 

= Non-Cosponsors' Bills that 

one has Cosponsored in 

Previous Year 
0.0176* 0.0436*** 0.0578*** 

« Cosponsorships (by 

Cosponsors of Focal bill) of 
one's Bills in Previous Year 

-0.00222 -0.00464 0.00161 

?= Cosponsorships (by Non-

Cosponsors of Focal Bill) of 
one's Bills in Previous Year 

0.00160 0.00276 -0.00075 

Controls 

= Weeks Bill has been 

Considered 
- 0.1346*** 0.1689*** 

~ Weeks 105"* Congress has 
been in Session 

- -0.18030*** -0.1823*** 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress 

page 1 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Di.siricl Characteristics 

Summed Similarity in 
Per Capita Income to 
Cosponsors 

0.00133 0.00137 ~ 0.00311 

Summed Similaritv in 

Per Capita Income to 

Non-Cosponsors 
-0.00038 -0.00060 - -0.00050 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Urban to 
Cosponsors 

-0.00038 -0.00019 -0.00136 0.00061 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Urban to Non-

Cosponsors 
0.00186* 0.00190* 0.00115*** 0.00133 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Employed to 
Cosponsors 

0.00175 0.00139 - 0.00219 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Employed to 
Non-Cosponsors 

-0.00021 -0.00010 - 0.00027 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Service 
Workers to Cosponsors 

0.00595* 0.00588* 0.00317* 0.00421 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Service 
Workers to Non-

Cosponsors 

0.00030 0.00018 -0.0003 1 -0.00028 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Agricultural 
Workers to Cosponsors 

0.00060 0.00052 -- -0.00159 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Agricultural 
Workers to Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00044 0.00039 - 0.00031 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Veterans or in 
Military to Cosponsors 

-0.00374 -0.00338 ~ -0.00245 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress 

page 2 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Summed Similarity in 
Percent Veterans or in 
Military to Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00007 -0.00007 ~ -0.00042 

Summed Similarity' in 
Percent with a College 
Degree to Cosponsors 

-0.00489 -0.00448 0.00025 -0.00516 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent with a College 
Degree to Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00056 0.00064 -0.00043 0.00033 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent 18 years of Age 
or Younger to 
Cosponsors 

-0.00135 -0.00163 - -0.00136 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent 18 years of Age 

or Younger to Non-

Cosponsors 

-0.00017 0.00001 ~ -0.00056 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent 65 years of Age 
or Older to Cosponsors 

-0.00155 -0.00114 -0.00056 -0.00028 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent 65 years of Age 
or Older to Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00202** 0.00181** 0.00099**' 0.00156* 

Summed Similarity in 

Percent Female to 
Cosponsors 

0.00288 0.00309 -0.00301* 0.00274 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Female to Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00032 -0.00041 -0.00022 -0.00038 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Married to 
Cosponsors 

0.00453 0.00430 0.00042 0.00515 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Married to Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00078 0.00072 0.00078** 0.00091 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress 

page 3 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theoiy 

Stepwise 
Within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Summed Similarit>' in 
Percent White to 
Cosponsors 

0.00140 0.00147 ~ 0.00345 

Summed Similaritv' in 

Percent White to Non-

Cosponsors 
-0.00133* -0.00100 ~ -0.00122* 

Summed Similarity in 
Percent Hispanic to 
Cosponsors 

-0.00247 -0.00255 ~ -0.00346 

Summed Similarii>' in 
Percent Hispanic to 
Non-Cosponsors 

0.00049 0.00049 ~ 0.00114** 

Geographic Proximity 
of Districts 

Summed District 
Closeness to 
Cosponsors 

-0.0101* -0.0152* -0.0142** -0.0205** 

Summed District 
Closeness to Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00451 -0.00415 -0.0030 -0.0122 

Summed District 
Closeness to 
Cosponsors * Bom in 
State of District (1 =yes) 

0.00462 0.00650 0.0051 0.00567 

Summed District 
Closeness to Non-
Cosponsors * Bom in 
State of District (1 =yes) 

-0.00064 0.00261 0.0003 0.00538 

Campaign 

Contributions 

Summed PAC Overlap 
with Cosponsors in 
Previous Year 

-0.00005 0.00002 0.00001 0.00001 

Summed PAC Overlap 
with Non-Cosponsors in 
Previous Year 

0.00003* 0.00004** 0.00004** 0.00003* 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, News Coverage Interaction Terms 

page 4 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

District Characteristics 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Per Capita Income to 
Cospcnsors * ~ mentions of 
bill topic in wire reports in 
past month 

-0.00007 -0.00008 ~ -0.00010 

Summed Absolute Similarity 

in Per Capita Income to 

Non-Cosponsors * 
mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

0.00008 0.00008 ~ 0.00010 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Urban to 
Cospcnsors * - mentions of 
bill topic in wire reports in 
past month 

-0.00030 -0.00031 • -0.00010 -0.00036* 

Summed Absolute Similarity 

in Percent Urban to Non-
Cosponsors • =5 mentions of 

bill topic in wire reports in 
past month 

0.00007 0.00007 ~ 0.00010 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Employed to 
Cosponsors * ~ mentions of 
bill topic in wire reports in 
past month 

-0.00024 -0.00023 ~ -0.00013 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Employed to 
Non-Cosponsors * ~ 
mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

-0.00001 -0.00001 -- 0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Service Workers 
to Cosponsors * ~ mentions 
of bill topic in wire reports 
in past month 

0.00009 
0.00010 

~ 0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Service Workers 
to Non-Cosponsors * ~ 
mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

-0.00005 -0.00005 -- -0.00002 
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Table B.2; Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, News Coverage Interaction Terms 

page 5 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Agricultural 
Workers to Cosponsors 
* = mentions ofbill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

0.00021 0.00023 -- 0.00019 

Summed Absolute Similarity' 
in Percent Agricultural 
Workers to Non-Cosponsors 
* = mentions ofbill topic in 

wire reports in past month 

-0.00002 -0,00003 - -0.00003 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Veterans or in 
Military to Cosponsors 
• = mentions ofbill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

0.00052" 0.00053** ~ 0.00056** 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Veterans or in 
Military to Non-Cosponsors 
* ~ mentions ofbill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

-0.00008« -0.00008* -- -0.00010** 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent with a College 
Degree to Cosponsors 
* - mentions ofbill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

-0.00001 -0.000001 ~ -0.00012 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent with a College 
Degree to Non-Cosponsors * 
= mentions ofbill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

-0.00002 -0.00002 ~ -0.00004 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent 18 years of Age 
or Younger to Cosponsors * 
~ mentions ofbill topic in 
w ire reports in past month 

-0.00018 -0.00017 -- -0.00008 

Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent 18 years of Age 

or Younger to Non-

Cosponsors * - mentions of 
bill topic in wire reports in 
past month 

0.00004 0.00004 -- 0.00005 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, News Coverage Interaction Terms 

page 6 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent 65 years of Age or 
Older to Cosponsors * ~ 
mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

-0.00011 -0.00011 0.000131** -0.00009 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent 65 years of Age or 
Older to Non-Cosponsors * » 
mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

0.00005 0.00006 ~ 0.00006 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Female to Cosponsors * 
= mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

-0.00024 -0.00027 ~ -0.00031 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Female to Non-
Cosponsors * mentions of bill 
topic in wire reports in past 
month 

0.00004 0.00005 - 0.00004 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Married to Cosponsors 
* ~ mentions of bill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

0.00005 0.00004 ~ -0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Married to Non-
Cosponsors * ~ mentions of bill 
topic in wire reports in past 

month 

0.00001 0.00001 - 0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent White to Cosponsors * 
" mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

-0.00042* -0.00041* ~ -0.00037 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent White to Non-
Cosponsors * == mentions of bill 

topic in wire reports in past 

month 

0.00004 0.00004 -- 0.00004 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Hispanic to Cosponsors 
* - mentions of bill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

0.00013 0.00014 - 0.00014 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, News Coverage Interaction Terms 

page 7 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Summed Absolute Similarity 
in Percent Hispanic to Non-
Cosponsors * » mentions of 
bill topic in wire reports in 
past month 

-0.00003 -0.00003 ~ -0.00002 

District Proximity 

Summed Geodesic District 
Closeness to Cosponsors • 
~ mentions of bill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

0.00012 0.00036 - 0.00062 

Summed Geodesic District 
Closeness to Non-
Cosponsors * " mentions of 
bill topic in wire repons in 
past month 

-0.00008 -0.00004 - -0.00006 

Ccimpciign Contrihutions 

Summed PAC Overlap with 
Cosponsors in Previous Year 

* - mentions of bill topic in 
wire reports in past month 

0.000002 -0.000005 ~ -0.000006 

Summed PAC Overlap with 
Non-Cosponsors in Previous 
Year * = mentions of bill 
topic in wire reports in past 
month 

0.0000001 0.000001 - 0.0000001 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, Margin of Victory Interaction Terms 

page 8 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

District Characteristics 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Per Capita Income to 
Cosponsors * " o margin of 
V ictorv in previous election 

0.00001 0.000002 ~ -0.00006 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Per Capita Income to Non-
Cosponsors * " o margin of 
victor\' in previous election 

-0.000003 0.000005 - -0.00002 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Urban to Cosponsors 
* " o margin of victory in 
previous election 

-0.00007 -0.00008 - -0.00015 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Urban to Non-
Cosponsors * " o margin of 
victory in previous election 

-0.00005 -0,00005 ~ -0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity' in 
Percent Employed to 
Cosponsors * °o margin of 
victory in previous election 

-0.00003 -0.00002 ~ -0.00010 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Employed to Non-
Cosponsors * % margin of 
victory- in previous election 

0.00002 0.00001 -- -0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Service Workers to 
Cosponsors * "a margin of 
victory in previous election 

•0.00011 -0.00011 ~ -0.00003 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Service Workers to Non-
Cosponsors * % margin of 
victory in previous election 

-0.00003 -0.00002 - -0.00002 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Agricultural Workers to 
Cosponsors * °b margin of 
victory in previous election 

-0.00003 -0.00002 - 0.00001 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, Margin of Victory Interaction Terms 

page 9 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
Within 
Theor>' 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Agricultural Workers to 
Non-Cosponsors * ""b margin of 
victory in previous election 

-0.00006 -0.00006 -- -0.00004 

Summed Absolute Similarity- in 
Percent Veterans or in Military 
to Cosponsors * "'o margin of 
victory in previous election 

0.00008 0.00007 - -0.00003 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Veterans or in Military 
to Non-Cosponsors * "o margin 
of victory in previous election 

0.00001 0.00002 -- 0.00005 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent with a College Degree to 
Cosponsors * " o margin of 
victorv in previous election 

0.00027 0.00026 ~ 0.00047* 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent with a College Degree to 
Non-Cosponsors * " o margin of 
victorv in previous election 

-0.00006 -0.00006 ~ -0.00004 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent 18 years of Age or 
Younger to Cosponsors * % 
margin of victory in previous 
election 

0.00001 0.00003 - 0.00005 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent 18 years of Age or 
Younger to Non-Cosponsors 
•"o margin of victory in 
previous election 

0.00001 0.000003 -- 0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent 65 years of Age or Older 
to Cosponsors * % margin of 
victory in previous election 

0.00001 0.00010 - 0.00003 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent 65 years of Age or Older 
to Non-Cosponsors * % margin 
of victory in previous election 

-0.00007» -0.00006 -0.00005 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Female to Cosponsors 
* "/o margin of victory in 
previous election 

-0.00019 -0.00019 - -0.00013 
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Table B.2: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, Margin of Victory Interaction Terms 

page 10 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Female to Non-
Cosponsors * "b margin of 
victorN' in previous election 

-0.00001 -0.00001 0.00001 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Married to Cosponsors 
* " o margin of victory in 
previous election 

-0.00014 -0.00013 0.00004** -0.00021 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Married to Non-
Cosponsors * " o margin of 
victory in previous election 

-0.00001 -0.00001 - -0.00003 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent White to Cosponsors 
* % margin of victory in 
previous election 

-0.00001 -0.00003 - -0.00014 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent White to Non-
Cosponsors * % margin of 
victory in previous election 

0.00006" 0.00005* - 0.00007* 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Hispanic to Cosponsors 
• " b margin of victory in 
previous election 

0.00006 0.00007 ~ 0.00014 

Summed Absolute Similarity in 
Percent Hispanic to Non-
Cosponsors * % margin of 
victory in previous election 

-0.00001 -0.00002 ~ -0.00004* 

District Proximity 

Summed Geodesic District 
Closeness to Cosponsors 
* °'a margin of victory in 
previous election 

-0.00012 0.00027 0.00034* 0.00033 

Summed Geodesic District 
Closeness to Non-Cosponsors 
* "o margin of victory in 
previous election 

-0.00006 0.00003 - 0.00030 
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Table B.2; Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Action outside Congress, Margin of Victory Interaction Terms 

page 11 of 11 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Stepwise 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Campaign Contributions 

Summed PAC Overlap with 
Cosponsors in Previous Year 
* °b margin of victory in 
previous election 

0.00001 0.000001 ~ 0.000015 

Summed PAC Overlap with 
Non-Cosponsors in Previous 
Year * " o margin of victory in 
previous election 

0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 -0.000001 

Controls 

Bom outside of District's State -0.00423 -0.1851 " -0.3764 

= mentions of bill topic in wire 
reports in past month 

0.26030 0.2230 ~ 0.2884 

°o margin of victorv m previous 
election 

0.32550 0.3400 - 0.0747 

Number of Contributing PACs -0.00301 -0.00209 -- -0.00262 

= Weeks Bill has been 
Considered ~ 0.1597*" 0.1454*** 0.1689*** 

= Weeks 105* Congress has 
been in Session 

- -0.1452*** -0.1411*** -0.1823*** 



Table B.3: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship 
Interaction Inside Congress 

page 1 of3 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Organizational Constraint 

Number of Cosponsors 0.01340**» 0.01356»** 0.00888*** 

Number of Cosponsors 
Squared 

-0.00008»»* -0.00008*** -0.00013*** 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Cosponsors 

0.00049 -0.00021 -0.00157 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00137 0.00140 0.00222* 

Total Current 
Subcommittee Overlaps 
with Cosponsors 

0.00972»*« 0.00942*** 0.01454*** 

Total Current 
Subcommittee Overlaps 
with Non-Cosponsors 

-0.00260* -0.00278* -0.00423** 

Total Subcommittee 

Overlaps with Cosponsors 

for all vears of Co-Tenure 

0.00244* 0.00287" 0.00098 

Total Subcommittee 
Overlaps with Non-
Cosponsors for all years of 
Co-Tenure 

-0.00112» -0.00126* -0.00163* 

« Cosponsors in Same 
Party 

0.00766 0.00845 0.00677 

- Non-Cosponsors in Same 
Party 

-0.00250 -0.00238 -0.00341 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Cosponsors 
in Same Partv 

0.00049 0.00474 -0.00182 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Non-
Cosponsors in Same Party 

0.00137 -0.00221 -0.00206 

Geographic Constraint 

~ Cosponsors in Same 
Office Building 

0.0[190*»* 0.00772 0.00762 

- Non-Cosponsors in Same 
Office Building 

0.00819»»* 0.00231 0.00599 
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Table B.3: Results from Logistic Regressions on tiie Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Interaction Inside Congress 

page 2 of 3 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for ail 

Variables 

Choice Homophily 

~ Cosponsors of Same Sex -0.00284 -0.00351 -0.01241*** 

= Non-Cosponsors of Same 
Sex 

0.00039 0.00139 0.00204 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Same-Sex 
Cosponsors 

0.00074 0.00106 0.00245** 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Same-Sex Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00010 -0.00033 -0.00014 

Cosponsors of Same Race 0.00847* 0.00697* 0.00153 

= Non-Cosponsors of Same 
Race 

-0.00213* -0.00179 -0.00065 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Cosponsors of 
Same Race/Ethnicitv 

-0.00193'" -0.00168* -0.00148 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Non-
Cosponsors of Same Race/ 
Ethnicit\' 

0.00039' 0.00038 0.00030 

n Cosponsors of Same 
Religion 

0.00193 0.00016 -0.00451 

= Non-Cosponsors of Same 

Religion 
-0.00220 -0.00211 -0.00348* 

Summed Co-Tenure in 

Congress with Cosponsors of 

Same Religion 
-0.00013 0.00030 0.00078 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Non-
Cosponsors of Same Religion 

0.00011 0.00008 0.00064 

Summed Age Similarity to 
Cosponsors 

-0.0213* -0.01340 -0.02790* 

Summed Age Similarity to 
Non-Cosponsors 

0.00456 0.00351 0.00733 

Summed (Co-Tenure * Age 
Similarity) with Cosponsors 

-0.00193" 0.00317 0.00482* 

Summed (Co-Tenure * Age 
Similarity) with Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00049 -0.00025 -0.00168 



Table B.3: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship 
Interaction Inside Congress 

page 3 of 3 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Controls 

On Committee Considering 
Bill 

0.4366 0.4727 0.1236 

On Subcommittee 
Considering Bill 

0.0291 0.0901 0.7453* 

= Weeks Bill has been 
Considered 

- 0.1383**' 0.1689*** 

~ Weeks 105"' Congress 
has been in Session 

-- -0.1468*** -0.1823*** 
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Table B.4: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Interaction Outside Congress 

page 1 of2 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Prior Organizational Overlap 

~ Cosponsors Attended an 

Ivy League School, if one 

also Attended Ivy League 

School 

0.0114 0.0121 0.0210 

- Non-Cosponsors Attended 
an Ivy League School, if one 
also Attended Ivy League 
School 

-0.0010 -0.0019 -0.0033 

Cosponsors Attended 
Medical School, if one also 

Attended Medical School 
0.2418 0.2245 0.2823 

« Non-Cosponsors Attended 
Medical School, if one also 
Attended Medical School 

-0.1449 -0.1323 -0.1197 

= Cosponsors Attended Law 

School, if one also .Attended 

Law School 

0.0012 0.0004 0.00125 

= Non-Cosponsors Attended 
Law School, if one also 
Attended Law School 

-0.0013 -0.0013 -0.00067 

= Cosponsors with Military 

Experience, if one also has 
Military Experience 

0.0022 0.0012 0.00018 

= Non-Cosponsors with 

Military Experience, if one 
also has Military Experience 

-0.0006 -0.0002 -0.00155 
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Table B.4: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
Interaction Outside Congress 

page 2 of2 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Demographic Similarity 

= Cosponsors of Same Race -0.00019 -0.00024 0.00153 

s Non-Cosponsors of Same 
Race 

-0.00047 -0.00042 -0.00065 

# Cosponsors of Same Sex 0.00004 -0.00023 0.01241»** 

s Non-Cosponsors of Same 
Sex 

0.00042 0.00058 0.00204 

= Cosponsors of Same 

Religion 
0.00188 0.00184 -0.00451 

~ Non-Cosponsors of Same 
Religion 

-0.00193 -0.00195"* -0.00348» 

Summed Age Similarity to 
Cosponsors 

-0.00010 -0.00035 -0.02790» 

Summed Age Similarity to 
Non-Cosponsors 

0.00172 0.00206 0.00733 

Controls 

- Weeks Bill has been 
Considered 

- 0.14182'"'* 0.1689"* 

s Weeks 105'" Congress has 
been in Session 

~ -0.I6133''** -0.1823"' 
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Table B.5: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship: 
General Control Variables 

Independent 
Variable 

Bivariate 
Results 

Controlling for all 
Variables 

~ Weeks Bill has been 
Considered 

0.1427*** 0.1689*** 

# Weeks 105'*'Congress 
has been in Session 

-0.1610*** -0.1823*** 

~ Bills Sponsored by 
Congressperson 

0.003! -0.0002 

Year of Birth -0.0009 -0.0057 

Year Elected 0.2281*** -0.2283 

Year Elected Squared -0.0015*** 0.0022* 

Democrat 0.0884 0.6499 



Table B.6: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship 
Stepwise Model Generated from all Variables 

page 1 of3 

Action Inside 
Congress 

Interaction Inside 
Congress 

Summed PAC Overlap 
with Cosponsors in 
Previous Year 

-0.00002 Number of Cosponsors 0.03730 

Summed PAC Overlap 
with Non-Cosponsors 
in Previous Year 

0.00003 
Number of Cosponsors 
Squared 

-0.00009*** 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with 
Cosponsors 

0.00044 

Action Outside 
Congress 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00151 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 65 
years of Age or Older 
to Cosponsors 

-0.00119 
Total Current 
Subcommittee Overlaps 
with Cosponsors 

O.OI 181*** 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 65 
years of Age or Older 
to Non-Cosponsors 

0.00089** 
Total Current 
Subcommittee Overlaps 
with Non-Cosponsors 

-0.00310** 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 65 
years of Age or Older 
to Cosponsors • ~ 
mentions of bill topic in 
wire repons in past 
month 

0.00007*** 

Total Subcommittee 
Overlaps with 
Cosponsors for all years 
of Co-Tenure 

0.00176 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
Urban to Cosponsors 

-0.00007 

Total Subcommittee 
Overlaps with Non-
Cosponsors for all years 
of Co-Tenure 

-0.00162** 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
Urban to Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00128*** 
" Cosponsors in Same 
Party 

0.00530 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
Urban to Cosponsors 
* "'o margin of victory 
in previous election 

-0.00018* 
ff Non-Cosponsors in 
Same Party 

-0.00121 



Table B.6: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship 
Stepwise Model Generated from all Variables 

page 2 of 3 

Action Outside 
Congress 

Interaction inside 
Congress 

Summed Absolute 

Similarit\ in Per Capita 
Income to Cosponsors 

0.00355 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with 
Cosponsors in Same 
Partv 

-0.00104 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Per Capita 
Income to Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00035 

Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Non-
Cosponsors in Same 
PartN' 

-0.00071 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Per Capita 
Income to Cosponsors * 
"b margin of victory in 
previous election 

-0.00007 
On Subcommittee 
Considering Bill 

0,7069 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
Married to Cosponsors 

0.00469* 
= Cosponsors of Same 
Sex 

-0.00013 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
Married to Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00026 
= Non-Cosponsors of 

Same Se.x 
-0.00058 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
Married to Cosponsors 
* "o margin of victor\' 
in previous election 

-0.00016 
Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Same-
Sex Cosponsors 

0.00045 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
White to Cosponsors 

0.00134 
Summed Co-Tenure in 
Congress with Same-
Sex Non-Cosponsors 

0.00016 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
White to Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00069 
^ Cosponsors of Same 
Race 

0.00010 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent 
White to Cosponsors 
* % margin of victory 
in previous election 

-0.00015 
~ Non-Cosponsors of 
Same Race 

-0.00017 

Summed Absolute 
Similaritv' in Percent 
White to Non-
Cosponsors * % margin 
of victory in previous 
election 

0.00004* 
Summed Age 
Similarity to 
Cosponsors 

-0.00405 



Table B.6: Results from Logistic Regressions on the Probability of Cosponsorship 
Stepwise Model Generated from all Variables 

page 3 of 3 

Action Outside Congress Interaction Inside 
Congress 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent with a 
College Degree to 
Cosponsors 

-0.00487 
Summed Age 
Similarity to Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00108 

Summed Absolute 
Similarity in Percent with a 
College Degree to Non-
Cosponsors 

0.00027 
Interaction 
Outside Congress 

Summed Absolute 

Similarity in Percent with a 
College Degree to 
Cosponsors * % margin of 
victor\' in previous election 

0.00034*' 
n Cosponsors of 
Same Se.\ 

-0.00013 

Summed Absolute 

Similarity in Percent with a 
College Degree to Non-
Cosponsors * % margin of 
victorv' in previous election 

-O.0QQO4** ~ Non-Cosponsors 
of Same Sex 

-0.00058 

General Controls 
# Cosponsors of 

Same Race 
0.00010 

= Weeks Bill has been 
Considered 

0.1437*»» ~ Non-Cosponsors 
of Same Race 

-0.00017 

~ Weeks 105''' Congress has 
been in Session 

-0.1373"* 
Summed Age 
Similarity to 
Cosponsors 

-0.00405 

Year Elected -0.2880» 
Summed Age 
Similarity to Non-
Cosponsors 

-0.00108 

Year Elected Squared 0.0026** 
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Table B.7: Results from QAP Regressions on Cosponsorship Overlap: 
Action Inside Congress 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Puny Leadership 

Member of Dyad is a 
Leader of Other 
Member's Party 

0.156669* 0.159631* 0.034247 

Committee Leadership 

Member of Dyad is 
Committee Chair 

-0.169839* -0.172174* -0.161936* 

Member of Dyad is on 
Rules 

0.044775 0.038858 0.044713 

Member of Dyad is on 

Ways and Means 
-0.088048* -0.090884* -0.082286 

Member of Dyad is on 
Appropriations 

-0.134584** -0.134866** -0.123444** 

Reciprocity Habit 

~ Dyad Member's Bills 
that Other Member has 
Cosponsored 

1997-1998 

0.133849*** 0.127932*** 0.090380** 
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Table B.8: Results from QAP Regressions on Cosponsorship Overlap: 
Action Outside Congress 

page I of2 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

District 
Characteristics 

Similarity in Per 
Capita Income 

-1.583319 -1.738149 -1.586842 

Similarity- in Percent 
Urban 

0.000120* 0.000102 0.000066 

SimiiaritN' in Percent 
Employed 

0.000105«« 0.000102»** 0.000092** 

Similarity in Percent 
Professional/ 
Technical Workers 

0.000008 -0.000001 -0.000001 

Similarity in Percent 
Service Workers 

-0.000015 -0.000018 -0.000024 

Similarity' in Percent 
Agricultural Workers 

0.000140*** 0.000134*" 0.000128*** 

Similarity in Percent 
Veterans or in 
Militarv 

0.000044 0.000035 0.000032 

Similarity in Percent 
with a College Degree 

-0.000049 -0.000053 -0.000045 

Similarity in Percent 
18 Years of Age or 
Younaer 

0.000019 0.000016 0.000020 

Similarity in Percent 
65 Years of Age or 
Older 

0.000070» 0.000069* 0.000058 

Similarity in Percent 
Female 

-0.000012 -0.000014 -0.000023 
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Table B.8: Results from QAP Regressions on Cosponsorship Overlap: 
Action Outside Congress 

page 2 of2 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Similarity in Percent 
Married 

0.000088* 0.000082* 0.000036 

Similarity in Percent 
White 

0.000072 0.000071 0.000039 

Similarity in Percent 
Hispanic 

-0.000021 -0.000034 -0.000025 

Geographic Proximity 

of Districts 

District Closeness 0.121626" 0.095214* 0.108409* 

Campaign 
Contributions 

PAC Overlap 1997-
1998 

0.007217"" 0.006991*** 0.002448 
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Table B.9: Results from QAP Regressions on Cosponsorship Overlap: 
Interaction Inside Congress 

Independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 
Organizational 
Constraint 

Total Current 
Subcommittee Overlap 

0.072208*** 0.073076*** 0.042089** 

Total Subcommittee 
Overlap for all years of 
Co-Tenure 

-0.004252 -0.004375 -0.004637* 

Same Party 0.238218*** 0.238303*** 0.220165*** 

Co-Tenure in Congress, 
if in Same Partv 

-0.003537** -0.003462** -0.004177** 

Co-Tenure in Congress -0.003546 0.005026 0.010062 

Geographic 

Constraint 

Same Office Building -0.000081 0.006179 -0.001257 

Choice 
Homophily 

Co-Tenure in Congress, 
if Same Race/Ethnicitv 

-0.006478 0.004765 0.005723 

Co-Tenure in Congress, 
if Same Sex 

-0.009743* -0.011201 -0.012309 

Co-Tenure in Congress, 
if Same Religion 

-0.002345 -0.002431 -0.002640 

Co-Tenure in Congress 
* Age Similarity 

-0.005016 -0.004704 0.026657 

Controls 

Same Race/ Ethnicity 0.000001*** 0.000001** 0.000001** 

Same Sex -0.008987 -0.006745 0.017776 

Same Religion -0.005343 -0.012705 -0.002640 

Age Similarity 0.054658 0.049487 0.026657 
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Table B.IO: Results from QAP Regressions on Cosponsorship Overlap: 
Interaction Outside Congress 

independent 
Variable 

Controlling 
within 

Mechanism 

Controlling 
within 
Theory 

Controlling 
for all 

Variables 

Prior Organizational 
Overlap 

Common Ivy League 
Attendance 

0.032054 0.038097 0.028452 

Common Medical 
School Attendance 

0.301860 0.303868 0.258473 

Common Law School 
Attendance 

-0.093748" -0.085242* -0.086944* 

Common Military 
Experience 

-0.065954 -0.053030 -0.020618 

Demographic 
Similarity 

Same Race 0.000001"* 0.000001** 0.000001** 

Same Sex -0.050756 0.036868 0.017776 

Same Religion -0.016543 0.017151 -0.002640 

Age Similarity 0.026941 0.028901 0.026657 
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Table B.ll: Results from QAP Regressions on Cosponsorship Overlap: 
Statistically Significant Variables from all Models 

Action Inside 
Congress 

Interaction 
Inside Congress 

Member of Dyad is a 
Leader of Other 
Member's Partv 

0.044417 
Total Current 
Subcommittee 
Overlap 

0.036686* 

Member of Dyad is 
Committee Chair 

-0.159038* 
Total Subcommittee 
Overlap for all years 
of Co-Tenure 

-0.003843 

Member of Dyad is on 
Ways and Means 

-0.082409 Same Party 0.214807*** 

Member of Dyad is on 

Appropriations 
-0.123432»* 

Co-Tenure in 
Congress, if in Same 
Party 

-0.002974 

~ Dyad Member's Bills 
that Other Member has 
Cosponsored. 1997-1998 

0.089466» 

Action Outside 
Congress 

Interaction 
Outside Congress 

Similarity in Percent 
Employed 

0.000088** 
Common Law School 
Attendance 

-0.089728* 

Similarity in Percent 
Agricultural Workers 

0.000140*** Same Race 0.000001** 

Similarity in Percent 65 
Years of Age or Older 

0.000054 

Similarity in Percent 
Married 

0.000035 

District Closeness 0.101846* 

PAC Overlap 1997-1998 0.002540 
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